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Abstract
Agreement, case, and switch-reference in Amahuaca
by
Emily Catherine Clem
Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Amy Rose Deal, Chair
This dissertation probes the nature of the syntactic operation of Agree through the lens of
the morphosyntax of Amahuaca, an endangered Panoan language of the Peruvian Amazon.
I take as my empirical focus two interrelated case studies in Amahuaca syntax: 1) the
split ergative case system, and 2) the extensive switch-reference system. In the domain of
case, I argue that overt ergative case morphology in Amahuaca expones agreement of the
transitive subject with multiple functional heads. This leads to a distinction between the
features needed for abstract ergative case (agreement only with v), and the features needed
to trigger overt ergative case (agreement with both v and T). This distinction between
abstract and morphological case factors into the analysis of the switch-reference system
of Amahuaca, which I argue is sensitive to abstract case. In addition to case-sensitivity,
Amahuaca’s switch-reference system shows the typologically unusual property of tracking
the reference of all arguments of the verb, not only subjects. I propose that this system
arises through adjunct complementizer agreement that probes both the adjunct and matrix
arguments directly through cyclic expansion of the probe. Through these two investigations,
I conclude that Amahuaca provides support for a narrowly cyclic model of Agree in which
each instance of Merge deﬁnes a new cycle of Agree (Rezac 2003, 2004; Be´jar and Rezac
2009). Further, the empirical facts can be most straightforwardly accounted for if we assume
that some probes are insatiable, agreeing with all possible goals in their search space (Deal
2015b). Finally, despite the fact that some agreement in Amahuaca appears to be long
distance, I argue that the data can be captured under the fairly conservative assumption
that Agree is always under c-command and is always phase-bound.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The syntactic operation of Agree was ﬁrst introduced by Chomsky (2000, 2001) as a mech-
anism for feature valuation between a probe and a goal. The subsequent two decades have
given rise to a wealth of research seeking to understand this operation. The research on
Agree has sought on the one hand to understand and reﬁne the characterization of the oper-
ation itself. Another line of inquiry has sought to understand what the empirical coverage of
this mechanism is and speciﬁcally how it may ﬁgure in phenomena of dependency formation
that extend beyond the simplest cases of φ-feature covariance between a functional head and
a DP. This dissertation seeks to further our understanding in both domains.
With respect to understanding the detailed mechanics of the operation of Agree, the
body of work following Chomsky (2000, 2001) has pursued a variety of directions, which
has raised many issues and questions for the theory. The content of this dissertation will
engage with several of the questions raised by the past two decades of work on Agree. One
such question that has been explored is the nature of the structural relationship between
the probe and goal. Under Chomsky’s original characterization of Agree, it was assumed
that the probe must c-command the goal. Subsequent research has explored a variety of
positions with respect to this assumption. For example, some have argued that instead the
reverse relationship must hold: the goal must c-command the probe (Wurmbrand 2012a,b;
Zeijlstra 2012; Bjorkman and Zeijlstra 2019, among others). Others have defended the more
traditional assumption that downward probing (i.e. probing under c-command) is involved
in Agree (Bosˇkovic´ 2007; Preminger 2013, among others). Still others have argued that
directionality of probing is variable (Baker 2008; Carstens 2016, among others). In this
dissertation I will argue that even probe-goal relationships that may not straightforwardly
appear to involve a probe c-commanding a goal can be reduced to general downward Agree
under c-command.
Another question that has grown out of the continued research on the nature of Agree
is whether a single probe can interact with multiple goals. The original formalization of
Agree assumed that a probe interacted only with the most local goal, with locality deﬁned
in terms of “closest c-command” (Chomsky 2000: 122). While most models of Agree assume
some similarly-deﬁned version of locality, a question that has been raised is whether a probe
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may agree with additional goals beyond the most local one in its domain. Theories that
have assume that this is indeed possible can be divided into diﬀerent subtypes. For example,
theories of Multiple Agree assume that a single probe can simultaneously enter into an Agree
relation with multiple DPs in its c-command domain (Hiraiwa 2001; Anagnostopoulou 2005;
Nevins 2007, 2011, among others). Meanwhile theories of Cyclic Agree assume that a probe
may enter into Agree relations with multiple goals in a sequential fashion until it is satisﬁed
(Be´jar 2003; Rezac 2003, 2004; Be´jar and Rezac 2009, among others). I will argue in the
chapters that follow that a single probe can indeed agree with multiple goals, proceeding in
a cyclic fashion.
In addition to investigating one-to-many mappings between probes and goals, the liter-
ature on Agree has also explored whether many-to-one mappings are possible. That is, can
a single syntactic element serve as the goal for multiple probes? Under traditional views
of Agree, nominal goals are subject to the Activity Condition (Chomsky 1995b, 2001), and
cannot enter into further Agree relations once they have been assigned structural case (which
was taken to occur under Agree). However, subsequent work has questioned the existence
and universality of the Activity Condition. For example, some authors have suggested that
features other than case can ﬁgure into the determination of whether a nominal remains ac-
tive or not (Rezac 2003; Carstens 2011, among others). Others have argued that the Activity
Condition is parameterizable as either a macroparameter (Baker 2008) or a microparameter
(Oxford 2017). Finally, it has even been argued that the Activity Condition is entirely un-
necessary (Nevins 2005). I will argue in this dissertation that a single goal can interact with
multiple probes, even for the same features. I will provide evidence that multiple heads in
the clausal spine can enter into Agree relations with a single nominal.
A ﬁnal question that has been the subject of extensive investigation in the literature on
Agree relates to the structure of probes. In the simplest model of Agree, a φ-probe simply
consists of an unvalued φ-feature. However, complex patterns of agreement, especially those
displaying hierarchy eﬀects, have been argued to provide evidence that probes can be more
highly speciﬁed. Some accounts have assumed that probes can be keyed to certain features
within the φ-geometry, rather than indiscriminately being satisﬁed by any φ-feature (Be´jar
2003; Be´jar and Rezac 2009, among others). An extension of this concept that has been
pursued by Deal (2015c) argues that, not only can a probe be speciﬁed with a certain
feature that will satisfy it (i.e. cause it to stop probing), but it can also be speciﬁed with a
set of features that it can additionally interact with (i.e. copy). In this dissertation I will
adopt an interaction and satisfaction model of agreement, demonstrating that this means
of structuring the representation of probes provides an elegant way of deﬁning a probe that
can agree with all possible goals in its domain, which I argue to be empirically necessary.
As mentioned earlier, in addition to exploring the formalization of the operation of Agree,
the last 20 years of research have also produced a wealth of literature seeking to understand
which empirical phenomena can be accounted for with Agree technology. The types of phe-
nomena that researchers have sought to subsume under Agree are incredibly varied. They
include (but are not limited to) Person-Case Constraint eﬀects (Be´jar and Rezac 2003;
Anagnostopoulou 2005; Nevins 2007, among others), nominal concord (Carstens 2001, 2011,
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2016; Baker 2008; Kramer 2009; Danon 2011, among others), negative concord (Zeijlstra
2004; Haegeman and Lohndal 2010, among others), sequence of tense (Zeijlstra 2012, among
others), binding (Hicks 2009; Kramer 2009; Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd 2011, among
others), control (Landau 2000, among others), ergative case assignment (Deal 2010; Rezˇac´
et al. 2014, among others),1 and switch-reference (Camacho 2010; Assmann 2012; Arregi
and Hanink 2018, among others). In this dissertation I concern myself with the latter two
phenomena. I argue that a purely Agree-based analysis is able to account for typologically
interesting patterns of split-ergative marking and switch-reference, providing greater em-
pirical coverage than existing non-Agree-based analyses (and faring better than alternative
Agree-based analyses as well).
The empirical testing ground for these claims is the language Amahuaca (Panoan; Peru).
I explore the morphosyntax of the language in depth, based on my original ﬁeldwork. I
provide two main case studies to substantiate the claims about Agree that I have alluded
to here. The ﬁrst is a system of split-ergative marking that is dependent on the syntactic
position of the subject DP. The second case study is the extensive switch-reference system of
the language, which encodes information about the reference of both subjects and objects.
I argue that both of these domains provide evidence that Agree proceeds cyclically, under
c-command, with many-to-one and one-to-many mappings between probes and goals.
In the remainder of this introductory chapter I ﬁrst provide background on the Amahuaca
language itself and the data collection that formed the basis of this dissertation. I then turn
to a more detailed summary of the structure of the dissertation and its main empirical and
theoretical observations and claims.
1.1 Background on Amahuaca
Amahuaca (also written <Hamunvaka> [Pam1˜waka] in the oﬃcial orthography), is a Panoan
language spoken in Peru and Brazil. Fleck (2003) classiﬁes Peruvian Amahuaca as belong-
ing to the Headwaters subgroup of the Nawa group within the Mainline branch of Panoan.
Fleck notes that Peruvian Amahuaca displays similarities with the languages of the Chama
subgroup, such as Shipibo-Konibo, which he speculates is due to contact. Indeed, while
Amahuaca certainly shares a large portion of its lexicon with languages of the neighboring
Yaminawa dialect complex (Headwaters subgroup), its syntax is divergent from other lan-
guages within its subgroup (for example, it is not as polysynthetic, and its alignment system
is diﬀerent).
Amahuaca is spoken in communities along the Aguayt´ıa, Curanja, Curiuja, Inuya, Las
Piedras, Mapuya, Purus, Sepahua, Upper Ucayali, and Yurua´ rivers in the Ucayali and
Madre de Dios regions of Peru and in the state of Acre in Brazil (Eberhard et al. 2019).
Estimates of the number of Amahuaca speakers vary widely. The most recent census data
from Peru puts the population of native Amahuaca speakers at 328 (Instituto Nacional de
1Note that nominative and accusative case assignment were already taken to be consequences of Agree
by Chomsky (2000).
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Estad´ıstica e Informa´tica 2017). This is signiﬁcantly higher than an SIL count done in 2000,
which estimated the number of speakers in Peru was between 90 and 130 (Gordon 2005). It
also is far above the rough estimate of 100 speakers in Peru given by Crevels (2012), based
on a count of an ethnic population of 247 in 1993. The number of speakers living in Brazil
is also murky. According to counts from 1995, the speaker population in Brazil was 220
(Eberhard et al. 2019). However, Brazil census data from 2010 does not list any Amahuaca
speakers, even though Panoan languages with as few as 3 speakers are reported (Instituto
Brasileiro de Geograﬁa e Estat´ıstica 2010).2 To contextualize these numbers a bit, as far
back as 1999 it was reported that children were not learning the language in Peru (Gordon
2005), and more recent reports say that transmission is limited to only the most remote
communities (Eberhard et al. 2019). I have personally worked with speakers of Amahuaca
who originate from communities on the Sepahua, Inuya, and Yurua´ rivers and have visited
Amahuaca communities on the Sepahua and Las Piedras rivers. In Sepahua, most speakers
are Spanish-dominant in terms of their daily communication. Few individuals under the age
of 35 have more than a passive understanding of the language. I would estimate the number
of speakers in Sepahua at approximately 40, including semi-speakers and those that have
moved from other communities in the last two decades. In Boca Pariamanu on Las Piedras,
the community is ethnically Amahuaca but there are no remaining speakers of the language,
the last speaker having passed away in recent years. On the Inuya and Yurua´ rivers, I know
that there are adult speakers, and there is a teacher who teaches the language in a school
in Inuya. I do not have further information about the speaker populations in these areas.
Given this information, I assume that the 520 speaker estimate given by Eberhard et al.
(2019) is likely too high, but that the 100 speaker estimate given by Crevels (2012) is likely
too low.
I have worked with a total of 14 Amahuaca speakers (9 female), with a majority of my
work being conducted in the communities of Nuevo Rosario, 7 de Junio, and San Francisco,
in the town of Sepahua in Atalaya Province, Ucayali, Peru.3 These speakers all live in
Sepahua and originate from Sepahua as well as from communities on the Inuya and Yurua´
rivers. The age of these speakers ranges from 26 to approximately 80. All speakers have
knowledge of Spanish but range from Amahuaca dominant to Spanish dominant. Amahuaca
is still used as a language of daily communication, but Spanish is the most commonly used
language in the neighborhoods where these speakers live. The majority of the data in this
dissertation come from work with 4 primary consultants (3 female), ranging in age from
approximately 35 to 75. These data were collected during 4 separate trips, one per year in
2015–2018, totaling 5.5 months of ﬁeldwork.
A majority of the previous work on the Amahuaca language was conducted by a series of
linguists with the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) and was carried out from the late
2The Brazil census does contain a category of unspecified Panoan languages with a population of 846
listed. It is possible that this number contains some Amahuaca speakers who identified as a speaker of a
Panoan language but did not specifically list Amahuaca as their language.
3Some data were collected through work in Puerto Maldonado, Madre de Dios, Peru, but with a speaker
from Sepahua.
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1940s through the early 2000s. Descriptive and analytical works include a phoneme inventory
(Osborn 1948), a couple of sketches on tone (Russell and Russell 1959; Hyde and Loos 1975),
an MA thesis that is a transformational grammar (Russell 1965), a chapter about reﬂexives
(Hyde 1973), a dictionary (Hyde 1980), a chapter on switch-reference (Sparing-Cha´vez 1998),
and two collections on basic grammatical properties by the two main SIL linguists who
worked on the language (Sparing-Cha´vez 2012; Russell 2014). Additionally, there is a series
of pedagogical materials and books of stories created by the SIL in collaboration with the
Peruvian Ministry of Education (e.g. Ministerio de Educacio´n 1960, 1961, 1984, 1985, 1986,
1988; Instituto Lingu¨´ıstico de Verano 1993). In addition to this work by the SIL, there is a
PhD dissertation on the phonetics and phonology of the language (Karadamou 2018).
Aside from work on Amahuaca itself, there has also been work on some of the topics
explored in this dissertation in other Panoan languages. For example, Panoan systems are
of particular interest to the study of switch-reference since they tend to exhibit the unusual
property of tracking the transitivity of clauses in addition to tracking argument identity.
Work speciﬁcally on switch-reference in Panoan includes descriptions and analyses of the
phenomenon in Capanahua (Camacho and El´ıas-Ulloa 2001), Cashinahua (Montag 2005),
Kakataibo (Zariquiey 2016), and Shipibo(-Konibo) (Valenzuela 2005; Camacho 2010; Baker
and Camargo Souza 2018). Of these sources, only Camacho and El´ıas-Ulloa (2001), Camacho
(2010), and Baker and Camargo Souza (2018) provide formal analyses of switch-reference,
and I will discuss these accounts further in Chapter 4. In addition to works speciﬁcally
focused on switch-reference, broader morphosyntactic descriptions of several Panoan lan-
guages discuss their switch-reference systems. Examples include descriptions of Kakataibo
(Zariquiey 2011, 2018), Matis (Ferreira 2005), Matses (Fleck 2003), Shanenawa (Caˆndido
2004), Shipibo (Valenzuela 2003), and Yaminawa (Neely 2019). Case is also a topic of inter-
est in Panoan languages since some languages, such as Amahuaca, display a tripartite system
and since transitivity plays such a central role in the grammar of these languages (see, e.g.
Valenzuela 2003). In addition to case being discussed in the morphosyntactic descriptions
mentioned previously, ergative case in Shipibo has recently been analyzed in the theoretical
literature as well (Baker 2014; Baker and Bobaljik 2017). This work will be further discussed
in Chapter 3.
1.2 Summary and structure of the dissertation
This dissertation is divided into three main content chapters. The ﬁrst provides necessary
background data and argumentation about the structure of Amahuaca. The second and
third chapters constitute case studies of Agree within the grammar of the language.
As mentioned, Chapter 2 provides background on Amahuaca. As outlined above, there is
almost no formal work on the structure of Amahuaca. Therefore, it is necessary to develop
an analysis of the morphosyntax of the language from the ground up. After providing a brief
overview of some relevant information about the phonology and morphology of the language,
I delve into the syntax. I examine the basic structure of the clause, and I discuss operations
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of movement that can aﬀect word order and test their properties. This understanding of the
clausal structure lays the groundwork for understanding the relationship between case and
word order discussed in Chapter 3. I also provide diagnostics for distinguishing two diﬀerent
types of dependent clauses in Amahuaca (switch-reference clauses and relative clauses), since
their surface morphosyntactic similarity has led to them being grouped together in previous
literature (Sparing-Cha´vez 1998, 2012). This is crucial since only one type of dependent
clause, namely switch-reference clauses, is the empirical focus of Chapter 4.
In Chapter 3, I turn to the ﬁrst case study of the role of Agree in Amahuaca morphosyn-
tax. The focus of this chapter is on the somewhat unusual pattern of split-ergative case
marking in Amahuaca’s tripartite case system. Interestingly, overt ergative case only ap-
pears on transitive subject DPs that have moved out of their externally merged position. I
analyze morphological ergative case as being the exponence of agreement with two functional
heads in Amahuaca: transitive v and T. I argue that this Agree-based structural view of
ergative case is able to capture the relationship between case and movement in Amahuaca
more straightforwardly than inherent or dependent theories of ergative case assignment.
I also argue that this view of morphological case as exponing multiple features lends a
very straightforward way of accounting for the focus-sensitive nominative case marking in
Amahuaca. Finally, I demonstrate that treating morphological ergative (and nominative)
case as exponence of multiple features allows for a natural distinction between “abstract”
and morphological case. Only the full set of relevant features yields morphological case,
but a subset of those features can indicate abstract case. Abstract case is leveraged by the
language’s switch-reference system, which is the topic of Chapter 4.
The second case study of Agree within Amahuaca syntax is covered in Chapter 4. This
chapter analyzes the switch-reference system of Amahuaca, which is typologically unusual
in multiple respects. I demonstrate that the switch-reference system is sensitive to abstract
case and tracks the reference of both subject and object DPs. In developing an analysis that
can account for these properties, I demonstrate that switch-reference can be accounted for
purely in terms of Agree. I argue that the seemingly long-distance dependencies involved
in tracking referential identity among all arguments of two clauses do not pose a problem
for theories of locality in Agree if we accept two assumptions about the nature of Agree.
First, a Cyclic Agree model, in theory, allows for maximal projections to serve as probes
through cyclic expansion of a probe’s domain on successive cycles of probing. Assuming
that maximal projections can indeed probe allows a probe located high in an adjunct clause
to probe directly into the matrix clause. Second, an interaction and satisfaction model
of Agree allows us to deﬁne a probe that will probe all DPs in its c-command domain,
allowing the same probe to uniformly agree with both subject and object. I demonstrate
that combining the predictions of these two models of Agree yields a straightforward way of
treating switch-reference in a purely Agree-based framework and results in greater empirical
coverage than previous accounts.
The conclusion oﬀered in Chapter 5 highlights the ways in which the case studies pre-
sented in this dissertation shape our understanding of both the mechanics and empirical
coverage of the operation of Agree.
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Chapter 2
Background on the structure of
Amahuaca
As discussed in the introduction, Amahuaca is an endangered Panoan language of the Peru-
vian and Brazilian Amazon. It is underdocumented and there is very little previous formal
linguistic work on the language. Therefore, one contribution of the current work is to provide
a description of some of the basic patterns of the language in order to form the basis for
further analysis. In this chapter, I oﬀer a descriptive overview and analysis of some impor-
tant aspects of the language in order to lay the groundwork for the more focused analysis
of Chapters 3 and 4. I begin in Section 2.1 with a description of the phonological inventory
of the language and basic phonotactics. This section is not intended to provide a thorough
overview of the phonology of Amahuaca, but rather serves to clarify some of the orthographic
conventions that I will utilize throughout. In Section 2.2, I then turn to a brief discussion
of some of the morphology that will appear frequently in examples throughout. I touch on
morphology at the DP level, including case marking and number marking, I consider how
person is marked in various locations in the clause, and I outline verbal temporal morphol-
ogy. Finally, in Section 2.3 I consider basic patterns of the syntax. I oﬀer arguments for
the proposed clausal structure and movement operations of both heads and phrases, and
I demonstrate the A′-status of scrambling in the language. I also provide morphosyntac-
tic diagnostics for distinguishing two types of dependent clauses in the language – relative
clauses and switch-reference clauses. I end the discussion of Amahuaca syntax with a brief
description of DP syntax before summarizing the major points of this chapter in Section 2.4.
2.1 Phonology
The earliest description of the phonology of Amahuaca that I am aware of was written
by Henry Osborn and dates to 1948. The phoneme inventory given below is similar to
the inventory given by Osborn, with the major diﬀerence being the inclusion of an alveolar
aﬀricate, included by later authors, such as Russell (1965), but not discussed by Osborn. The
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consonant phonemes of Amahuaca are given in Table 2.1 with the orthographic symbol(s)
used to represent each phoneme given in angle brackets, <>, next to the IPA symbol if the
orthographic representation diﬀers from the standard IPA representation. The orthography
used is that which was approved by the Peruvian Ministry of Education in 2016. It is taken
largely from the Spanish-based orthography developed by the SIL, with the only diﬀerence
being that the symbols <c> and <qu>, which were both used to represent the stop /k/
in the SIL orthography (<c> before <a>, <o>, and <u>, and <qu> before <i>), have
been collapsed to the single symbol <k>. I do not oﬀer arguments for the contrastive status
of each phoneme here, but I refer interested readers to Karadamou (2018: 375-406) for
discussion of this issue.
Bilabial Alveolar Post-Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal
Plosive p t k P <h>
Nasal m n
Tap R <r>
Fricative s <z> S <sh> ç <x> h <j>
Aﬀricate
>
ts <tz>
>
tS <ch>
Approximant w <v> j <y>
Table 2.1: Consonant inventory
As seen in Table 2.1, Amahuaca has four voiceless oral stops, /p/, /t/, /k/, and /P/. All
of the stops can appear as onsets. In the orthography, <h> is always written at the beginning
of words that would otherwise be vowel-initial, but its realization is somewhat variable word-
initially. Glottal stop is also variably realized in a syllable-ﬁnal position, depending on the
prosodic shape of the word, with it commonly appearing after high-toned syllables, as in (1).
(1) <joni> ‘man’ : [ho`nd ı´] ∼ [ho`nd ı´P]
This occurrence of glottal stop is not consistently represented in the orthography, and so I
omit it here. Amahuaca additionally has two nasal stops, /m/ and /n/, which can serve as
onsets. Foot-medially before oral vowels, they are realized as post-oralized nasal stops. They
are realized as fully nasal foot-medially before nasal vowels as well as foot-initially. These
realizations are demonstrated in (2).
(2) a. <xano> ‘woman’ : [ça´ndo`]
b. <xanon> ‘woman.erg’ : [ça´n`˜o]
c. <nami> ‘meat’ : [na`mb ı´]
There is an alveolar tap in Amahuaca, which can serve as an onset. Amahuaca has four
fricatives, /s/, /S/, /ç/, and /h/. Only the three sibilants can contrastively serve as codas.
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The place of articulation of the three sibilants has been characterized diﬀerently by diﬀerent
authors. Osborn represents these three phonemes as /T/, /s/, and /x/, noting that his /s/
involves contact of the “central part of the tongue against the alveolar ridge” (1948: 189), and
notes that his /x/ can often be palatalized. Here I represent these three sibilants as /s/, which
is realized as dental for some speakers; /S/, which, as noted by Osborn, involves constriction
between the alveolar ridge and a portion of the tongue which is not the tip; and /ç/, which is
typically realized as palatalized rather than velar or the retroﬂex reﬂex found in some other
Panoan languages (e.g. Yaminawa; Neely 2019: 249).1 The two aﬀricates of Amahuaca are
/
>
ts/ and /
>
tS/. As mentioned previously, the alveolar aﬀricate was not included in Osborn’s
(1948) phoneme inventory, but is included in subsequent sources. Finally, Amahuaca has
two approximants, the labio-velar /w/ and palatal /j/.
Turning now to the vowel inventory of Amahuaca, there are four contrastive vowel qual-
ities, each with nasal and oral variants, shown in Table 2.2.
Front Central Back
High i i˜ <in> 1 <u> 1˜ <un>
Mid o o˜ <on>
Low a a˜ <an>
Table 2.2: Vowel inventory
As indicated in the table, the four vowel qualities are /i/, /a/, /1/, and /o/, which is
sometimes realized as [u]. Nasality on vowels is orthographically represented as an <n>
following the vowel. Vowels contrast in length in Amahuaca, as shown in (3), and long
vowels are orthographically represented as a doubled grapheme (i.e. <aa> = /a:/, etc.).
(3) a. <mapo> ‘head’ : [ma´po`]
b. <mapoo> ‘clay’ : [ma´po`:]
Tone is also contrastive in Amahuaca, with two contrastive levels, high and low. While roots
are lexically speciﬁed for tone, minimal tone pairs are quite rare. A tonal minimal pair is
given in (4).
(4) a. <j´ıri> ‘eat’ : [h´ıR`ı]
b. <jir´ı> ‘feed’ : [h`ıR´ı]
Tone sandhi substantially aﬀects the realization of tone in Amahuaca (Russell and Russell
1959), and most authors do not represent tone in the orthography, a decision which I follow
here.2
1Karadamou (2018) represents the phoneme that I represent with /ç/ as /Ê/.
2On the infrequent occasion that tone does serve to differentiate two lexical items which would otherwise
be ambiguous in the morphosyntactic context, I follow the convention of using <´> over a vowel to represent
high tone, as in (4).
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Amahuaca syllable structure is consistently CV(C). All consonant phonemes are able to
serve as onsets in the language, while the only permissible codas are /s/, /S/, and /ç/.3
No onset or coda clusters are permitted. The nucleus of a syllable can be comprised of a
single monophthongal vowel, long or short, or a diphthong. The minimal prosodic word in
Amahuaca is bimoraic. A word can be composed of one heavy syllable, with a heavy syllable
consisting of a syllable with a long vowel or diphthong, or two syllables.4 The majority of
roots in Amahuaca are disyllabic.
2.2 Morphology
In this section, I will discuss some of the morphemes that will occur frequently in the ex-
amples throughout the dissertation. This is not intended to be an exhaustive list of all
derivational and inﬂectional morphology in the language. For a list of many Amahuaca mor-
phemes, along with illustrative examples, I refer the reader to Appendix A of Hyde 1980 and
Chapter 7 of Sparing-Cha´vez 2012. I will ﬁrst discuss morphology of the nominal domain,
focusing ﬁrst on case morphology, then turning to a discussion of the purported “plural”
marker of Amahuaca (which I will argue is not actually plural), and ﬁnally outlining the
paradigms of pronouns and subject markers. Then I will turn to the morphology of the
verbal domain, discussing the paradigms of tense and aspect markers.
2.2.1 Case marking
Amahuaca displays a tripartite case system for core arguments of the verb. The case of
arguments will be the topic of Chapter 3. The intransitive subject (S) can receive overt case
marking (typically =x ), as seen in (5). The transitive subject (A) can also receive overt case
marking (typically =n), as shown in (6). Object (O) DPs are morphologically unmarked
for case, as demonstrated by (6). In ditransitives both objects surface in a morphologically
unmarked form, as in (7) .
(5) vaku{*=n / =x}=mun
child{=erg / =nom}=C
rakuu=xo=nu
be.afraid=3.pst=decl
‘The child was afraid.’
3Note that /P/ can sometimes appear as a coda, but it does not appear to be contrastive in coda position.
4Hyde’s (1980) dictionary of Amahuaca contains a few head words that consist of a single syllable with a
nasal vowel. I do not analyze nasal vowels as being bimoraic. Instead, I note that these items are all subject
markers, to be discussed below, which, like functional items in the language, typically form a prosodic word
with the material immediately to their left.
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(6) xano{=n / *=x}=mun
woman{=erg / =nom}=C
chopa{*=n / *=x}
clothes{=erg / =nom}
patza=hi=ki=nu
wash=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘The woman is washing clothes.’
(7) joni=n=mun
man=erg=C
xano
woman
jiriti
food
hinan=hi=ki=nu
give=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘The man is giving the woman food.’5
These contrasts suggest an underlyingly tripartite case system where ergative and nominative
case are overtly marked in Amahuaca. The unmarked form for nominals appears to be a
morphological default in Amahuaca rather than signaling accusative case directly. Evidence
that this is a default comes from diﬀerential case marking – both transitive and intransitive
subjects can surface in a morphologically unmarked form in the right syntactic and discourse
contexts. This diﬀerential subject marking is the focus of Chapter 3, and I set it aside for
now. The basic argument case morphology of the language is summarized in Table 2.3.6
Case Argument marked Form (sg/pl)
nom S =x / -vaux
erg A =n / -vaun
acc/default S/A/O ∅ / -vo
Table 2.3: Regular case morphology
In Table 2.3, it is worth pointing out that there is a distinct form given for the plural for each
case value. Case typically surfaces as an enclitic on the entire DP in Amahuaca. However,
when the ﬁnal morpheme in the DP is the “plural” marker -vo, the case marking is expressed
as a portmanteau with this marker. I discuss the status of this marker -vo below.
Before moving on from the topic of case marking, it is important to discuss apparent
“allomorphy” of case marking in Amahuaca. For many DP-internal elements in Amahuaca,7
5What I gloss here as ‘food’ can actually be decomposed into the verb jiri ‘eat’ and the nominalizer -ti.
This nominalizer is not very productive synchronically in Amahuaca.
6I set aside here case marking for non-arguments, such as genitive and locative case. Note that both of
these cases morphologically resemble ergative marking in much of the paradigm. However, they come apart
from ergative with pronouns. For example, there is some variation between speakers with genitive marking,
but for first person singular, the ergative form is hiyan while the genitive form is hun. Note that genitive
pronouns are distinct from inalienable possessive markers which occur with bound roots, typically kinship
terms (e.g. -pa ‘father’, hu-pa ‘my father’).
7I intend to include more than just nouns in this group of words since any element that occurs at the right
edge of the DP can host the case enclitic. Given that DP-internal word order is relatively free, this means
that elements of many categories can appear in this position. There are examples of nouns, adjectives,
quantifiers, and numerals that undergo the type of segmental alternations described here in case-marked
versus unmarked contexts.
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the case marked form of the word contains additional segmental material beyond the case
marker and the root that appears in morphologically unmarked contexts. Speciﬁcally, these
words contain an additional syllable at the end of the root before the case marker.8 An
example of this alternation is given in (8) for a noun and (9) for an adjective.
(8) a. kapuu=mun
alligator=C
rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
joni=ki=nu
man=3.pres=decl
‘The man is killing the alligator.’
b. kaputon=mun
alligator.erg=C
Floria
Floria
pi=xo=nu
bite=3.pst=decl
‘The alligator bit Floria.’
(9) ‘That tall man is eating meat.’
a. jaa
dem
chaii
tall
joni=n=mun
man=erg=C
nami
meat
pi=hi=ki=nu
bite=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. jaa
dem
joni
man
chaitan=mun
tall.erg=C
nami
meat
pi=hi=ki=nu
bite=ipfv=3.pres=decl
In Table 2.4 I list the forms of all of the extra ﬁnal syllables found in ergative-marked
forms of nouns and adjectives listed in Hyde’s (1980) dictionary. Nominative forms typically
include the extra syllable but with a ﬁnal x instead of a ﬁnal n.
C-initial V-initial
chin an
kan in
kun on
man un
nan
nin
non
nun
pan
tan
ton
xon
Table 2.4: Truncated ergative syllables from nouns and adjectives in Hyde 1980
One potential way to analyze this pattern is in terms of allomorphy of the case marker;
another is in terms of root allomorphy. Under the latter analysis, which I will adopt here,
8There are two examples of words with two additional syllables in their ergative form given by Hyde
(1980). These are the noun korokoro ‘turkey’, the ergative form of which is korokorokaton, and voxni ‘grey-
haired’, the ergative form of which is voxnikaton.
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the root would be truncated to omit the ﬁnal syllable in non-case-marked contexts. One
reason to treat this as allomorphy of the root rather than the case marker is that the choice
of which ﬁnal syllable is used in ergative contexts is not predictable from the shape of the
root. Therefore, each root in the language would have to be speciﬁed for which form of
the ergative marker it occurred with, constituting a case of lexically-conditioned allomorphy
rather than phonologically-conditioned allomorphy. Interestingly, since nominative-marked
roots also contain an extra syllable and diﬀer from ergative-marked roots only in that the
ﬁnal n is replaced with x, lexically-conditioned allomorphy of the nominative marker would
have to be separately encoded, somewhat redundantly. This repetition of the ﬁnal n in
all of the ergative forms (and x in all of the nominative forms) gives reason to think that
the more accurate way to segment all of these forms would be simply Root=n rather than
Root=(C)Vn – that is, to assume that the case marker is regular in all forms, namely that
it is consistently =n, while the roots alternate between a truncated and full form. The root
allomorphy analysis is also attractive since additional changes to some roots are triggered in
the contexts where these extra syllables occur. For example, the placement of high tone can
shift, as in (10a), the vowel preceding the extra syllable can become oral instead of nasal, as
in (10b), or the vowel preceding the extra syllable can shorten, as in (10c).9
(10) a. <hoxnu´> ‘moonlight’ → <ho´xnupa´n> ‘moonlight.erg’ (Hyde 1980: 40)
b. <no´non> ‘duck’ → <no´noma´n> ‘duck.erg’ (Hyde 1980: 62)
c. <sha´noo> ‘viper’ → <sha´nopa´n> ‘viper.erg’ (Hyde 1980: 77)
An additional type of change involves the vowel-initial syllables in the second column of
Table 2.4. These always occur with roots that would otherwise be consonant ﬁnal or would
terminate in a nasal vowel. They cause the ﬁnal consonant to resyllabify as the onset of
the additional syllable, and in roots with a nasal vowel, the result is that the nasality on
the vowel is lost and is instead realized as an alveolar nasal onset of the added syllable.
These diﬀerent types of changes to roots vary in predictability. Finally, it is worth noting
that the number of extra syllables instantiated in Table 2.4 is quite large were we to assume
they represented multiple allomorphs of the case marker. The large number of possible
syllables is more in line with a truncation account where these syllables simply represent the
ﬁnal syllables of roots. The fact that not all possible CV combinations are represented in
these ﬁnal syllables is not entirely unexpected given that some languages are known to have
reduced syllable inventories farther into the word (see, e.g., Hyman and Inkelas 1997 for Tiene
(Bantu; Democratic Republic of the Congo)). Overall, the pattern outlined here suggests
that the simpler analysis is to treat extra syllables in ergative and nominative forms, along
with the changes to the root that they trigger, as part of the underlying representation of the
root. This would mean that in case-marked contexts the full form of the root is realized with
9This vowel length change, in particular, speaks in favor of a truncation analysis because it appears to
exhibit a form of compensatory lengthening. When the final syllable is present, the vowel is short, but when
the final syllable is deleted, the vowel preceding the deleted material becomes long.
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a fully regular ergative (=n) or nominative (=x ) enclitic.10 In contexts where case marking
is lacking, the root is truncated to lose the ﬁnal syllable, and other processes may apply,
such as lengthening of the ﬁnal vowel. The resulting picture is that case morphology is fully
regular (with the exception of its portmanteau realization with “plural” -vo, discussed just
below).
2.2.2 Number marking
Aside from case marking, another type of morphology that commonly occurs on nouns is
the “plural” marker -vo. While this marker has typically been glossed as plural (see, e.g.,
Sparing-Cha´vez 2012), it does not appear to have true plural semantics. It can appear only
with human nouns,11 but human nouns can receive a plural interpretation without it, and
it can appear on human nouns receiving a singular interpretation. The example in (11)
shows a noun without -vo, the subject jonin ‘men’, that receives a plural interpretation and
triggers the plural subject marker kan. In (12) we see an example where vaku ‘child’ receives
a singular interpretation regardless of whether it surfaces with or without -vo.
(11) joni=n=mun
man=erg=C
jono
peccary
kiyoo=vi
all=emph
rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
kan=ki=nu
3pl=3.pres=decl
‘The men are killing all of the peccaries.’
(12) vaku(-vo)
child-pl
muka=kun=mun
play=ds.sq=C
xano=n
woman=erg
chopa
clothes
patza=hi=ki=nu
wash=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘After the child played, the woman is washing clothes.’
I set aside here the question of what the exact semantic contribution of this morpheme is,
but note that it typically appears on plural human nouns in the examples in this dissertation
(and I will continue to gloss it pl in such instances). Aside from the marker -vo, number
is not marked on nouns in Amahuaca. Instead, Amahuaca bare nouns have general number
(Corbett 2000; Rullmann and You 2006; Wilhelm 2008; Bale et al. 2011; Paul 2012; Kramer
2017, among others). This means that each noun means something like ‘one or more Ns’
(i.e. the denotation includes both atoms and their sums). Bare nouns in Amahuaca are not
ambiguous between a singular form and a plural form (i.e. there is not simply a singular and
plural form that happen to be homophonous for all nouns), rather the denotation of the bare
noun is neutral for number. This can be demonstrated by testing for ambiguity (Zwicky and
Sadock 1975; Rullmann and You 2006; Kramer 2017). Consider the sentence in (13) with a
truly ambiguous noun.
10I am aware of one truly irregular root. The root hino ‘dog’ becomes hinan in the ergative. This is the
only root I am aware of where a root vowel changes quality in the ergative.
11One apparent exception is its use in forming clan terms. It can attach to animal terms to form clan
names. For example, one Amahuaca clan name is rono-vo, meaning roughly ‘snake people’. Additionally,
sometimes speakers occasionally accept -vo as a seeming plural with the names of large game animals, such
as hino ‘jaguar’, but this is rare and may be due to interference from these clan terms.
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(13) Juanu=n=mun
Juan.lg=erg=C
hino
jaguar/dog
hiin=xo=nu
see=3.pst=decl
‘Juan saw a jaguar/dog.’
Here we see that this sentence can mean that Juan saw a dog or a jaguar because the form
hino is ambiguous between the meaning ‘dog’ and ‘jaguar’. Now consider a possible follow
up to this utterance.
(14) Context: Juan saw a jaguar, and I utter (13) followed by:
Maria=n
Maria=erg
rivi=mun
also=C
hiin=xo=ki
see=3.pst=decl
‘Maria also saw (one).’
XMaria saw a jaguar.
#Maria saw a dog.
Here we see that if (13) is uttered in a context where Juan saw a jaguar, followed by the
sentence in (14) which lacks an overt object DP, the only possible interpretation of (14) is
that Maria saw a jaguar. An interpretation where Maria saw a dog is not possible. Therefore,
we can see that when a noun is truly ambiguous, the interpretation must be held constant.
This can be contrasted with the interpretation of number with bare nouns. The sentence in
(15) means that Juan found one or more tapirs.
(15) Juanu=n=mun
Juan.lg=erg=C
haa
tapir
vuchi=xo=nu
ﬁnd=3.pst=decl
‘Juan found one or more tapirs.’
If haa ‘tapir’ (along with other bare nouns) were ambiguous between singular and plural in
the same way as hino is ambiguous between the meaning ‘dog’ and ‘jaguar’ we would expect
that the interpretation of a sentence like (16) should have to hold constant either a singular
or plural interpretation in a similar fashion to the pattern we saw in (14). However, that is
not the case.
(16) Context: Juan found multiple tapirs, and I utter (15) followed by:
Maria=n
Maria=erg
rivi=mun
also=C
vuchi=xo=ki
ﬁnd=3.pst=decl
‘Maria also found (one or more).’
XMaria found one tapir.
XMaria found multiple tapirs.
Here, if this follow up is uttered in a context where Juan found multiple tapirs, two possible
readings are available. It is possible for a “matching” reading, where Maria also found
multiple tapirs. However, a reading where Maria found only one tapir is also possible. This
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is unexpected if the noun haa ‘tapir’ is ambiguous between singular and a proper plural. It
is exactly the predicted pattern, though, if haa instead is number neutral and means ‘one
or more tapirs’. Therefore, I conclude that bare nouns in Amahuaca have general number.
Because bare nouns can be used both where English uses singular nouns and where English
uses plural nouns, in examples throughout I have attempted to provide English translations
of Amahuaca bare nouns that reﬂect the context in which a sentence was uttered or the
number marking in the Spanish translation that was oﬀered.
2.2.3 Person marking
In contrast to nouns in Amahuaca, pronouns are overtly marked for number, with distinct
singular and plural pronouns for all persons. The form of the pronouns is given in Table 2.5.
sg pl
1 hiya noku
2 miya mato
3 jaa jato
Table 2.5: Full pronouns
The forms given in Table 2.5 are the default forms for the pronouns – the forms that are not
overtly marked for case. These forms appear as object pronouns. Transitive and intransitive
subject pronouns are formed by adding regular ergative (=n) or nominative (=x ) marking to
these forms. For subject pronouns it is very uncommon for them to appear in the unmarked
form. Typically, the use of a full pronoun (rather than pro-drop) signals narrow focus and
results in case marking.12
In addition to full pronouns, Amahuaca has a series of subject clitics that indicate the
person and number of the subject. These appear in a fairly ﬁxed position in the clause, but
the position depends on the presence of aspect marking. The forms of these subject clitics
are given in Table 2.6.
sg pl
1 hun non
2 min man
3 jan kan
Table 2.6: Subject clitics
In matrix clauses, the use of these clitics for local persons is obligatory, and they can double
emphatic full pronouns. For third person arguments, these clitics are typically used if there
12I will discuss the connection between nominative case and focus in Chapter 3.
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is no overt subject DP or if the overt subject DP is a pronoun, but speakers vary in whether
they use these clitics to double non-pronominal DPs, with it being more common for speakers
to double plural DPs with kan than to double singular DPs with jan.
In sentences in the perfective aspect (which is not overtly marked), the subject clitic
surfaces in a position after the clitic =mun, which is a second position clitic, and will be
discussed further in Section 2.3. This holds true for all of the clitics except the third person
plural, which surfaces after the verb. This pattern is demonstrated in (17).
(17) a. hiya=x=mun=hun
1sg=nom=C=1sg
pakuu=ku=nu
fall=1.pst=decl
‘I fell.’
b. jato=x=mun
3pl=nom=C
riohko=kan=xo=nu
fall.pl=3pl=3.pst=decl
‘They fell.’13
We see in (17a) that the ﬁrst person singular clitic hun cliticizes to the clitic =mun to
its left.14 It appears before the verb. Note that occasionally speakers permit elements to
intervene between =mun and the subject marker, though this pattern is infrequent and is
often judged to be ill-formed. However, in perfective contexts, the subject clitic never follows
the verb.15 This is true for all clitics except the third person plural clitic kan. As seen in
(17b), kan follows the verb, appearing between the verb and the tense marker.
In contexts with other aspect markers, which are all overt, the situation is diﬀerent.
Here, the subject clitics all appear in the same post-verbal position, consistently forming a
prosodic unit with the sentence-ﬁnal tense and mood particles, as demonstrated in (18).
(18) a. hiya=x=mun
1sg=nom=C
pakuu=hi
fall=ipfv
hun=ka=nu
1sg=1.pres=decl
‘I am falling.’
b. jato=x=mun
3pl=nom=C
riohko=hi
fall.pl=ipfv
kan=ki=nu
3pl=3.pres=decl
‘They are falling.’
13‘Fall’ is like many Amahuaca verbs, especially motion-related verbs, that have a distinct form when
used with a plural subject. This plural verb form can be used regardless of the person of the subject, as
shown with a first person plural subject in (i).
(i) noku=x=mun=non
1pl=nom=C=1pl
riohko=ku=nu
fall.pl=1.pst=decl
‘We fell.’
14Note that I will typically write a subject clitic as a separate word in this context to highlight the position
of the clitic =mun since it can be used to diagnose constituency.
15This is with the exception of instances where the verb moves to a position before the second position
clitic =mun. The derivation of this word order will be discussed in Section 2.3.
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In (18a), we see that the ﬁrst person singular clitic hun now appears after the imperfective
aspect marker and before tense marking. The same is true for the third person plural clitic
kan in (18b).
2.2.4 Tense marking and agreement
In addition to subject clitics that indicate the person and number of the subject, Amahuaca
also indicates the person of the subject via agreement on the tense markers. Amahuaca has
two series of tense markers, one indicating present and one past. These tense markers diﬀer
in form based on the person of the subject. A full paradigm of the tense markers is given in
Table 2.7.
Subject Person
Tense 1 2 3
Present =ka =ki =ki
Past =ku =ku =xo
Table 2.7: Tense markers and subject agreement
Here we can see that the form of the present tense marker with a ﬁrst person subject is =ka
while it is =ki with a second or third person subject. For past tense, the form is =ku when
the subject is a local person, ﬁrst or second, and =xo when it is third person.
2.2.5 Aspect marking
In addition to these tense markers, other temporal morphology that will ﬁgure in many of the
examples throughout is aspect marking. As mentioned previously, perfective aspect is not
overtly marked in Amahuaca matrix clauses. The other aspect markers are phonologically
overt and typically surface as verbal enclitics. Their placement will be discussed further in
Section 2.3.
Habitual =nox
Imperfective =hi
Perfect =hax
Perfective Ø
Prospective =katzi
Table 2.8: Matrix aspect markers16
16I indicate here that these are the forms of aspect marking found in matrix clauses, because aspect
marking in other types of clauses follows a distinct pattern.
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In Table 2.8 we can see that there are four overt aspect markers found in Amahuaca. These
indicate habitual, imperfective, perfect, and prospective meanings. There is one other class
of verbal morphology that indicates more speciﬁc temporal information and appears to be
almost “adverbial” in terms of the types of meanings encoded. An example of such a mor-
pheme would be =shin ‘yesterday’. These more speciﬁc temporal modiﬁers co-occur with
other tense and aspect morphology and can appear in the same morphological form in all
clause types – matrix clauses, relative clauses, and switch-reference clauses. On the other
hand, true aspect markers appear in diﬀerent forms (and are sometimes lacking overtly) ac-
cording to clause type, and diﬀerent clause types make diﬀerent numbers of distinctions. For
example, while relative clauses can contain speciﬁc temporal modiﬁers like =shin ‘yesterday’,
they only mark a two-way aspect contrast between perfective =ha and imperfective =hai,
contrasting with the fuller matrix paradigm of aspect marking. Switch-reference clauses,
too, can contain temporal markers of the =shin type, but all other temporal information
is encoded in the switch-reference marker itself, rather than in separate aspect morphemes.
This behavior across clause types helps to divide seemingly aspectual temporal markers into
two classes – those which are invariant and those which diﬀer by clause type – with the latter
appearing to be ‘true’ aspect marking.
With this understanding of the basic morphological categories that frequently appear in
the nominal and verbal domain, I now turn to a discussion of Amahuaca syntax.
2.3 Syntax
Amahuaca is mixed-headed with baseline SOV word order. It allows scrambling of all argu-
ments and adjuncts, and is both head- and dependent-marking. In this section I will ﬁrst
discuss the basic clause structure of Amahuaca matrix clauses. I will begin by identifying
the functional heads in the clausal spine and then identifying the types of movement that
the verb in Amahuaca can undergo. I will then turn to a discussion of the properties of DP
movement to various positions in the Amahuaca clause. Finally, I will discuss the syntax of
domains other than the matrix clause, overviewing the structure of adjunct switch-reference
clauses, relative clauses, and DPs.
2.3.1 The matrix clausal spine
In matrix clauses in Amahuaca, all heads in the verbal extended projection are head-ﬁnal,
with the exception of AspP and CP. These two projections serve as “landmarks” in the
clause, along with T, which serves to delineate the right edge of the clause.
Amahuaca has a second position clitic =mun, which is preceded by exactly one XP, as
demonstrated in (19) with a DP, (19a); a PP, (19b); and an adjunct clause, (19c).17
17 Like many of the inflectional morphemes of Amahuaca, =mun is a phonologically weak element which
cliticizes to the element it linearly follows. I assume, following Zwicky and Pullum (1983), that the positioning
of morphophonological clitics in a sentence is syntactically governed. That is, these phonologically weak
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(19) a. [DP jaa
dem
joni
man
chaita=n
tall.lg=erg
] =mun
=C
nami
meat
pi=hi=ki=nu
bite=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘That tall man is eating meat.’
b. [PP nihi
forest
muran
inside
] =mun
=C
joni=n
man=erg
jiriti
food
vuna=xo=nu
look.for=3.pst=decl
‘The man looked for food in the woods.’
c. [CP joni=n
man=erg
xuki
corn
jova=hain
cook=ds.sim
] =mun
=C
xano
woman
vua=xo=nu
sing=3.pst=decl
‘While the man cooked corn, the woman sang.’
As seen in (19), =mun always follows one phrasal constituent, regardless of the category or
prosodic size of the constituent. On the basis of these syntactic second position eﬀects, I
propose that the clitic =mun is in C. This is on analogy with patterns of V2 in Germanic
languages, in which the second position verb is typically analyzed as being in C (den Besten
1983; deMena Travis 1984; Holmberg and Platzack 1995; Zwart 1997, among many others).
It has been hypothesized that some syntactically-placed second position clitics are similarly
located in a head in the C domain (see, e.g., Wilder and C´avar 1994 and Tomic´ 1996 for
Serbo-Croatian (South Slavic) second position clitics, King 1996 for Serbo-Croatian, Czech
(West Slavic), and Slovak (West Slavic) second position clitics, Paul 2001 for the Malagasy
(Austronesian; Madagascar) second position yes-no particle ve, and Black 1992 for Shipibo
(Panoan; Peru) second position mood clitics that are very similar to the Amahuaca clitics
in question), and I adopt this assumption here. Further evidence for =mun being in the C
domain comes from the fact that it is required in declarative matrix clauses, but disappears
in questions, imperatives, and non-matrix clauses.18 If =mun is in C, this suggests that CP is
head-initial in Amahuaca matrix clauses. Under these assumptions, the constituent to the left
of =mun will be in Spec,CP. This position must obligatorily be ﬁlled in Amahuaca, reﬂecting
an EPP feature on C. Movement to Spec,CP is associated with information structural eﬀects,
which will be discussed further below and in Chapter 3.
The second landmark in the Amahuaca clause is the cluster of tense and mood clitics that
appears at the far right edge of the clause. These two clitics always surface in the order tense–
mood and always appear clause-ﬁnally, modulo prosodically oﬀset right dislocation. The
mood clitic typically takes the form =nu in declarative clauses. It is null in interrogatives,
and takes the form =hu in imperatives. The morphemes that instantiate T show person
agreement with the subject, as seen in (20), and they encode a present versus past distinction,
as seen in (21).
clitics form syntactically independent elements. As can be seen in (19), the amount of phonological material
preceding =mun does not matter. Rather, the clitic’s placement is sensitive to syntactic constituency.
18This is consistent with Rizzi’s (1997) characterization of Force in his split CP model. However, as will
be discussed below, narrow-focused constituents move to the specifier of this head, which is evidence that it
also has properties of Focus. For present purposes, I make the simplifying assumption that CP is not split
in Amahuaca and accordingly speak simply of a CP projection.
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(20) a. hiya=x=mun
1sg=nom=C
hun
1sg
rakuu=ku=nu
be.afraid=1.pst=decl
‘I was afraid.’
b. vaku=x=mun
child=nom=C
rakuu=xo=nu
be.afraid=3.pst=decl
‘The child was afraid.’
(21) a. jaa=x=mun
3sg=nom=C
pakuu=hi
fall=ipfv
jan=ki=nu
3sg=3.pres=decl
‘He is falling.’
b. jaa=x=mun
3sg=nom=C
jan
3sg
pakuu=ki=nu
fall=3.pres=decl
‘He fell.’ (just now)
c. jaa=x=mun
3sg=nom=C
jan
3sg
pakuu=xo=nu
fall=3.pst=decl
‘He fell.’ (earlier)
In (20), the alternation between =ku and =xo indicates the person of the subject, with
=ku indicating ﬁrst person and =xo indicating third person. In (21a), we see a present
tense sentence, indicated by the tense marker =ki, with imperfective aspect (=hi). The
contrast between (21b) and (21c) illustrates a minimal contrast between the present tense
marker =ki and the past tense marker =xo with perfective aspect, which is unmarked. The
alternation between present and past tense serves to indicate a more recent versus a more
temporally distant event, with the recent past interpretation of the sentence with present
tense marking arising due to the perfective aspect.19 The meaning of these markers as well
as the fact that they show subject agreement is consistent with them being in T. The clause-
ﬁnal position of these morphemes thus suggests that T (along with Mood) is subject to
head-ﬁnal linearization in Amahuaca.
The ﬁnal landmark in the Amahuaca clause is aspect. As mentioned in Section 2.2, the
overt aspect markers in Amahuaca indicate imperfective (=hi), habitual (=nox ), perfect
(=hax ), and prospective (=katzi). When aspect is not overtly marked, sentences receive a
perfective interpretation, as in (21b) and (21c). Examples illustrating a contrast in aspect
markers are given in (22).
(22) a. kuntii=mun
pot=C
choka=hi
wash=ipfv
xano=ki=nu
woman=3.pres=decl
‘The woman is washing a pot.’
19Note that the past interpretation of present perfective corresponds to De Wit’s (2017) ‘retrospective
strategy’ of present perfective resolution.
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b. kuntii=mun
pot=C
choka=nox
wash=hab
xano=ki=nu
woman=3.pres=decl
‘The woman washes pots.’
In (22a), we see the imperfective aspect marker =hi, while in (22b), we see the habitual
aspect marker =nox. The choice of aspect marker indicates a contrast between a currently
ongoing action in (22a) versus an action that characterizes the woman in general but need
not be ongoing at the time of utterance in (22b).
As seen in (22), the subject DP can appear to the right of aspect, intervening between
aspect and tense. The ability of aspect to appear sentence-medially (i.e. to the left of the
subject) suggests that it is a head-initial projection, as schematized in (23).
(23) TP
AspP T
Asp vP
DP
VP v
Assuming that low subjects are in their externally merged position in Spec,vP, and that vP
is the complement of Asp, a head-initial AspP straightforwardly allows for the post-aspect
position of subjects.20 I will assume, therefore, that AspP is a head-initial projection in
Amahuaca, splitting the matrix clause into a pre-aspect middle ﬁeld, where scrambling oc-
curs, and a post-aspect domain that contains arguments in their externally merged positions.
20Note that the structure proposed in (23) violates the Final-Over-Final Condition (FOFC), which man-
dates that head-final projections cannot dominate head-initial projections within the same extended pro-
jection (Biberauer et al. 2014; Sheehan et al. 2017). In (23), the head-final TP projection dominates the
head-initial AspP projection. If FOFC is derived as a constraint on rightward movement (Zeijlstra 2016)
rather than stemming from Kayne’s (1994) Linear Correspondence Axiom or direct restrictions on headed-
ness of projections, this is not an issue. The proposal for the Amahuaca structures involves no rightward
movement, except for head movement between adjacent heads, which is permitted under Zeijlstra’s (2016)
model. An alternative approach postulating a head-final Asp which undergoes movement to a medial posi-
tion (presumably in at least some instances undergoing head movement as a complex head with the verb)
faces the challenge of identifying the projection targeted by movement. If movement targeted a head-initial
projection as its landing site, there would still need to be a head-initial projection between T and v, and so
the FOFC violation would remain in place. Assuming a head-initial AspP (together with Zeijlstra’s treat-
ment of FOFC) therefore seems to be the most straightforward account, given the lack of evidence that Asp
can ever occur further to the right. I refer the reader to Clem 2018c for a more detailed discussion of FOFC
as it relates to this structure in Amahuaca.
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2.3.2 Verb movement
As observed in the examples in (22), one position in which the verb can appear is immediately
before aspect marking. However, the Amahuaca verb can appear in multiple positions in
the structure. This raises the question of what types of movement the verb can undergo. I
will argue here that the verb in Amahuaca can undergo head movement to a clause-medial
position. I will also demonstrate that the verb can appear clause-initially, which I assume
happens through remnant VP fronting.
When the verb appears immediately before aspect, the subject can either appear to the
right of aspect, intervening between aspect and tense, (24), or in one of multiple positions
to the left of the verb, depending on whether it is the object or subject that is moved to
Spec,CP, as seen in (25).
(24) kuntii=mun
pot=C
choka=hi
wash=ipfv
xano=ki=nu
woman=3.pres=decl
‘The woman is washing a pot.’
(25) ‘The woman is washing a pot.’
a. kuntii=mun
pot=C
xano=n
woman=erg
choka=hi=ki=nu
wash=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. xano=n=mun
woman=erg=C
kuntii
pot
choka=hi=ki=nu
wash=ipfv=3.pres=decl
As mentioned above, the availability of a post-aspect position of the subject (and object)
suggests that aspect is a head-initial projection. In order to derive an immediately pre-aspect
position of the verb, I assume that the verb undergoes head movement through v to Asp to
form a complex head with aspect.21
While head movement seems to be one option for movement of the Amahuaca verb, it
does not seem to be the only type of movement that the verb can undergo. The verb can
also appear sentence-initially in Spec,CP before the second position clitic =mun, as in (26).
(26) choka=mun
wash=C
xano=n
woman=erg
kuntii=hi=ki=nu
pot=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘The woman is washing a pot.’
The appearance of the verb in this initial phrasal position suggests that VPs can also undergo
remnant movement, with verb-initial structures analyzed as in (27).22
21I assume that the null perfective aspect marker does not trigger head movement of the verb and v, a
point that will be important for deriving a lack of differential ergative case marking in perfective clauses.
This is discussed further in Chapter 3.
22In Chapter 3 I assume that head movement of V to Asp occurs in the narrow syntax, with the ability
to affect agreement possibilities. This raises an interesting question of how remnant VP movement and head
movement of the verb are related and timed with respect to one another. I propose that neither remnant VP
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(27) CP
VP
C TP
t V
2.3.3 Object shift
The availability of remnant fronting of VP suggests that object DPs vacate the VP. This is
reminiscent of German scrambling, in which the object DP moves out of VP to a position
higher in the structure (Thra´insson 2001; Vikner 1994). Following Roberts (2010), I assume
that object DPs in languages with scrambling escape the vP phase by moving to a speciﬁer
of vP. When the subject and object both remain in vP (i.e. when they appear to the right
of aspect), the only available position for the object is to the right of the subject, as in (28).
(28) ‘The man is killing the peccary.’23
a. rutu=mun=hi
kill=C=ipfv
joni
man
jono=ki=nu
peccary=3.pres=decl
b. * rutu=mun=hi
kill=C=ipfv
jono
peccary
joni=ki=nu
man=3.pres=decl
This suggests that the object DP is attracted to an inner speciﬁer position of vP; it tucks
in (Richards 1999). From this position it can, but does not have to, subsequently move
higher in the clause to a position to the left of aspect. This vP edge position appears to
be the highest A-position of the object – the object is accessible for agreement on the vP
edge, as will be discussed with respect to the switch-reference system in Chapter 4. Further
movements available to the object are all A′-movement, discussed below.
This object shift appears to be obligatory. That is, non-remnant VP movement is im-
possible, as shown in (29).
(29) ‘The man ﬁnds capybaras.’
a. vuchi=mun
ﬁnd=C
hamun=nox
capybara=hab
joni=ki=nu
man=3.pres=decl
movement nor head movement of V bleeds the other. Rather, in structures where both movements occur,
only the instance of V within the remnant VP will be pronounced since a segment of its projection (namely
the maximal VP) asymmetrically c-commands the lower copy of V that forms a complex head in Asp.
Interestingly, inflectional material like aspect is an enclitic in Amahuaca, and can be hosted by constituents
other than the verb, such as the object DP in (26). This is one potential way in which Amahuaca differs
from languages that exhibit verb doubling in predicate fronting constructions (e.g. Hebrew (Semitic); Landau
2006) – there is no morphophonological need to pronounce the verb low to host inflection.
23The sentence in (28b) is ungrammatical on the intended reading but is grammatical on the reading ‘The
peccary is killing the man’.
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b. * hamun
capybara
vuchi=mun=nox
ﬁnd=C=hab
joni=ki=nu
man=3.pres=decl
In (29b), we see that it is ungrammatical for the object DP hamun ‘capybara’ to front along
with the verb to the initial position before =mun. This suggests that there is not an option
for verb movement to the initial position in which the verb and object still form a constituent.
Therefore, I assume that objects obligatorily vacate the VP in Amahuaca, moving to the vP
edge.
2.3.4 Scrambling
Though the current proposal involves the assumption that the baseline word order for matrix
clauses is SOV, this word order is often obscured in actual examples due to movement of
the verb as well as both DP arguments. In the previous section I discussed object shift. In
this section I will focus on further movement possibilities for DPs in matrix clauses, which
can be considered under the umbrella of ‘scrambling’. I will demonstrate that movement of
the object across the subject in the middle ﬁeld or to the clause-initial focus position always
constitutes A′-movement. I will make this argument largely upon the basis of weak crossover
(WCO) eﬀects, supplementing this with data from binding Condition C where possible.
In order to examine WCO, I will be relying on data that involve the element tzova,
which has the distribution of a negative polarity item (NPI) in being restricted to occurring
in downward entailing environments.24 When tzova appears with negation, it is used as a
negative indeﬁnite, as seen in (30), and when it occurs in an interrogative clause it functions
as the wh-word, as demonstrated by (31).25
(30) tzova=x=mun
who=nom=C
vua=yama=xo=nu
sing=neg=3.pst=decl
‘No one sang.’
(31) tzova=x=ra
who=nom=int
vua=hax
sing=tam
‘Who sang?’
Here I will be considering the negative indeﬁnite use of tzova. If tzova appears as the
subject, it is able to bind a possessive pronoun in the object, as demonstrated in (32).
24The Amahuaca item kiyoo is typically translated as a universal quantifier. However, when it occurs
with a pronoun that should be bound to receive the desired interpretation, speakers typically require a plural
pronoun. This raises the possibility that kiyoo is actually a definite and is not able to truly bind a variable,
similar to English all. Therefore, I focus on the NPI tzova, since it can more clearly serve as a binder for
pronominal elements.
25The second position clitic =mun and the sentence-final particle =nu are not present in questions, and
the realization of tense and aspect morphology is sometimes different in interrogative versus declarative
matrix clauses. Therefore I have chosen to focus on the use of tzova with negation since it offers a more
straightforward comparison to diagnose the properties of various positions in matrix declaratives.
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(32) tzovai=n=mun
who=erg=C
jani
3sg.gen
hino
dog
vuchi=yama=xo=nu
ﬁnd=neg=3.pst=decl
‘No onei found heri dog.’
Here the NPI tzovan, translated as ‘no one’, is able to bind the third singular possessor of
the object, jan. This yields an interpretation where no individual was able to ﬁnd her own
dog. This baseline example shows that when the subject c-commands the object, a tzova
subject is indeed able to bind an element within the object.
Having established that tzova is able to act as a binder for a possessive pronoun, we can
now use this to diagnose what type of movement the object DP undergoes. This can be done
through WCO (Wasow 1972). WCO usually arises through A′-moving a quantiﬁcational el-
ement across a coindexed pronoun that did not originally c-command the quantiﬁcational
expression. When a quantiﬁcational element undergoes A′-movement to a position above
a non-c-commanding pronoun, a bound reading of the pronoun is typically degraded and
only a free reading of the relevant pronoun is possible. The degradedness of the sentence
with a bound interpretation is referred to as a WCO eﬀect. WCO eﬀects provide us with
a useful tool for diagnosing A- versus A′-movement (see, e.g., Mahajan 1990). If move-
ment of a quantiﬁcational expression across a non-c-commanding pronoun results in a WCO
eﬀect, the relevant movement can be taken to be A′-movement. Mahajan (1990) shows
that for languages like Hindi (Indo-Aryan), some types of scrambling show properties of
A-movement, including not inducing a WCO eﬀect, while other types of scrambling behave
like A′-movement in inducing a WCO eﬀect. I will demonstrate that scrambling above the
vP is uniformly of the second type in Amahuaca, showing WCO eﬀects and therefore being
A′-movement.
First I will consider movement of the object into the middle ﬁeld to the left of aspect
while the subject stays in Spec,vP, surfacing to the right of aspect. When a quantiﬁcational
object undergoes scrambling to a position in the middle ﬁeld, only a free interpretation of
the possessor of the subject is possible, as demonstrated in (33).
(33) hovi
rain
hi=kun=mun
do.intr=ds.sq=C
tzovaj
who
chivan-vo=yama=hi
follow-am=neg=ipfv
jani/∗j
3sg.gen
hatapa=ki=nu
chicken=3.pres=decl
‘After it rained, heri/∗j chicken is following no onej .’
Here, the object is the NPI tzova, and the possessor of the subject must be interpreted as
free. The bound reading where no one is being followed by her own chicken is impossible.
This WCO violation indicates that the step of movement that results in the object being
higher than the subject in (33) is A′-movement. If instead the low subject is quantiﬁcational
and the object contains a possessive pronoun, the pronoun may be bound, as in (34).
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(34) hovi
rain
hi=kun=mun
do.intr=ds.sq=C
jani
3sg.gen
hatapa
chicken
chivan-vo=yama=hi
follow-am=neg=ipfv
tzovai=ki=nu
who=3.pres=decl
‘After it rained, no onei is following heri chicken.’
Here, evidence that the object in the middle ﬁeld reconstructs to a position below the subject
on the vP edge comes from the fact that even when the object is scrambled into the middle
ﬁeld, the quantiﬁcational subject tzova binds the possessive pronoun jan of the object DP.
This results in a bound reading of the possessor.
The evidence we have seen thus far leads to the conclusion that the step of movement of
the object into the middle ﬁeld above a subject that remains vP-internal is A′-movement.
This is schematized in (35).
(35) XP=C DPobj V=Asp DPsubj =T=Mood
A′
Scrambling in the middle ﬁeld also shows WCO when both arguments are in the middle
ﬁeld, to the left of aspect. This can be observed in (36).
(36) ‘After it rained, heri/∗j chicken followed no onej .’
a. hovi
rain
hi=kun=mun
do.intr=ds.sq=C
jani/∗j
3sg.gen
hatapana=n
chicken.lg=erg
tzovaj
who
chivan-vo=yama=xo=nu
follow-am=neg=3.pst=decl
b. hovi
rain
hi=kun=mun
do.intr=ds.sq=C
tzovaj
who
jani/∗j
3sg.gen
hatapana=n
chicken.lg=erg
chivan-vo=yama=xo=nu
follow-am=neg=3.pst=decl
In (36a), we see that when a quantiﬁcational object remains below the subject in the
middle ﬁeld it cannot bind the possessive pronoun in the subject, as expected. Interestingly,
even when the object scrambles above the subject in the middle ﬁeld, as in (36b), a bound
reading of the subject possessor is still ruled out. This suggests that this step of movement
across the subject in the middle ﬁeld is also A′-movement.
Once again, we can conﬁrm that the object reconstructs below the subject in the middle
ﬁeld by examining the pattern found with a quantiﬁcational subject and a possessed object.
Regardless of whether the object surfaces above or below the subject in the middle ﬁeld in
(37), the possessor receives a bound interpretation.
(37) ‘After it rained, no onei followed heri chicken.’
a. hovi
rain
hi=kun=mun
do.intr=ds.sq=C
tzova=ni
who=erg
jani
3sg.gen
hatapa
chicken
chivan-vo=yama=xo=nu
follow-am=neg=3.pst=decl
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b. hovi
rain
hi=kun=mun
do.intr=ds.sq=C
jani
3sg.gen
hatapa
chicken
tzova=ni
who=erg
chivan-vo=yama=xo=nu
follow-am=neg=3.pst=decl
In (37a) we see a baseline example where the quantiﬁcational subject surfaces above the
object in the middle ﬁeld and binds the possessor of the object. In (37b), however, the
object has scrambled across the subject in the middle ﬁeld. Here, the possessor still receives
a bound interpretation, meaning that the object must reconstruct.
This further evidence from WCO suggests that within the middle ﬁeld, movement of the
object across the subject must also be A′-movement, as schematized in (38).26
(38) XP=C DPobj DPsubj V=Asp=T=Mood
A′
Another type of movement available in matrix clauses in Amahuaca is movement to
the initial position before the second position clitic =mun. While scrambling in general
seems to interact with the structure of the discourse, the information structural correlates of
movement to this initial position are particularly salient. If a phrase is focused, it appears
in the initial position in Spec,CP, as shown in (39) with a focused object, and (40) with a
focused subject.
(39) a. jau=ra
what=int
joni=n
man=erg
rutu=hax
kill=tam
‘What did the man kill?’
b. jono=mun
peccary=C
joni=n
man=erg
rutu=xo=nu
kill=3.pst=decl
‘The man killed A PECCARY.’
(40) a. tzova=n=ra
who=erg=int
jono
peccary
rutu=hax
kill=tam
‘Who killed the peccary?’
b. jaa
dem
joni=n=mun
man=erg=C
jono
peccary
rutu=xo=nu
kill=3.pst=decl
‘THAT MAN killed the peccary.’
In the question and answer pair in (39), the object DP in (39b) corresponds to the wh-word
in (39a), which can be used as a diagnostic of focus (Rochemont 1998; Polinsky and Potsdam
2001). This object DP appears in the initial position before =mun. In contrast, in the pair
of sentences in (40), the subject DP in (40b) corresponds to the wh-word of the preceding
26Note that it is not crucial for me that this movement of the object over the subject begin from a position
in the middle field. It could also begin from the object’s position on the vP edge.
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question. In this instance, it is the subject DP that appears in the initial position preceding
the second position clitic. This suggests that this position is a focus position.
The association of the initial position with focused constituents is not restricted to ques-
tion and answer pairs. Other contexts which trigger focus, such as corrective contexts, also
result in the focused constituent being fronted to the initial position, as demonstrated in
(41).
(41) a. hatza=mun
manioc=C
choka=hi
wash=ipfv
xano=ki=nu
woman=3.pres=decl
‘The woman is washing manioc.’
b. maki,
no
joni=n=mun
man=erg=C
hatza
manioc
choka=hi=ki=nu
wash=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘No, THE MAN is washing manioc.’
In (41b) the part of the sentence that is being corrected from (41a) is the DP joni ‘man’,
which replaces the DP xano ‘woman’. This subject DP is fronted to the initial position
before the clitic =mun. This initial position, then, seems to be a general purpose focus
position.
It is important to note that there is only a one way implication between focus and
fronting. Constituents that receive a narrow focus interpretation are fronted, but not all
fronted constituents receive a narrow focus interpretation. This is demonstrated by the
example in (42) below.
(42) Context: You see a group of people gathered around a tree and you ask, ‘What
happened?’. Someone responds:
joni=mun
man=C
pakuu=xo=nu
fall=3.pst=decl
‘A man fell.’
In (42), the context is such that the entire sentence is new information and therefore there
should be no narrow focus. Still, the subject DP joni ‘man’ appears in initial position before
C. This DP does not receive a narrow focus interpretation, a fact which is corroborated by
the lack of nominative case on the subject, which will be discussed further in Chapter 3.
The obligatoriness of a constituent in Spec,CP even in contexts that lack a narrow focus can
be derived from an EPP feature on C.
Movement to the initial Spec,CP position in Amahuaca shows hallmarks of A′-movement,
like scrambling in the middle ﬁeld. The example in (43) shows a baseline example of the
NPI tzova in the initial focus position binding a possessive pronoun that is lower than it in
the clause.
(43) tzova=ni=mun
who=erg=C
jani
3sg.gen
hatapa
chicken
chivan-vo=yama=xo=nu
follow-am=neg=3.pst=decl
‘No onei followed heri chicken.’
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Here in (43), the bound interpretation of the possessive pronoun jan in the object DP is
possible. This contrasts with the situation found in (44a). In this example, the NPI is the
object, and it is unable to bind a possessive pronoun in the subject. The example in (44b)
demonstrates that even when the object undergoes movement to the initial focus position
higher than the subject in the middle ﬁeld, it is still unable to result in a bound interpretation
of the possessive pronoun without incurring a WCO violation.
(44) ‘Heri/∗j chicken followed no onej .’
a. jani/∗j
3sg.gen
hatapana=n=mun
chicken.lg=erg=C
tzovaj
who
chivan-vo=yama=xo=nu
follow-am=neg=3.pst=decl
b. tzovaj=mun
who=C
jani/∗j
3sg.gen
hatapana=n
chicken.lg=erg
chivan-vo=yama=xo=nu
follow-am=neg=3.pst=decl
The WCO eﬀect demonstrated by the example in (44b) suggests that movement to the
initial focus position in Amahuaca constitutes A′-movement, just like the other patterns of
scrambling we have considered thus far.
This conclusion that movement to the initial position must be A′-movement is further
supported by data from Condition C. First, consider Condition C with possessors. In (45),
we see a baseline example that shows that a coreferential reading of an R-expression subject
and the pronominal possessor of an object is possible, regardless of whether the object or
the subject has moved to the initial focus position.
(45) ‘Marthai is looking for heri cat.’
a. Marta=ni=mun
Martha=erg=C
jani
3sg.gen
mishiito
cat
vuna=hi=ki=nu
look.for=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. jani
3sg.gen
mishiito=mun
cat=C
vuna=hi
look.for=ipfv
Martai=ki=nu
Martha=3.pres=decl
Here in (45), jan ‘his/her’ can freely refer to Martha, regardless of the relative position of
the subject and object. This contrasts with the example in (46) where the subject is a
pronominal and the possessor of the object is an R-expression.
(46) ‘S/hei/∗j is looking for Martha’sj cat.’
a. jaa=ni/∗j=mun
3sg=erg=C
Marta=nj
Martha=gen
mishiito
cat
vuna=hi
look.for=ipfv
jan=ki=nu
3sg=3.pres=decl
b. Marta=nj
Martha=gen
mishiito=mun
cat=C
proi/∗j vuna=hi
look.for=ipfv
jan=ki=nu
3sg=3.pres=decl
Here in (46a), we see that when the pronominal subject occurs in a position higher than the
R-expression possessor of the object, a coreferential reading of the possessor is not permitted
– this would result in a Condition C violation. Interestingly, when the possessed object moves
to the initial focus position, as in (46b), this does not ameliorate the Condition C violation.
In this conﬁguration, a coreferential interpretation is also unacceptable. This indicates that
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movement to the initial position does not change the calculus of binding relationships, but
instead forces reconstruction. In contrast, short scrambling in languages like Hindi can
change the calculus of Condition C and does not force reconstruction, which leads Mahajan
(1990) to conclude that this type of scrambling is A-movement. The fact that scrambled DPs
obligatorily reconstruct for Condition C in Amahuaca suggests that the movement involved
in scrambling is instead A′-movement. This ﬁnding is consistent with the data from WCO.
We see a similar pattern with Condition C eﬀects involving relative clauses. In (47), we
see that it is possible to have a coreferential interpretation between an R-expression inside
a relative clause on the matrix subject and a pronominal matrix object.
(47) ‘The peccary that Juani found is chasing himi.’
a. jaai=mun
3sg=C
chivan-vo=hi
chase-am=ipfv
[Juanu=ni
Juan.lg=erg
jono
peccary
vuchi=ha]=ki=nu
ﬁnd=pfv=3.pst=decl
b. jaai=mun
3sg=C
[Juanu=ni
Juan.lg=erg
jono
peccary
vuchi=hato]=n
ﬁnd=pfv.lg=erg
chivan-vo=hi=ki=nu
chase-am=ipfv=3.pst=decl
In both examples in (47), the object pronoun in the matrix clause has scrambled to the initial
focus position. Regardless of whether the matrix subject, containing the relative clause with
the R-expression Juan, is in its base position, as in (47a), or has scrambled to the middle
ﬁeld, as in (47b), no Condition C violation is triggered. This suggests that the position of the
matrix object pronoun before the second position clitic is not a position from which it can
bind into the subject. This is consistent with this initial focus position being an A′-position.
This conclusion is further supported by the fact that the reverse conﬁguration, where the
matrix subject is a pronoun and the matrix object contains a coreferential R-expression in
a relative clause is ungrammatical, as shown in (48).
(48) [Juanu=nj
Juan.lg=erg
jono
peccary
vuchi=ha]=mun
ﬁnd=pfv=C
jaa=ni/∗j
3sg=erg
chivan-vo=hi
chase-am=ipfv
jan=ki=nu
3sg=3.pst=decl
‘Hei/∗j is chasing the peccary that Juanj found.’
Here we see that the matrix subject cannot corefer with the name Juan in the relative clause.
This would constitute a Condition C violation. The unavailability of this interpretation holds
even if the object containing the relative clause undergoes movement to the initial position.
This is consistent with the conclusion that movement to the initial position does not aﬀect
binding relationships and is therefore A′-movement. This is schematized in (49).27
27Once again, it is not crucial for me that this movement of the object begin from a position in the middle
field rather than from a position on the vP edge to the right of aspect marking.
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(49) DPobj =C DPsubj V=Asp=T=Mood
A′
The ﬁnal type of movement I will consider is rightward extraposition to a clause-ﬁnal
position. In matrix clauses, it is possible for a single constituent to appear after the clause-
ﬁnal tense and mood particles at the far right edge of the clause. The DP that occurs in this
position shows case connectivity with the matrix clause, as illustrated in (50) for ergative
and (51) for accusative.
(50) ‘They are killing a peccary.’
a. jono=mun
peccary=C
jato=n
3pl=erg
rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
kan=ki=nu
3pl=3.pres=decl
b. jono=mun
peccary=C
rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
kan=ki=nu
3pl=3.pres=decl
jato=n
3pl=erg
(51) ‘Everyone is killing a peccary.’
a. jono=mun
peccary=C
kiyoo=vini=n
all=emph.lg=erg
rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
kan=ki=nu
3pl=3.pres=decl
b. rutu=mun
kill=C
kiyoo=vini=n=hi
all=emph.lg=erg=ipfv
kan=ki=nu
3pl=3.pres=decl
jono
peccary
In (50) we see that ergative case shows case connectivity in extraposition. The plural pronoun
jaton in (50a) shows ergative case in the middle ﬁeld. When it undergoes extraposition
to the clause-ﬁnal position in (50b), it retains that case marking. The fact that the DP
remains ergative in the clause-ﬁnal position is consistent with this structure being derived
via movement of the pronoun rather than base generation in a right peripheral position. The
presence of ergative case also suggests that this is a high position in the clause, rather than
representing a low subject position. This is because ergative case is, in general, associated
with subjects that have moved at least as high as Spec,TP, as will be argued for in Chapter
3. The examples in (51) serve to demonstrate that ergative is not a case assigned to all
DPs in this extraposed position. Rather, the case of the DP in this position at the far
right reﬂects the expected matrix case value. In (51a) the object DP jono ‘peccary’ is in an
unmarked form when it appears in initial position. It remains unmarked when it undergoes
extraposition in (51b).
Like the other types of movement considered here, extraposition to the clause-ﬁnal posi-
tion also shows properties of A′-movement. First, consider Condition C eﬀects with posses-
sors. Extraposition is unable to repair a Condition C violation, as seen in (52).
(52) ‘Hei/∗j saw Pedro’sj father.’
a. Pedro=nj
Pedro=gen
ja-pa=mun
3sg.poss-father=C
proi/∗j jan
3sg
hiin=xo=nu
see=3.pst=decl
b. jaa=ni/∗j=mun
3sg=erg=C
jan
3sg
hiin=xo=nu
see=3.pst=decl
Pedro=nj
Pedro=gen
ja-pa
3sg.poss-father
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In (52a), we see that the R-expression possessor, Pedro, of the object cannot corefer with
the subject of the clause. This would result in a Condition C violation. When the object
undergoes extraposition to a clause-ﬁnal position in (52b), the two expressions still cannot
corefer. This means that movement to this ﬁnal position does not aﬀect binding relationships
and is A′-movement. This conclusion is supported by data from Condition C eﬀects involving
relative clauses, as shown in (53).
(53) ‘The peccary that Juani had found killed himi/j .’
a. [Juanu=ni
Juan.lg=erg
jono
peccary
vuchi=hato]=n=mun
ﬁnd=pfv.lg=erg=C
rutu=xo=nu
kill=3.pst=decl
jaai/j
3sg
b. rutu=mun
kill=C
[Juanu=ni
Juan.lg=erg
jono
peccary
vuchi=hato]=n=xo=nu
ﬁnd=pfv.lg=erg=3.pst=decl
jaai/j
3sg
In both of the examples in (53), the pronominal object jaa is extraposed and is able to
corefer with the subject, Juan, of the relative clause on the matrix subject. This is true
regardless of whether the matrix subject is in the initial focus position, as in (53a), or lower
in the middle ﬁeld, as in (53b). If extraposition constituted A-movement to a position higher
than the subject in either example, we would expect extraposition of the pronominal object
to trigger a Condition C violation. The fact that a coreferential reading is possible suggests
that this movement is A′-movement. This conclusion is schematized in (54).28
(54) =C DPsubj V=Asp=T=Mood DPobj
A′
To summarize the ﬁndings of this section, operations of movement that reorder the subject
and object by moving to or within the middle ﬁeld, to the initial focus position, or to the
clause-ﬁnal position all show the hallmarks of A′-movement. These types of movement
display WCO eﬀects and do not change the hierarchical relationship between the subject
and object in a way that aﬀects the calculus of Condition C violations.
2.3.5 Sample derivation of a matrix clause
Given the previous discussion of structure and movement in matrix clauses, we can now
understand the full structure of a transitive matrix clause. The proposed overall clausal
structure for the sentence in (55) is given in (56).
28I do not intend to suggest with this schematic representation that extraposed word orders are necessarily
derived via rightward movement. Instead, such structures could involve leftward movement of the object
followed by remnant movement of the clause to a higher position. It is also not necessary that such movement
proceed from the initial Spec,CP position (though the remnant movement account would require the DP
that would undergo extraposition to be the highest element in the clause at some step in the derivation).
However, regardless of the analysis, it is crucial that the initial position before the second position clitic
=mun is filled on the surface even in structures that involve extraposition.
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(55) kuntii=mun
pot=C
choka=hi
wash=ipfv
xano=ki=nu
woman=3.pres=decl
‘The woman is washing a pot.’
(56) O=C V=Asp A=T=Mood
CP
C
=mun
MoodP
TP Mood
=nu
AspP T
=ki
Asp
=hi
vP
DP
VP v
xano
DP V
choka
kuntii
In the tree in (56), the object DP kuntii ‘pot’ is externally merged as the complement
of the verb choka ‘wash’ and the subject DP xano ‘woman’ is externally merged in the
speciﬁer of vP. The object moves out of VP into an inner speciﬁer of vP, in keeping with the
evidence from remnant VP fronting that object shift is obligatory. The verb then undergoes
head movement through v to Asp to form a complex head and arrive in its sentence-medial
position. Finally, the object A′-moves to Spec,CP. In Chapter 3 I will discuss in more detail
the derivation of various word orders and their interaction with case marking.
2.3.6 Dependent clauses
In addition to matrix clauses, which have been discussed so far, Amahuaca has two main
types of dependent clauses: switch-reference clauses and nominalized relative clauses.29 The
diﬀerence between these two classes of clauses has been somewhat murky in the literature on
Amahuaca and other Panoan languages (see below for a discussion of this issue in Amahuaca
(Sparing-Cha´vez 1998, 2012) and Shipibo (Valenzuela 2003; Camacho 2010)). In general,
authors seem to agree that there are (at least) two classes of dependent clauses across
29Amahuaca does not utilize true complement clauses for indirect speech and other attitude reports. I
discuss below how attitude reports are expressed with switch-reference clauses.
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Panoan, but categorizing which clauses belong to which category has proved to be a diﬃcult
task. In this section I provide diagnostic diﬀerences to distinguish these two types of clauses
in Amahuaca. These diagnostics serve to delineate which clauses are true switch-reference
clauses. These clauses will be the topic of Chapter 4.
2.3.6.1 Switch-reference clauses
First, we turn to switch-reference (SR) clauses. For the purpose of this dissertation, I will
consider SR to be morphological marking in a dependent clause that indicates whether an
argument of the dependent clause is or is not coreferential with an argument of the clause
that hosts it. As will be argued in Chapter 4, Amahuaca SR clauses are adjunct CPs that
attach high in the matrix clause. They terminate in a SR marker that indicates three basic
types of information. First, the SR marker indicates the temporal relationship between the
two clauses with the three main paradigms corresponding to meanings roughly like English
‘after’ (sequential; sq), ‘while’ (simultaneous; sim), and ‘before’ (subsequent; sub). A basic
contrast between the simultaneous and sequential paradigms is seen in (57) versus (58).
(57) [jaa=x
3sg=nom
vua= hi ]=mun
sing=ss.sim=C
xano
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘While she sang, the woman danced.’
(58) [jaa=x
3sg=nom
vua= hax ]=mun
sing=ss.sq=C
xano
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘After she sang, the woman danced.’
In (57), the SR clause marked with =hi indicates a simultaneous temporal relationship
between the two clauses, much like ‘while’. The example in (58) diﬀers only in the choice of
=hax as the SR marker. This indicates a sequential temporal relationship between the two
clauses, much like English ‘after’. SR clauses can also be used to express purpose readings,
as demonstrated in (59).
(59) [[ha= xankin ]
do.tr=sa.sub
Maria=n
Maria=erg
xuki
corn
jova= kun ]=mun
cook=ds.sq=C
Jaunu=n
Juan.lg=erg
(rokon)
cntexp
ha=xo=nu
do.tr=3.pst=decl
‘Maria cooked corn in order to eat it, but Juan ate it.’
Here in (59) we see two nested SR clauses. The innermost clause has the marker =xankin,
which is usually used to indicate a temporal relationship similar to ‘before’. However, in this
clause, it is instead used for a purpose reading. Maria’s action of cooking corn was completed
with the purpose of her eating the corn (with the verb ha ‘do’ here used to mean ‘eat’ as it
commonly does).30 However, as the matrix clause indicates, Juan ate the corn, not Maria.
30The verb ha is a semantically bleached transitive verb that is used for a variety of meanings when the
verb meaning can be recovered from context.
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Therefore, this ‘before’ clause does not indicate that the action of its clause was completed
subsequent to the action of the clause it adjoins to. In fact, the action of this ‘before’ clause
is never actually realized. Instead, this clause indicates the intended purpose of the action
of the clause to which it is adjoined.
The second type of information that the SR markers encode is (non-)coreference rela-
tionships between arguments of the clause with the SR marker, which I will refer to as the
‘marked clause’ following Munro (1979) and Haiman and Munro (1983), and the clause to
which the marked clause adjoins, which I will call the ‘reference clause’, also following Munro
(1979) and Haiman and Munro (1983). We see a contrast between a construction where the
subject of the marked clause is coreferential with the subject of the reference clause in (60)
and one where the marked clause subject is disjoint in reference from the subject of the
reference clause in (61).
(60) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= kin ]=mun
sing=sa.sim=C
xano=ni
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘While shei sings, the womani cooks corn.’
(61) [jonii
man
vua= hain ]=mun
sing=ds.sim=C
xano=nj
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘While the mani sings, the womanj cooks corn’
In (60) the third person singular pronoun jaax in the marked clause is construed as coref-
erential with the subject xanon ‘woman’ of the reference clause. This is typically referred
to as a ‘same subject’ clause and the SR marker takes the form =kin. In (61), the subject
joni ‘man’ of the marked clause is disjoint from the subject of the reference clause. Here,
the form of the SR marker is =hain instead of =kin. This is typically referred to as a ‘dif-
ferent subject’ clause. In the discussion that follows, as well as in Chapter 4, it will become
clear that a simple same versus diﬀerent subject contrast is not suﬃcient to characterize the
Amahuaca SR system since the reference of arguments other than subjects is also tracked
by the SR system.
A third piece of information that the SR markers of Amahuaca encode is information
about the abstract case of arguments that stand in coreference relationships, which I will
refer to as ‘pivots’ following Stirling (1993). This is demonstrated by the contrast between
the two same subject constructions in (62) and (63).
(62) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= hi ]=mun
sing=ss.sim=C
xanoi
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘While she sang, the womani danced.’
(63) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= kin ]=mun
sing=sa.sim=C
xano=ni
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘While shei sang, the womani cooked corn.’
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In both of the examples in (62) and (63) the marked clause subject is coreferential with the
reference clause subject. What diﬀers between these two clauses is the case of the subject
in the reference clause. In (62), the reference clause pivot is an intransitive subject with
abstract nominative case, and the form of the SR marker is =hi. In (63), on the other hand,
the reference clause pivot is a transitive subject with ergative case and the form of the SR
marker is instead =kin. Thus, SR markers indicate temporal relationships between clauses,
(non-)coreference of arguments, and abstract case of pivots.
In the SR examples seen so far, and indeed in the majority of SR examples that will
be seen in this dissertation, the SR marked clause is a temporal or purpose adjunct clause.
Interestingly, SR clauses have another common use that corresponds less clearly to the use
of adjunct clauses in English. SR clauses are used in attitude reports, as seen in (64).
(64) [hino
dog
koshi
quickly
ka= kun ]=mun
go=ds.sq=C
Juanu=n
Juan.lg=erg
yohi=xo=nu
say=3.pst=decl
‘Juan said that the dog had run.’31
We see in (64) that the matrix clause verb is yohi ‘say’, and the content of the reported
speech is within a SR clause.32 As will be discussed further in Chapter 4, SR clauses are
adjuncts that attach high in the clause. Even when used in attitude reports, such as in
(64), SR clauses do not appear to syntactically be complements of the verb, but rather they
appear in a high position in the matrix clause. This can be demonstrated, for example, by
the fact that a Condition C violation is not triggered when an R-expression within a SR
clause is coreferential with a matrix pronominal element, as shown in (65).33
(65) ‘Pedroi said that hei had slept.’
a. Pedro=ni=mun
Pedro=erg=C
[proi hoxa= xon ]
sleep=sa.sq
yohi=xo=nu
say=3.pst=decl
b. [Pedroi
Pedro
hoxa= xon ]=mun
sleep=sa.sq=C
proi yohi=xo=nu
say=3.pst=decl
In (65a), the R-expression Pedro is in the matrix clause, as evidenced by its ergative case
marking, since the subject of yohi ‘say’ typically surfaces with ergative case. On the other
hand, in (65b), the R-expression now appears in the SR clause before the second position
clitic, where it surfaces in an unmarked form as an intransitive subject. In this structure, no
Condition C violation is triggered, suggesting that the SR clause does not originate below
the position of the matrix subject, since movement to the initial position typically forces
31The expression koshi ka ‘go quickly’ is often used to mean ‘run’, and I will sometimes translate it simply
as ‘run’ in English.
32The subject of the attitude verb yohi ‘say’ typically surfaces with ergative case. The verb yohi is one
of a small class of attitude verbs that can occur with a proleptic DP object and that take ergative case on
the subject. The other verbs in this class are honan ‘know’, nama ‘dream’, ninka ‘hear’, and shinan ‘think’.
33Here I indicate phonologically null pronominal arguments with pro to be explicit about the structure I
assume. Note that I do not follow this convention in all examples.
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reconstruction for Condition C, as shown in Section 2.3.4. This suggests that SR clauses are
never complements of the matrix verb, even when they are used for attitude reports, such
as indirect speech reports. Therefore, setting aside instances of direct quotation, Amahuaca
does not appear to utilize true complement CPs.
2.3.6.2 Relative clauses
The other broad category of dependent clauses in Amahuaca is nominalized relative clauses.
Relative clauses (RCs) in Amahuaca can be internally or externally headed. Internally
headed relative clauses (IHRCs) terminate in a perfective (=ha) or imperfective (=hai)
aspect marker followed by a case marker that bears the appropriate matrix case value for its
argument position. Externally headed relative clauses (EHRCs) also bear one of the aspect
markers. The head noun occurs to the right of the aspect marker and receives matrix case
marking. These two types of RCs are exempliﬁed in (66).
(66) ‘The alligator that the man quickly found bit Maria.’
a. [koshi
quickly
joni=n
man=erg
kapuu
alligator
vuchi=hato]=n=mun
ﬁnd=pfv.lg=erg=C
Maria
Maria
pi=xo=nu
bite=3.pst=decl
b. [koshi
quickly
joni=n
man=erg
vuchi=ha]
ﬁnd=pfv
kaputo=n=mun
alligator.lg=erg=C
Maria
Maria
pi=xo=nu
bite=3.pst=decl
In (66a) we see an IHRC functioning as the transitive subject of the matrix clause and
bearing the corresponding ergative case. In (66b) we see the corresponding structure with
an EHRC. Here the head noun kaputon ‘alligator’ is to the right of the perfective marker
of the RC and bears the matrix ergative case since it is at the right edge of the DP. Note
that the perfective marker is =hato in (66a), but =ha in (66b). This is related to the issue
discussed in Section 2.2 of whether to consider the extra syllable found on some words with
case marking to be part of the root or the case marker. When ergative marking immediately
follows the perfective morpheme =ha, the resulting form is =haton (including the ergative
marker). Following the decision to treat ﬁnal syllables as belonging to the root, I segment
this string as =hato=n.34 The example in (67) shows that this alternation between =ha and
34It is purely accidental that both =hato in (66a) and kaputo in (66b) have the extra syllable to in the
ergative form. One might conclude from these examples that RCs must always be marked with a case marker
=ton, regardless of the position of the head. However, the example in (ii) demonstrates that if the external
head does not independently require the extra syllable to in its ergative form, the case marker =n is used
with no change to the root.
(ii) [roho
howler.monkey
vuchi=ha]
find=pfv
joni=n=mun
man=erg=C
nami
meat
pi=hi=ki=nu
bite=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘The man who found a howler monkey is eating meat.’
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=hato is not driven by the clause being internally or externally headed, but rather is due to
the presence or absence of case marking after the aspect marker.
(67) ‘The dog followed the man who had sung.’
a. [joni
man
vua=ha]=mun
sing=pfv=C
hinan
dog.erg
chivan-vo=xo=nu
follow-am=3.pst=decl
b. [vua=ha]
sing=pfv
joni=mun
man=C
hinan
dog.erg
chivan-vo=xo=nu
follow-am=3.pst=decl
Here in (67a), the IHRC has the form =ha of the perfective marker, in contrast to what was
seen in (66a). This is because the IHRC is functioning as a matrix object and, therefore,
does not receive overt case. With no case marking to trigger the additional syllable, the =ha
form of the aspect marker surfaces. The same form surfaces in the EHRC in (67b).
2.3.6.3 Distinguishing switch-reference and relative clauses
As mentioned previously, there is some debate in the literature about the status of SR
clauses and RCs in Panoan, and whether various piece of morphology should be categorized
as belonging to the paradigm of SR markers or the paradigm of RC aspect markers. The
most extensive sources available on these clauses in Amahuaca are Sparing-Cha´vez 1998
and 2012. Sparing-Cha´vez discusses SR under the label ‘interclausal reference’. She divides
interclausal reference markers into Set A markers and Set B markers, and notes that many
of the Set B markers “function as relative clause markers” (Sparing-Cha´vez 1998: 464).
She claims that the main diﬀerence between the two sets is their “focus”, noting that the
Set A markers “primarily relate events to one another”, while the Set B markers relate
“participants (subjects or objects) to events” (Sparing-Cha´vez 1998: 464). Sparing-Cha´vez
does not provide any further diagnostics for distinguishing the two sets of markers or for
distinguishing RCs from SR clauses (in fact, it is not clear from her discussion whether she
views the RC/SR distinction as being a true distinction in Amahuaca). In other literature
on Panoan languages, the task of distinguishing these two types of clauses has also proved
problematic. For example, Valenzuela (2003) assumes that the Shipibo morpheme -a has
both a SR and a RC function, but Camacho (2010) crucially relies on the assumption that
-a only occurs in RCs.35 In what follows, I discuss several ways in which clauses with SR
markers and RCs diﬀer from each other in terms of their syntax. These syntactic diﬀerences
can be used as diagnostics to distinguish the two types of clauses.
The ﬁrst major diﬀerence between SR clauses and RCs is their distribution in matrix
clauses. RCs have the distribution of nominals, while SR clauses do not. Many surface
35Interestingly, the cognate marker=ha in Amahuaca also has a somewhat unclear status. Sparing-Cha´vez
(1998, 2012) groups it with Set B markers, the more RC-like paradigm, but Hyde (1980) groups it with the
markers that Sparing-Cha´vez categorizes as Set A. The diagnostics I will propose here point to the fact that
there are two =ha markers, one which functions as a perfective aspect marker in RCs, and another which
is a SR marker that indicates that the adjunct clause object is coreferential with the intransitive subject of
the matrix clause.
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positions in the Amahuaca clause, such as the initial focus position, can be occupied by
elements of various categories. However, the vP-internal positions of the subject and object,
to the right of overt aspect marking, are only able to be occupied by nominals. We do ﬁnd
RCs occurring in this position, as shown in (68b).
(68) ‘The man who always sleeps is singing quickly.’
a. [joni
man
hoxa=hai]=mun
sleep=ipfv=C
koshi
quickly
vua=hi=ki=nu
sing=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. koshi=mun
quickly=C
vua=hi
sing=ipfv
[joni
man
hoxa=hai]=ki=nu
sleep=ipfv=3.pres=decl
In (68a), we see an IHRC appearing in the initial position, and in (68b) we see that it
is possible for that same RC to appear to the right of aspect marking, where the matrix
subject originates. In contrast, SR clauses cannot appear to the right of aspect marking, as
demonstrated in (69b).
(69) ‘After the womani sang, shei is washing manioc.’
a. [xano
woman
vua= xon ]=mun
sing=sa.sq=C
hatza
manioc
choka=hi=ki=nu
wash=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. * hatza=mun
manioc=C
choka=hi
wash=ipfv
[xano
woman
vua= xo(n) ]=ki=nu
sing=sa.sq=3.pres=decl
We see in (69a) an example of a SR clause in initial position in the matrix clause. In
(69b) the same clause appears after the matrix imperfective aspect marker, and the result
is ungrammaticality. Note that in this position the SR clause remains ungrammatical even
if the ﬁnal n is dropped from the SR marker. As will be discussed in Chapter 3, ergative
subjects in Amahuaca show diﬀerential subject marking, with subjects appearing to the right
of aspect marking lacking ergative case. If this SR clause were instead an IHRC, we would
expect it to surface without ergative case marking in this position. One might think that the
ﬁnal n in the SR marker =xon is, in fact, simply the ergative case marker. (This possibility
is especially attractive since =xo is the form used to cross-references accusative (unmarked)
DPs in the matrix clause.) However, dropping this n does not improve the acceptability of
the SR clause in the low subject position. SR clauses simply cannot occupy this position in
the matrix clause. This constitutes the ﬁrst diagnostic for distinguishing SR clauses from
RCs.
(70) RC vs. SR Diagnostic 1: RCs may appear in the low subject position to the
right of aspect marking. SR clauses may not.
Another diﬀerence between the two types of dependent clauses in Amahuaca is their
ability to have an external head to the immediate right of the ﬁnal morpheme of the clause.
As we have already seen in (66), repeated in (71), it is possible for RCs to have internal or
external heads.
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(71) ‘The alligator that the man quickly found bit Maria.’
a. [koshi
quickly
joni=n
man=erg
kapuu
alligator
vuchi=hato]=n=mun
ﬁnd=pfv.lg=erg=C
Maria
Maria
pi=xo=nu
bite=3.pst=decl
b. [koshi
quickly
joni=n
man=erg
vuchi=ha]
ﬁnd=pfv
kaputo=n=mun
alligator.lg=erg=C
Maria
Maria
pi=xo=nu
bite=3.pst=decl
When a RC has an external head, as in (71b), the external head appears to the right of
the ﬁnal marker of the RC, in this case the perfective aspect marker, and it surfaces with
matrix case marking. Crucially, this external head still forms a constituent with the RC,
as indicated by the position of the matrix second position clitic =mun after the RC and its
head. It is not similarly possible for SR clauses to have an “external head”. That is, the
pivot of the SR clause may not appear as a constituent with the SR clause but to the right
of the ﬁnal marker of the SR clause, as shown in (72b).
(72) ‘After the womani washed clothes, shei cooked manioc.’
a. [xano=n
woman=erg
chopa
clothes
patza= xon ]=mun
wash=sa.sq=C
hatza
manioc
jova=hi=ki=nu
cook=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. * [chopa
clothes
patza= xo(n) ]
wash=sa.sq
xano=n=mun
woman=erg=C
hatza
manioc
jova=hi=ki=nu
cook=ipfv=3.pres=decl
In (72a), the pivot of the SR clause, xanon ‘woman’, appears internal to the SR clause. In
(72b), the pivot now appears outside of the SR clause, to the right of the SR marker, but still
forming a constituent with the SR clause before the matrix second position clitic. This is
ungrammatical. Once again, one might be worried that this ungrammaticality is due to facts
about the case marking. If the dependent clause in (72b) were a RC, we would expect case
marking to only appear on the head rather than on the edge of the clause adjacent to the
aspect marker. And, once again, as discussed previously, one might be concerned that the
SR marker =xon actually contains the ergative =n as its ﬁnal element. However, dropping
this n in (72b) and allowing ergative to surface only on the pivot does not improve the
acceptability of the sentence. Thus, this constitutes a second diagnostic for distinguishing
SR clauses from RCs.
(73) RC vs. SR Diagnostic 2: RCs may have an external head that forms a con-
stituent with the RC. SR clauses may not.
A third diﬀerence between Amahuaca RCs and SR clauses is the distribution of ergative
case within the two types of clauses. In object RCs, transitive subjects receive ergative case
marking as expected. This is demonstrated in (74).
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(74) [joni=n
man=erg
roho
howler.monkey
vuchi=hato]=n=mun
ﬁnd=pfv.lg=erg=C
nami
meat
pi=hi=ki=nu
bite=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘The howler monkey that the man found is eating meat.’
We see in (74) that it is grammatical for the transitive subject of the relative clause jonin
‘man’ to surface with ergative case when the object heads the IHRC. The situation changes
when the subject heads the IHRC. In subject RCs, the transitive subject does not surface
with ergative case.
(75) [joni
man
roho
howler.monkey
vuchi=hato]=n=mun
ﬁnd=pfv.lg=erg=C
nami
meat
pi=hi=ki=nu
bite=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘The man who found a howler monkey is eating meat.’
Here in (75), the transitive subject of the IHRC is now construed as the head. In order
for this reading to be available, the subject surfaces in an unmarked form – it does not
surface with ergative case.36 This pattern is reminiscent of syntactic ergativity, in which
an ergative subject cannot undergo A′-extraction. Syntactic ergativity has been noted in
IHRCs in Shipibo, another Panoan language, by Valenzuela Bismark (2006). Interestingly,
in Shipibo, the only repair strategy mentioned by Valenzuela Bismark is to instead use an
EHRC. There are no restrictions on which argument may serve as the head of an EHRC in
Shipibo. In Amahuaca this repair strategy is also an option – a transitive subject may freely
serve as the head of an EHRC, as shown in (76).
(76) [roho
howler.monkey
vuchi=ha]
ﬁnd=pfv
joni=n=mun
man=erg=C
nami
meat
pi=hi=ki=nu
bite=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘The man who found a howler monkey is eating meat.’
What is interesting about the Amahuaca pattern that makes it distinct from the pattern in
Shipibo is the other repair strategy available in Amahuaca. In order to form a transitive
subject IHRC, the ergative case on the subject may simply be omitted, as was seen in (75).
Valenzuela Bismark (2006) does not mention this type of strategy as a possible repair in
Shipibo. How such structures that lack ergative case are derived is an interesting question
that falls outside of the scope of the current discussion. However, what is important for
our purposes is the fact that the heads of IHRCs systematically lack ergative case (modulo
36 There is a slight amount of variation in these judgments. All speakers prefer for the transitive subject to
be unmarked when it is construed as the internal head of the RC. Speakers sometimes accept sentences with
ergative case marking on the transitive subject head of an IHRC. However, they note that this forces a special
“emphasis” on the ergative subject. Overt pronouns and wh-words in IHRCs tend to be more acceptable
with ergative case when they serve as the head of the RC. This suggests that only focused ergatives can be
heads of IHRCs, since wh-words or full overt pronouns in their typical uses are foci. If the transitive subject
serves as the head and is not a focus, it does not surface with ergative case.
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the focus facts discussed in footnote 36 in this chapter), thus showing evidence of syntactic
ergativity.
This pattern of syntactic ergativity is not seen for SR clauses in Amahuaca, as demon-
strated by the example in (77).
(77) [joni*(=n)
man=erg
roho
howler.monkey
vuchi= xon ]=mun
ﬁnd=sa.sq=C
nami
meat
pi=hi=ki=nu
bite=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘After the mani found a howler monkeyj , hei/∗j is eating meat.’
Here in (77), despite the fact that the transitive subject of the SR clause is the pivot (it must
be construed as coreferential with the matrix subject), it obligatorily surfaces with ergative
case. This matches the pattern found in matrix clauses, where all transitive subjects that
appear higher than aspect marking must surface with overt ergative case. Crucially, it is
distinct from the pattern seen with RCs. If the dependent clause in (77) were an IHRC with
joni ‘man’ as the head, we would expect joni to surface without ergative case due to the
syntactic ergativity eﬀects observed in IHRCs. Therefore, the obligatory nature of ergative
case in SR clauses points to another diﬀerence between the two types of dependent clauses.
RCs display syntactic ergativity – the head may not be marked with ergative case – while
SR clauses show no such restrictions. This diagnostic is given in (78).
(78) RC vs. SR Diagnostic 3: IHRCs show syntactic ergativity. SR clauses do not.
This discussion of syntactic ergativity leads into another diﬀerence between RCs and
SR clauses in Amahuaca. Notice that the same clause-ﬁnal morphology is used in RCs
regardless of whether the head is the subject or object. This can be seen by comparing (74)
and (75). In these two examples, the only diﬀerence is whether the subject surfaces with
ergative case. The clause-ﬁnal aspect marking and case marking remains the same. This is
a general pattern found in RCs – the same RC morphology freely allows subjects or objects
to be interpreted as the head (with transitive subjects lacking ergative case in subject RCs).
This contrasts with the situation found in SR clauses. The choice of SR marker forces a
particular DP to be interpreted as the pivot. For example, in (77), the pivot is obligatorily
the subject. There is no available reading where it is the howler monkey that is eating meat.
In fact, for all but one of the SR markers I will consider in Chapter 4, the marked clause
pivot is the subject. For the only SR marker that allows a marked clause object pivot, it
only allows an object pivot – the subject may not be interpreted as the pivot. Therefore, for
each SR marker there is only one possible interpretation for the pivot; there is no ﬂexibility.
This constitutes a fourth diagnostic diﬀerence between SR clauses and RCs.
(79) RC vs. SR Diagnostic 4: RC morphology allows for ﬂexibility in the choice of
head. SR morphology allows for no ﬂexibility in the choice of pivot.
A further diagnostic diﬀerence between the two types of dependent clauses in Amahuaca
concerns patterns of matrix case marking. RCs in Amahuaca are clauses that receive the
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typical case marking expected for their grammatical function in the matrix clause. In con-
trast, SR clauses do not receive case marking directly, but rather cross-reference the abstract
case (which could also be conceptualized as grammatical function) of the DP in the matrix
clause that is coreferential with the SR pivot. This leads to a potential expected diﬀerence
between the two clauses. If RCs are case-marked directly in the matrix clause, this would
lead us to expect that diﬀerential case marking should aﬀect RCs in the same way that it
aﬀects other DPs. If SR clauses merely track the (abstract) case of a matrix argument, we
would expect one of two possible patterns – either the form of the SR marker should covary
with the presence or absence of overt case on the matrix argument (if overt case is relevant)
or the form of the SR marker should align with a grammatical function and should not vary
based on presence or absence of overt case (if abstract case is relevant). The second pattern
is, in fact, the one that holds in Amahuaca, resulting in a diﬀerence between RCs and SR
clauses. To demonstrate this diﬀerence, consider the RCs in (80).
(80) ‘The man who had washed yams fell.’
a. [joni
man
kari
yam
choka=ha]=mun
wash=pfv=C
pakuu=xo=nu
fall=3.pst=decl
b. [joni
man
kari
yam
choka=hato]=x=mun
wash=pfv.lg=nom=C
pakuu=xo=nu
fall=3.pst=decl
In (80a) we see an example of an IHRC that serves as the matrix subject. It is unmarked
for case, which is quite common for intransitive subjects. This means that the RC surfaces
with the same morphology it would have were it functioning as a matrix object. In (80b),
we see the same RC, now appearing with overt nominative case. As will be discussed in
Chapter 3, intransitive subjects can appear with nominative case when they are focused.
Thus, by comparing these two examples, we see that diﬀerential case marking indeed aﬀects
nominative case marking for RCs. Diﬀerential case marking also aﬀects ergative case for
RCs, as shown in (81).
(81) ‘The peccary that hei found is chasing Juani.’
a. [jan
3sg
jono
peccary
vuchi=hato]=n=mun
ﬁnd=pfv.lg=erg=C
Juan
Juan
chivan-vo=hi=ki=nu
chase-am=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. Juan=mun
Juan=C
chivan-vo=hi
chase-am=ipfv
[jan
3sg
jono
peccary
vuchi=ha]=ki=nu
ﬁnd=pfv=3.pres=decl
In Chapter 3 I will demonstrate that transitive subjects that appear to the right of aspect
marking surface in a morphologically unmarked form while transitive subjects that appear to
the left of aspect surface with ergative case. We see this same pattern mirrored in (81). When
the RC appears to the right of the imperfective aspect marker, as in (81b), it surfaces without
overt case marking. In contrast, when the RC surfaces to the left of the aspect marker, as
in (81a), it surfaces with ergative case. We therefore see that both types of diﬀerential case
marking in Amahuaca, diﬀerential nominative marking and diﬀerential ergative marking,
treat RCs like regular DPs.
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The same pattern is not found with SR clauses. In sequential SR clauses, the SR marker
that is used to cross-reference matrix intransitive subjects is =hax, as in (82), while the
marker used to cross-reference matrix objects is =xo, as in (83).
(82) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= hax ]=mun
sing=ss.sq=C
xanoi
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the womani danced.’
(83) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= xo ]=mun
sing=so.sq=C
hinan
dog.erg
xanoi
woman
chivan-vo=xo=nu
chase-am=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the dog chased the womani.’
We might expect that if =hax and =xo represented nominative versus unmarked case, re-
spectively, that the marker =xo could serve to cross-reference the matrix intransitive subject
in certain contexts due to patterns of diﬀerential subject marking. This is not the pattern
that we ﬁnd. Instead, =hax must always be used to cross-reference the matrix intransitive
subject, regardless of context. This is demonstrated in (84).
(84) ‘After the womani planted corn, shei is singing quickly.’
a. koshi=mun
quickly=C
[xano=n
[woman=erg
xuki
corn
vana= hax ]
plant=ss.sq]
vua=hi=ki=nu
sing=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. * koshi=mun
quickly=C
[xano=n
[woman=erg
xuki
corn
vana= xo ]
plant=so.sq]
vua=hi=ki=nu
sing=ipfv=3.pres=decl
Here we see in (84a) the grammatical form of SR marking used to cross-reference a matrix
intransitive subject (something with abstract nominative case). The example in (84b) with
=xo instead of =hax is ungrammatical. This means that the form of the SR marker usu-
ally used to cross-reference unmarked object DPs cannot be freely used to cross-reference
other types of unmarked DPs like unfocused subjects. This suggests that the clause-ﬁnal
morphological marking seen in SR clauses is not case marking. Otherwise we would expect
it to be subject to diﬀerential subject marking. It is uncommon for nominative-marked DPs
to appear in the middle ﬁeld – they typically appear in the initial focus position or are
extraposed to a clause-ﬁnal position. Therefore, we would expect the SR clause to be in
the best possible position to remain unmarked for case in (84b) were it subject to normal
case-marking conditions. However, the SR marker still must be =hax in this position, lead-
ing to the conclusion that SR clauses are not subject to diﬀerential nominative marking.
As discussed in relation to (69b), it is ungrammatical for SR clauses to appear to the right
of aspect marking, regardless of the form of the SR marker. Therefore, it is impossible to
truly test whether these clauses could be subject to diﬀerential ergative marking. However,
the general picture that emerges from the distribution of SR markers and case morphology
suggests that SR clauses are not nominal in nature and are not subject to case marking.
This distinction between RCs and SR clauses is summarized in (85).
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(85) RC vs. SR Diagnostic 5: RCs are subject to diﬀerential case marking. SR
clauses are not.
The ﬁnal diﬀerence I consider here between SR clauses and RCs is islandhood. On this
point, there is some variation among speakers. However, the oldest speakers with seemingly
the most conservative grammars show island eﬀects for RCs but not for SR clauses. For
the current purposes I will consider focus movement to the initial position out of dependent
clauses. For this type of extraction, there was more homogeneity among the speakers I
consulted compared to wh-movement. Two of the three speakers that I worked with on this
task consistently rejected focus movement out of RCs and the third typically rejected it with
a few exceptions. An example illustrating attempted focus movement out of an IHRC is
shown in (86).
(86) ‘The man who found a howler monkey is eating meat.’
a. [joni
man
roho
howler.monkey
vuchi=hato]=n=mun
ﬁnd=pfv.lg=erg=C
nami
meat
pi=hi=ki=nu
bite=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. * roho=mun
howler.monkey=C
[joni
man
vuchi=hato]=n
ﬁnd=pfv.lg=erg
nami
meat
pi=hi=ki=nu
bite=ipfv=3.pres=decl
In (86b), we see that it is ungrammatical for a non-head argument to be moved out of a
RC to the initial focus position. This means that RCs are islands for movement. We can
compare this to focus movement out of SR clauses, which is grammatical, as shown in (87).
(87) ‘After the womani cooked meat, shei washed manioc.’
a. [xano=n
woman=erg
nami
meat
jova= xon ]=mun
cook=sa.sq=C
hatza
manioc
choka=xo=nu
wash=3.pst=decl
b. nami=mun
meat=C
[xano=n
woman=erg
jova= xon ]
cook=sa.sq
hatza
manioc
choka=xo=nu
wash=3.pst=decl
We see in (87b) that it is grammatical to extract a non-pivot argument from a switch-
reference clause. Here the non-pivot undergoes focus movement to the initial position. This
type of extraction was grammatical for all of the speakers I consulted. This suggests that
SR clauses are not islands for extraction.
(88) RC vs. SR Diagnostic 6: RCs show island eﬀects. SR clauses do not.
The six diagnostics I have proposed here for diﬀerentiating SR clauses and RCs provide a
useful set of tests to divide these two types of dependent clauses in Amahuaca. This method
for diﬀerentiating these two types of clauses based on their syntactic properties is important
for identifying which morphological markers belong to the series of SR markers versus RC
aspect and case morphology. This will be particularly important for the discussion of SR
clauses in Chapter 4. The literature on SR has been unclear on whether the reference of
object DPs can be tracked in SR systems, and the account I provide of SR relies on the
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assumption that objects are accessible pivots for SR. This assumption has been questioned
for other Panoan languages, like Shipibo, with accounts like that of Camacho (2010) crucially
relying on the fact that seemingly object-tracking SR markers are not truly SR markers but
are instead RC markers. The diagnostics I have proposed here are speciﬁc to Amahuaca and
may or may not generalize to other Panoan languages. However, it is important to note that
the controversial object-tracking markers in Amahuaca pattern with other SR morphology
based on the diagnostics proposed here, as will be discussed further in Chapter 4. This
provides support for allowing object pivots within systems of SR.
2.3.7 DP-internal structure
Finally, with respect to the syntax of Amahuaca, it is useful to consider the structure of
DPs. Amahuaca allows fairly ﬂexible word order within the DP, and allows both continuous
and discontinuous DPs. First I will discuss continuous DPs, and then I will turn to a brief
discussion of some of the possible patterns of discontinuous DPs in the language.
In continuous DPs in Amahuaca the word order is fairly ﬂexible. The one consistent
property of DPs with respect to ordering is that case always surfaces as the ﬁnal element of
the DP. This suggests that case is a DP enclitic. The ordering of other elements is less rigid.
In DPs with only two elements, the two elements can typically occur in either order. In
DPs with three or more elements, the picture is more complicated and there is some degree
of inter-speaker variability with respect to DP-internal word order. Here I report on data
from a task where I presented speakers with all logically possible word order permutations of
DPs containing three elements over a series of elicitation sessions and asked for acceptability
judgments. (Note that the case marker was consistently given as the ﬁnal element since case
is unable to surface elsewhere in the DP.) These DPs were presented in a carrier sentence in
which they were the transitive subject. The form of this sentence was typically as given in
(89).
(89) DP=mun
DP=C
nami
meat
pi=hi=ki=nu
eat=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘X is eating meat.’
I provide judgments below for the orders that were accepted or rejected by all four speakers
who I consulted on this task. I do not include the orders on which speakers did not agree. I
assume that the variable judgments for other word orders may be due to the fact that some
orders require more marked information structure that some speakers were more willing
to accommodate than others. Therefore, some of the variable unacceptability may have
been due to information structural infelicity in the context that speakers imagined rather
than ungrammaticality. I leave the question of the interaction of information structure and
DP-internal word order as an open area for further investigation in the future.
First, consider DPs with a numeral, an adjective, and a noun. As mentioned previously
and as seen in the examples in (90), case must always surface as the ﬁnal element, but there
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is some ﬂexibility in the order of other elements.37
(90) ‘two tall men’
a. ravuu
two
joni
man
chaita=n
tall.lg=erg
b. joni
man
chaii
tall
ravuta=n
two.lg=erg
c. * chaii
tall
ravuu
two
joni=n
man=erg
In both of the grammatical examples, note that ergative case is the ﬁnal element (due to
the DP being elicited in a carrier sentence in which it was the transitive subject), regardless
of which word surfaces as the last word of the DP. We see in (90a) that the order numeral–
noun–adjective is grammatical. The example in (90b) shows that the order noun–adjective–
numeral is also grammatical. However, the order adjective–numeral–noun was judged to be
ungrammatical.
Next, consider DPs with a quantiﬁer, an adjective, and a noun, as in (91).
(91) ‘all the tall men’
a. kiyoo
all
joni
man
chaita=n
tall.lg=erg
b. joni
man
chaii
tall
kiyopa=n
all.lg=erg
c. * chaii
tall
joni
man
kiyopa=n
all.lg=erg
The example in (91a) demonstrates that the order quantiﬁer–noun–adjective is possible, and
the example in (91b) shows that the order noun–adjective–quantiﬁer is also acceptable. The
order adjective–noun–quantiﬁer is unacceptable, as shown in (91c).
Now consider DPs with a demonstrative, adjective, and noun, as in (92).
(92) ‘that tall man’
a. jaa
dem
joni
man
chaita=n
tall.lg=erg
b. jaa
dem
chaii
tall
joni=n
man=erg
c. * chaii
tall
jaa
dem
joni=n
man=erg
d. * chaii
tall
joni
man
jaa=n
dem=erg
37In all of the examples that contain the word chaii ‘tall’ as the final element, one speaker used the
ergative form chaipan instead of chaitan.
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e. * joni
man
chaii
tall
jaa=n
dem=erg
We see that both possible orders with the demonstrative ﬁrst are grammatical – demonstrative–
noun–adjective order is given in (92a), and demonstrative–adjective–noun order is given in
(92b). The order adjective–demonstrative–noun was judged ungrammatical by all of the
speakers I consulted, as indicated in (92c). Additionally, both orders with the demonstrative
as the ﬁnal element in the DP are ungrammatical, as shown in (92d) for the order adjective–
noun–demonstrative and as shown in (92e) for the order noun–adjective–demonstrative.
A similar pattern can be seen with DPs involving a demonstrative, numeral, and noun,
as given in (93).
(93) ‘those three men’
a. jaa
dem
kimisha
three
joni=n
man=erg
b. jaa
dem
joni
man
kimishana=n
three.lg=erg
c. * kimisha
three
jaa
dem
joni=n
man=erg
d. * joni
man
jaa
dem
kimishana=n
three.lg=erg
Here, both orders that involve an initial demonstrative are grammatical. The example in
(93a) shows that the order demonstrative–numeral–noun is possible, and (93b) shows that
the order demonstrative–noun–numeral is also possible. On the other hand, both orders that
involve a medial demonstrative are ungrammatical. This can be seen for the order numeral–
demonstrative–noun in (93c) and for the order noun–demonstrative–numeral in (93d).
Finally, we see another similar pattern emerging in DPs with a quantiﬁer, demonstrative,
and noun, as in (94).
(94) ‘all those men’
a. jaa
dem
joni
man
kiyopa=n
all.lg=erg
b. jaa
dem
kiyoo
all
joni=n
man=erg
c. * joni
man
jaa
dem
kiyopa=n
all.lg=erg
Once again, both demonstrative-initial orders are judged to be possible. We see that
demonstrative–noun–quantiﬁer order is grammatical in (94a) and that demonstrative–quantiﬁer–
noun order is grammatical in (94b). The order noun–demonstrative–quantiﬁer in (94c) is
ungrammatical.
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From these DPs we have examined, we can arrive at the following generalizations. All
DP-internal elements with the exception of demonstratives can appear as the ﬁnal element
of the DP (excluding the ﬁnal case marker). This includes nouns, adjectives, numerals, and
quantiﬁers. Nouns, numerals, and quantiﬁers can all appear as the initial element in a DP as
well. The most restricted elements are demonstratives. Demonstratives consistently occur as
the ﬁrst element of a DP if they are present, and other orders of demonstratives are usually
judged to be unacceptable.
Now, we turn to discontinuous DP structures. In Amahuaca it is possible for a noun and
one or more of its modiﬁers to be linearly non-adjacent. Various types of modiﬁers can be
separated from the noun to form a discontinuous nominal. This is illustrated in (95) for an
adjective, (96) for a numeral, and (97) for a quantiﬁer.
(95) ‘The tall man is looking for a paca.’
a. [joni
man
chaita=n]=mun
tall.lg=erg=C
hano
paca
vuna=hi=ki=nu
look.for=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. [chaita=n]=mun
tall.lg=erg=C
[joni=n]
man=erg
hano
paca
vuna=hi=ki=nu
look.for=ipfv=3.pres=decl
(96) ‘Two men are looking for capybaras.’
a. [ravuu
two
joni=n]=mun
man=erg=C
hamun
capybara
vuna=hi=ki=nu
look.for=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. [ravuta=n]=mun
two.lg=erg=C
[joni=n]
man=erg
hamun
capybara
vuna=hi=ki=nu
look.for=ipfv=3.pres=decl
(97) ‘All the men are killing a peccary.’
a. [kiyoo=vi
all=emph
joni=n]=mun
man=erg=C
jono
peccary
rutu=hi=ki=nu
kill=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. [joni=n]=mun
man=erg=C
jono
peccary
[kiyoo=vini=n]
all=emph.lg=erg
rutu=hi=ki=nu
kill=ipfv=3.pres=decl
In (95b) we see that the adjective chaitan ‘tall’ is separated from the noun jonin ‘man’. A
similar pattern is seen for the numeral ravutan ‘two’ in (96b). Finally, in (97b) we see the
same pattern with the quantiﬁer kiyoovinin ‘all’. These examples illustrate a few important
points about discontinuous DPs in Amahuaca. First, they illustrate that discontinuous con-
stituents may be separated by diﬀerent amounts of material. In (95b) and (96b) only the
second position clitic splits the DP, while in (97b) an additional DP intervenes between the
two pieces of the DP. The amount of intervening material does not depend on the type of
modiﬁer that is separated from the noun. Second, these examples show that when a DP
is split, both pieces surface with the case associated with the DP. In continuous DPs, it
is not possible for case to surface on multiple DP-internal elements, as illustrated in (98).
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(98) [kiyoo=vini=(*=n)
all=emph.lg=erg
joni*(=n)]=mun
man=erg=C
jono
peccary
rutu=hi=ki=nu
kill=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘All the men are killing a peccary.’
In (98) we see that it is obligatory for ergative case to surface on the noun but ungrammatical
for it to surface on the quantiﬁer. This is consistent with case being a DP enclitic since
ergative case here must surface at the right edge of the DP. The fact that both pieces of a
discontinuous DP surface with case suggests that each piece is treated as a DP. Interestingly,
the only time that a discontinuous DP is allowed to mismatch in case is in diﬀerential case
marking contexts. When the conditions are met for only one half of the DP to remain
unmarked for case, there is a mismatch in the case marking of a discontinuous DP. This is
shown in (99) for ergative case.
(99) [kiyoo=vini=n]=mun
all=emph.lg=erg=C
jono
peccary
rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
[joni(*=n)]=ki=nu
man=erg=3.pres=decl
‘All the men are killing a peccary.’
As will be discussed further in Chapter 3, transitive subjects that appear to the right of
aspect marking remain unmarked for case. Here, the quantiﬁer kiyoovinin appears to the
left of aspect and surfaces with ergative case. The noun that serves as its restrictor, however,
remains to the right of aspect. Here it must surface in an unmarked form, as is expected
for DPs in this position. The analysis of patterns of case marking in discontinuous DPs is
beyond the scope of the current work, but see Clem and Dawson 2019 for an analysis of
these data and similar data crosslinguistically.
The third interesting thing to note about the discontinuous DPs presented thus far is that
the noun and the modiﬁer may occur in either order in the sentence. The order modiﬁer–
noun is attested in (95b) and (96b), and the order noun–modiﬁer is attested in (97b). It
appears that each piece of a discontinuous DP is subject independently to regular types
of A′-movement. Interestingly, this ﬂexibility is restricted when we consider conﬁgurations
where one element of the discontinuous DP remains in the base position of the argument, as
in (100).
(100) ‘The black dog is chasing a chicken.’
a. hatapa=mun
chicken=C
chivan=hi
chase=ipfv
[hino
dog
chaho]=ki=nu
black=3.pres=decl
b. [chaho=n]=mun
black=erg=C
hatapa
chicken
chivan=hi
chase=ipfv
[hino]=ki=nu
dog=3.pres=decl
c. * [hinan]=mun
dog.erg=C
hatapa
chicken
chivan=hi
chase=ipfv
[chaho]=ki=nu
black=3.pres=decl
The example in (100a) shows that it is possible for a noun with an adjective modiﬁer to
appear in the base position of the subject on the vP edge to the right of aspect marking. In
(100b), we see that it is possible to split the adjective from the noun by moving the adjective
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higher in the clause and leaving the noun in the base position of the subject. However,
the opposite pattern where the adjective remains in the base position is ungrammatical, as
shown in (100c).
Also noteworthy is that this same pattern holds for DPs with more than one modiﬁer.
The piece that remains stranded in the base position of the subject must contain the noun,
as illustrated by the examples in (101).
(101) ‘Three black dogs are chasing a chicken.’
a. hatapa=mun
chicken=C
chivan=hi
chase=ipfv
[hino
dog
chaho
black
kimisha]=ki=nu
three=3.pres=decl
b. [kimishana=n]=mun
three.lg=erg=C
hatapa
chicken
chivan=hi
chase=ipfv
[hino
dog
chaho]=ki=nu
black=3.pres=decl
c. [chaho
black
kimishana=n]=mun
three.lg=erg=C
hatapa
chicken
chivan=hi
chase=ipfv
[hino]=ki=nu
dog=3.pres=decl
d. * [hinan]=mun
dog.erg=C
hatapa
chicken
chivan=hi
chase=ipfv
[chaho
black
kimisha]=ki=nu
three=3.pres=decl
We see in (101) that a DP may be split such that the noun and one modiﬁer remain together
and the second modiﬁer is separated, as in (101b). It is also possible to split the DP such
that both modiﬁers remain together and the noun is stranded alone, as in (101c). What is
ungrammatical is to strand a piece of the DP that does not contain the noun in the base
position of the subject, as in (101d). I assume that this ungrammaticality is due to the
nature of the movement operations that result in split DPs, a matter which I set aside here
but which is addressed in Clem and Dawson 2019.
From this discussion of DPs it is important to remember for the examples that will be
seen in the following chapters that word order within the DP is ﬂexible, but that case is
always marked at the right edge. It is also good to note that a single DP may be split into
multiple linearly discontinuous elements, subject to the restrictions we have encountered
here.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter we have seen some of the basics of the phonology of Amahuaca and how the
orthography represents diﬀerent contrastive phonemes. We have also encountered some of
the morphological paradigms that will factor heavily in the examples to come. Additionally,
I have laid the groundwork for an understanding of the syntactic structure of Amahuaca,
which I will build upon in Chapters 3 and 4. Speciﬁcally, we have seen what the basic clause
structure is for matrix clauses, and we have seen evidence that scrambling in Amahuaca
shows properties of A′-movement. We have also examined the diﬀerences between the two
main types of dependent clauses in Amahuaca – relative clauses and switch-reference clauses.
This distinction has helped us to delineate the focus of Chapter 4, which is concerned with
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the analysis of switch-reference. Finally, we have brieﬂy looked at the structure of DPs, in
particular noting that DPs can be discontinuous in Amahuaca. With this understanding of
some of the basic structural facts about Amahuaca, we are now ready to turn to an analysis
of some of the more intricate patterns of case and agreement in the language.
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Chapter 3
Amahuaca case as agreement with
functional heads
The mechanisms by which case is assigned have long been the subject of exploration in the
literature, and the assignment of ergative case has been a topic of particular debate. While
some cases, like nominative, have been argued to be structural, and due to Agree under c-
command with a functional head, eﬀorts to account for ergative case have turned to diﬀerent
explanations. On the one hand, the connection between ergative case and the role of agent
has motivated accounts in which ergative case is inherent, and tied to the agent θ-position,
or at the very least to the position as external argument of a transitive v (Woolford 1997,
2006; Legate 2006, 2008, among others). Other accounts have instead tried to capture the
connection between ergative case and transitivity by proposing that ergative is actually a
dependent case assigned on the basis of a relationship between two nominals (Yip et al.
1987; Marantz 1991; Baker 2014, 2015; Baker and Bobaljik 2017, among others). Under the
latter view, Agree with functional heads plays no direct role in the assignment of case; these
heads serve only to delimit domains in which conﬁgurational relationships between DPs are
assessed for case assignment.
In this chapter, I introduce novel data on ergative case in Amahuaca and discuss the
problems these data pose for both inherent and dependent accounts of ergative case.1 In
Amahuaca, the assignment of ergative case is sensitive to movement of the subject. When
a transitive subject appears to the left of aspect marking, as in (102a), it must bear the
ergative case marker =n. When the subject appears to the right of aspect, however, as in
(102b), this marker is not permitted. Note that similar reorderings have no eﬀect on the
case marking of intransitive subjects, (103), or objects, (104).
(102) ‘The man is killing the peccary.’
a. joni*(=n)=mun
man=erg=C
jono
peccary
rutu=hi=ki=nu
kill=ipfv=3.pres=decl
1The majority of the content of this chapter is drawn from Clem 2018b.
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b. jono=mun
peccary=C
rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
joni(*=n)=ki=nu
man=erg=3.pres=decl
(103) ‘The children are arriving.’
a. vaku-vo=mun
child-pl=C
nokoo=hi=ki=nu
arrive=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. nokoo=mun=hi
arrive=C=ipfv
vaku-vo=ki=nu
child-pl=3.pres=decl
(104) ‘The man is killing the peccary.’
a. jono=mun
peccary=C
rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
joni=ki=nu
man=3.pres=decl
b. rutu=mun=hi
kill=C=ipfv
joni
man
jono=ki=nu
peccary=3.pres=decl
The inherent case view struggles to capture this pattern, because ergative is assigned in
situ to the external argument on this view. Since inherent case assignment bleeds structural
case assignment, leftward movement is not predicted to interfere with case marking. The
interrelatedness of movement and case is reminiscent of accusative case assignment in Sakha
(Turkic; Russia), which has been argued to provide support for a dependent case analysis
(Baker and Vinokurova 2010). However, I will demonstrate that the particular interactions
of movement and case in Amahuaca pose challenges for current versions of dependent case
theory. This is because (in contrast to the situation in Sakha) the relevant movement is not
one that changes c-command relationships between arguments or the case domain in which
the moving argument ﬁnds itself.
These challenges can be overcome, I argue, on a view of ergative case that is neither
strictly inherent nor strictly dependent, but rather combines insights from both views. On
the treatment of ergative case in Deal 2010, ergative arises for subject DPs that both acquire
features reﬂecting the presence of an object (recalling dependent case) and participate in
Agree with functional heads, including v (recalling inherent and more traditional structural
views of case assignment). On this type of view, ergative case realizes a feature complex,
rather than an atomic feature. I show that this approach both captures the generalization
about word order and ergative case marking in Amahuaca and yields insights into the nature
of nominative marking in the language. Additionally, it has interesting implications for the
treatment of switch-reference, which will be discussed further in Chapter 4. Overall, the
picture that emerges suggests that Amahuaca morphological case, in general, does not reﬂect
simplex case features but rather expones complex feature bundles.
In the following sections I examine the Amahuaca data in further detail and illustrate
why an account in which ergative case marking is the result of multiple Agree operations
is the most empirically adequate solution for the puzzle that these data present us with.
In Section 3.1, by way of prologue, I brieﬂy summarize the relevant aspects of both an
inherent and dependent ergative case account. In Section 3.2, I introduce the range of key
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ergative case data in Amahuaca that a theory must be able to account for. In Section
3.3, I argue that a dependent case account along the lines of Baker 2015 is not adequate
to account for the Amahuaca data, illustrating why these patterns do not lend themselves
to a view of case in which functional heads play a minimal role. I also discuss why a
view of ergative as an inherent case fares no better, even if clausal bifurcation a` la Coon
2013a,b is assumed. In Section 3.4, I lay out the analysis of ergative case as exponing
multiple agreement relationships, speciﬁcally agreement with v and T, along the lines of
Deal 2010. I show how this account combines insights of inherent and dependent approaches
and allows the Amahuaca case and movement generalization to be captured. In Section 3.5
I introduce further Amahuaca data from the language’s switch-reference system, illustrating
how the view of ergative case as the exponence of multiple Agree operations yields insight
into case-sensitive switch-reference patterns. In Section 3.6, I brieﬂy discuss Amahuaca’s
focus-sensitive nominative marking, demonstrating how nominative case also lends itself to
a view of case as a feature complex. Finally, in Section 3.7 I oﬀer concluding remarks on the
topic of case.
3.1 Inherent and dependent ergative case
How ergative case is assigned has been a topic of much debate, due, in part, to the fact that
there is a great deal of crosslinguistic variation in the details of which arguments receive mor-
phological ergative marking. Additionally, there are seemingly both syntactic and semantic
components involved, with notions such as subjecthood, transitivity, and θ-roles all playing
a part in ergative case assignment. Given the empirical diversity of ergative systems, it is
likely that ergative case is not derived via a single mechanism crosslinguistically, but rather
has diﬀerent sources in diﬀerent languages. Here I discuss two of the main views of ergative
case assignment that have emerged in the literature.2
On the one hand, ergative has been hypothesized to be an inherent case assigned by a
transitive v to an argument that it θ-marks (Woolford 1997, 2006; Legate 2006, 2008, among
others). Under this view, case is assigned directly by the relevant functional head to an
argument in a particular θ-position, which for ergative case is Spec,vP where the external
argument is introduced, as seen in (105).
2There are, of course, many other views of ergative systems that have been proposed in the literature
besides those outlined here. Overviews of a broader range of such analyses can be found in Johns 2000 and
Deal 2015a.
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(105) vP
DP v ′
vtr VP
V DP
erg, θ
It has been noted that the tie between ergativity and the speciﬁc θ-role of agent is tenuous
(Comrie 1978; Bruening 2007; Baker 2014; Baker and Bobaljik 2017). Non-agent transitive
subjects, such as causes or instruments, can be marked ergative (Woolford 2006), and agent
subjects of unergatives do not pattern in a uniform manner across languages. For example,
in Western Basque (Isolate), subjects of unergatives receive ergative case (Aldai 2009), as
predicted by an agent-oriented view of ergative case, but in many ergative languages unerga-
tive subjects receive nominative or absolutive case. To address this issue, Woolford (2006)
and Legate (2008) have proposed that an additional transitivity condition be added to the
connection between θ-roles and ergative case. Under this view, ergative case is assigned to
the external argument of a transitive v, rather than to any (agent) external argument. I will
demonstrate in the following sections that even this transitivity-oriented inherent view of
ergative case is unable to account for case marking in Amahuaca.
The second major view of ergative case assignment takes ergative to be a dependent case,
tied to the presence of another DP in the structure (Marantz 1991; Baker and Vinokurova
2010; Baker 2014, 2015; Baker and Bobaljik 2017, among others). There are variations on
this theory which diﬀer slightly; I will take the model most thoroughly articulated in Baker
2015 as my point of comparison. I make this choice because many other implementations of
dependent case theory are not as explicit about details of the model that will be crucial to
the coming discussion, such as the timing of case assignment and various types of movement.
Under the Baker 2015 view, a dependent case (such as ergative or accusative) is assigned
on the basis of c-command relationships between DPs, which are evaluated in particular
case domains. These case domains are tied to phases, and, as a result, case is determined
in phase-based spell out domains. For a language that has a dependent ergative case rule,
ergative case will be assigned to the higher of two nominals in a c-command relationship
within a domain. Baker’s ergative case rule is given in (106).
(106) Dependent ergative case rule (Baker 2015: 49, modiﬁed slightly)3
If there are two distinct DPs in the same spell out domain such that DP1 c-
commands DP2, then value the case feature of DP1 as ergative unless DP2 has
already been marked for case.
3In keeping with the DP hypothesis, I have modified the case rule to use DP where Baker (2015) uses
NP. For the data considered here, this distinction does not affect the results.
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For Baker (2015), the phase heads that are relevant for case assignment in the clause are
v and C. The complements of these phase heads (VP and TP, respectively) are the spell out
domains in which case assignment is evaluated. In each domain, a dependent case rule can
be active or inactive. Because case is evaluated in phases, movement into a higher phase
can create new c-command relationships which were not present in lower phases. These c-
command relationships can then be evaluated for case assignment in the higher case domain,
thus allowing movement to feed case marking. This is illustrated by the conﬁgurations in
(107). In (107a), DP2 remains in the lower VP case domain (within the dashed box), where
it is the only DP that is evaluated for case. Likewise, the higher DP1 is the only DP in
the TP case domain. In this conﬁguration, neither DP is eligible to receive dependent case
since they are not in the same spell out domain. In contrast, in (107b), the lower DP2 has
moved to the edge of vP so that both DP1 and DP2 are in the TP case domain. In this
conﬁguration, DP1 could be valued with dependent ergative case, or DP2 could be valued
with dependent accusative case (as with Sakha object shift; Baker and Vinokurova 2010).
(107) a. [CP C [TP DP1 T [vP v [VP V DP2 ] ]]]
b. [CP C [TP DP1 T [vP DP2 v [VP V tDP2 ] ]]]
This relationship between case and movement, along with the fact that dependent case
rules reference only conﬁgurational relationships between DPs and say nothing about where
arguments are introduced, allows a dependent case view of ergativity to account for why
ergative is sometimes assigned to unexpected targets. For example, the assignment of erga-
tive case to internal arguments, as in applicatives of unaccusatives, is unexpected under a
view in which ergative case is inherent. Attested examples of such “raising to ergative”
patterns (Baker 2014; Deal 2019) pose a problem, since an inherent case should be assigned
along with a θ-role. The ability to account for case marking in raising examples of this type
is a signiﬁcant advantage of the dependent case view over its inherent case competitor.
Given the relationship between case and movement in Amahuaca, an aspect of dependent
case theory as articulated in Baker 2015 which will be relevant for the coming discussion is
the question of how case evaluation is timed with respect to movement operations, and re-
latedly, whether all types of movement are timed in the same way. Particularly applicable to
the discussion that follows is Baker’s treatment of scrambling. He observes that scrambling
often does not aﬀect case assignment and relates this fact to the claim that scrambling is
a type of adjunction. He proposes that adjuncts can be spelled out later than arguments,
with speciﬁers and complements being evaluated for case ﬁrst (Baker 2015: 264-272). This
amounts to the claim that case assignment can in some instances appear to precede move-
ment. Additionally relevant for the Amahuaca facts is Baker’s proposal that a copy of a DP
that has moved to a speciﬁer in a higher domain can serve as a case competitor in a lower
domain even though it will be pronounced in the higher domain. This, too, seems to be
an instance of case assignment “preceding” movement. The timing of case evaluation eﬀec-
tively before some types of movement can result in c-command relationships at the end of the
derivation that do not transparently relate to the case on the involved nominals. Therefore,
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it is important to consider the details of timing since movement after case assignment can
obscure the relevant conﬁgurations for dependent case.
In summary, there are three ways in which movement is predicted to aﬀect case mark-
ing under the view outlined above. First, movement can change c-command relationships
between nominals, with a consequence for the determination of which nominal is eligible for
the dependent case. Second, movement can result in nominals moving into domains that are
keyed to diﬀerent case rules. Third, movement can produce or eliminate a local relationship
with a case competitor. In the following sections, I will show that none of these eﬀects of
movement can fully account for the range of case-marking data in Amahuaca. I conclude
that, while movement and case are related in Amahuaca, they are not related in a way
that is predicted by a dependent case account. In the next section, I lay the groundwork
for this argument by considering the basic clause structure and case-marking patterns that
Amahuaca displays.
3.2 Amahuaca case marking and word order
As demonstrated in (102), ergative case marking in Amahuaca is sensitive to diﬀerences in
word order. In this section, I will give an overview of the main patterns of case-marking
alternations.
As discussed in Chapter 2, Amahuaca’s case system has two types of case markers for
core arguments of the verb, plus unmarked nouns. Intransitive subjects (S) can be marked
with =x and transitive subjects (A) can be marked with =n. Object DPs (O) remain
unmarked. Instances of these case markers are given in (108) and (109), repeated from
Chapter 2.4 Observe that =x is available only for S arguments, while =n is available only
for A arguments.
(108) vaku{*=n / =x}=mun
child{=erg / =nom}=C
rakuu=xo=nu
be.afraid=3.pst=decl
‘The child was afraid.’
(109) xano{=n / *=x}=mun
woman{=erg / =nom}=C
chopa{*=n / *=x}
clothes{=erg / =nom}
patza=hi=ki=nu
wash=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘The woman is washing clothes.’
This pattern suggests an underlying tripartite case system with nominative, ergative, and
accusative case, where accusative is morphologically unmarked. A complication to the pic-
ture in (108) and (109) is a pattern of diﬀerential subject marking in Amahuaca, which has
4In Section 3.6 I will show that the nominative case marker =x (though not the ergative =n) encodes
focus in addition to case. I set this complication aside for the time being, and do not indicate focus in
translations until Section 3.6.
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been noted in descriptions of the language dating back to Russell (1965: 66).5 Both types
of subjects (transitive and intransitive) can surface in the morphologically unmarked form
under the right conditions, suggesting that the unmarked form is actually a type of default
(Legate 2008), rather than marking accusative or absolutive case directly. I will return to
a discussion of nominative case marking in Section 3.6, but for now, I will focus on the
conditioning of ergative case marking.
As mentioned previously, ergative case marking is sensitive to word order, which reﬂects
structural diﬀerences in the position of the DP. We can divide the patterns of word order and
case marking into two distinct sets of possibilities: those involving sentences with overtly
marked aspect and those involving sentences where aspect is not marked. Though these two
types of sentences show diﬀerent possibilities in terms of case marking, Amahuaca does not
exhibit a traditional TAM split in the marking of ergative case (in contrast, e.g., to Hindi-
Urdu (Indo-Aryan); Mahajan 1990); ergative case is available with all aspectual categories.
In transitive sentences with overtly marked aspect (either =hi for imperfective, =hax for
perfect, =nox for habitual, or =katzi for prospective), there are seven possible word orders,
which result in two diﬀerent case-marking patterns for A arguments. The examples in (110)
represent all of the attested word order and case marking combinations; other combinations
of case marking and word order permutations are judged to be ungrammatical.6
(110) ‘The man is killing the peccary.’
a. joni=n=mun
man=erg=C
jono
peccary
rutu=hi=ki=nu
kill=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. jono=mun
peccary=C
joni=n
man=erg
rutu=hi=ki=nu
kill=ipfv=3.pres=decl
c. rutu=mun
kill=C
joni=n
man=erg
jono=hi=ki=nu
peccary=ipfv=3.pres=decl
d. rutu=mun
kill=C
jono
peccary
joni=n=hi=ki=nu
man=erg=ipfv=3.pres=decl
5Additional work which mentions this pattern in Amahuaca includes Hyde (1980: 146) and Sparing-
Cha´vez (2012). It has also been discussed in comparative work on Panoan, which mentions a similar but
distinct pattern in Chacobo (Loos 1973, 1999). With respect to the Amahuaca pattern, Sparing-Cha´vez
(2012) notes that split ergativity is conditioned by the presence of overt aspect marking in the clause. She
observes that when overt aspect marking is absent, ergative case surfaces. When overt aspect marking is
present, however, she makes the generalization that only “pragmatically marked” subjects, which she shows
only in initial position, receive nominative or ergative case marking (Sparing-Cha´vez 2012: 4-5). Here I
refine the characterization of the Amahuaca pattern, demonstrating that even non-initial subjects receive
ergative case marking, so long as they surface to the left of aspect marking. This pattern is different from
the pattern of nominative marking, which does appear to be conditioned by information structure in a way
consistent with Sparing-Cha´vez’s characterization, as discussed in Section 3.6.
6I set aside here those sentences involving extraposition to the far right. As discussed in Chapter 2,
these extraposition structures show case connectivity, and when a transitive subject undergoes extraposition
it always surfaces with ergative case.
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e. rutu=mun=hi
kill=C=ipfv
joni
man
jono=ki=nu
peccary=3.pres=decl
f. rutu=mun
kill=C
jono=hi
peccary=ipfv
joni=ki=nu
man=3.pres=decl
g. jono=mun
peccary=C
rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
joni=ki=nu
man=3.pres=decl
In (110a)-(110d), the subject is marked ergative. In (110e)-(110g), on the other hand, the
subject remains unmarked.
The pattern found with sentences lacking overt aspect marking is slightly diﬀerent. These
sentences, which receive a perfective interpretation, do not allow the orders found in (110e)-
(110g), and thus always result in the A argument being marked ergative. All of the attested
grammatical word order and case combinations for perfective sentences are given in (111);
other word order permutations are judged to be ungrammatical, as are sentences lacking
ergative case marking.7
(111) ‘The man killed the peccary’
a. joni=n=mun
man=erg=C
jono
peccary
ha=xo=nu
do.tr=3.pst=decl
b. jono=mun
peccary=C
joni=n
man=erg
ha=xo=nu
do.tr=3.pst=decl
c. ha=mun
do.tr=C
joni=n
man=erg
jono=xo=nu
peccary=3.pst=decl
d. ha=mun
do.tr=C
jono
peccary
joni=n=xo=nu
man=erg=3.pst=decl
As seen in the above examples, without overt aspect marking, an A argument always surfaces
with ergative case. For now, I will focus on examples with overt aspect marking, like those
in (110), because it is there that an alternation is seen. However, I will return to a discussion
of sentences without overt aspect in Section 3.4.
Taking into account only sentences that have overt aspect marking, we can schematize
the possible word orders as in (112).8
7As mentioned in Chapter 2, the verb ha glossed ‘do.tr’ is a general purpose transitive verb in Amahuaca.
It can be used for a transitive action if the meaning of the verb can be recovered from context. In these
sentences it is used to mean ‘kill’. The same pattern of case and aspect marking is found with this verb as
with full lexical verbs like rutu ‘kill’.
8Here and in following schematic representations I leave out Mood, which invariably surfaces following
T.
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(112) a. A=ERG C O V ASP T
b. O C A=ERG V ASP T
c. V C A=ERG O ASP T
d. V C O A=ERG ASP T
e. V C ASP A O T
f. V C O ASP A T
g. O C V ASP A T
Examining the distribution of ergative case, the descriptive generalization in (113) emerges.
(113) Amahuaca ergative case generalization
If a transitive subject appears to the right of aspect, it is not marked ergative;
otherwise, it receives ergative case marking.
I propose that this generalization stems from the fact that the subject DP occupies a diﬀerent
structural position when it is case marked compared to when it is unmarked. Recall that in
Chapter 2 I argued that aspect is a head-initial projection in Amahuaca. This means that
its complement, vP, occurs to its right. This is demonstrated in the representation of matrix
clause structure shown in (114).
(114) CP
C MoodP
TP Mood
AspP T
Asp vP
DP
VP v
DP V
Given this structure, we see that DP arguments that appear to the right of aspect are those
that remain internal to vP, while those that surface to the left of aspect have undergone
movement to a position higher in the clause. Based on this, we can conclude that when
a subject stays low in the structure, in its externally merged position in Spec,vP, it is
unmarked. Only when it moves further up in the structure (speciﬁcally through Spec,TP,
as I will argue) does it receive ergative case marking. Thus movement feeds ergative case
marking.
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3.3 Amahuaca ergative is neither inherent nor
dependent
As discussed in Section 3.1, the assignment of ergative case has been analyzed in many ways,
with inherent and dependent views of ergative case emerging as major contenders in recent
work. In this section, I will argue that neither of these views can account for the Amahuaca
case-marking patterns that were outlined in Section 3.2.
3.3.1 Amahuaca ergative is not an inherent case
The most straightforward version of an inherent case account of Amahuaca ergativity appears
to be a non-starter since it is subjects that remain in situ in their externally merged position
as the external argument of v that are not marked ergative. DPs that are externally merged
in Spec,vP are exactly the DPs that an inherent case account would predict to be ergative.
A modiﬁed inherent case account along the lines of Coon 2013a,b, which takes unmarked
subjects to be the result of clausal bifurcation with an aspectual auxiliary, seems potentially
more promising. This is because unmarked subjects are only possible with overtly marked
aspect in Amahuaca. Under this view, aspectual auxiliaries split the clause, creating two
case assignment domains. The lower domain contains the main verb and the object. The
higher domain contains an intransitive aspectual auxiliary and the subject, which is treated
as an S argument since it is the subject of this intransitive auxiliary. This is illustrated in
(115).
(115) AspP
DPsubj
Asp . . .
DPobj V
If we were to apply this view to Amahuaca, we could assume that perfective clauses,
which lack overt aspect marking, do not contain an aspectual auxiliary and therefore will
always result in ergative case on the subject, since the clause will never be bifurcated. In
clauses with overtly marked aspect, we could assume that the aspect markers are auxiliaries
that bifurcate the clause. With overt aspect, unmarked subjects would be externally merged
as the subject of an intransitive aspectual auxiliary while ergative-marked subjects would be
merged in Spec,vP as the subject of a transitive main verb. The view of Amahuaca clausal
syntax laid out in Chapter 2 and schematized in (114) is hard to reconcile with this type
of account since unmarked subjects are actually those that appear lower than the aspect
marker. This is not what we would expect if they were introduced by an aspectual auxiliary.
A potential solution is to reconsider the assumptions about the syntax of the clause.
Perhaps unmarked subjects are, indeed, introduced higher by an aspectual auxiliary and
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marked subjects are those which are introduced in the lower transitive domain containing
the main verb and the object. This would mean that sentences like (110g) have a structure
as in (116).9
(116) jonoi=mun
peccary=C
[[ti rutu]
kill
=hi
ipfv
joni]
man
=ki=nu
3.pres=decl
‘The man is killing the peccary.’
In (116), the object (which moves to Spec,CP) is externally merged in the lower domain
with the verb rutu ‘kill’. The subject joni ‘man’ is not merged in this domain. Instead, the
subject is externally merged as the subject of the imperfective aspectual auxiliary. As the
subject of an intransitive auxiliary, joni does not receive ergative case. A similar structure
where ergative is assigned would look like (117).
(117) jonoi=mun
peccary=C
[[joni=n
man=erg
ti rutu]
kill
=hi]
ipfv
=ki=nu
3.pres=decl
‘The man is killing the peccary.’
In (117), the ergative-marked subject is externally merged in the lower domain with the
object. This domain is transitive, which means that the subject will be assigned inherent
ergative case.
What is puzzling from the perspective of such an account is the obligatoriness of ergative
marking on A arguments that appear in initial position in Amahuaca. It is ungrammatical
for the subject in (118), repeated from (110a), to surface in the unmarked form.
(118) joni*(=n)=mun
man=erg=C
jono
peccary
rutu=hi=ki=nu
kill=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘The man is killing the peccary.’
In (118), if it were possible for the subject to have been externally merged as the subject
of the intransitive auxiliary and then moved to the initial position, we would expect that it
could surface without ergative marking. This is impossible. This is especially puzzling since
arguments which move to the initial position always surface with the case appropriate for
the clause from which they originated, even if moving from a dependent clause, as shown in
(119)-(121) for nominative, ergative, and accusative (unmarked) case.10
9I am intentionally vague about the precise details of the alternative clausal structure discussed here.
These structures must depart radically from the view of clausal syntax that I laid out in Chapter 2, and
it is not clear to me how to reconcile this alternative view completely with the full range of Amahuaca
facts outside of the domain of case marking. The basic issues for a bifurcation analysis are not tied to one
particular conception of the structure. Therefore, I abstract away from the details to highlight the challenges
for the bifurcation approach.
10Rightward extraposition in Amahuaca displays a similar pattern with respect to ergative case. Extra-
position shows case connectivity, as discussed in Chapter 2, and it is impossible for the subject of a clause
with a transitive main verb to surface in the unmarked form when it is extraposed.
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(119) xanoi=x=mun
woman=nom=C
[ti nokoo=kun]
arrive=ds.sq
joni=n
man=erg
hatza
manioc
jovaa
cooked
ha=xo=nu
do.tr=3.pst=decl
‘After the woman arrived, the man ate manioc.’
(120) jonii=n=mun
man=erg=C
[ti hamun
capybara
vuchi=shin=hax]
ﬁnd=yest=ss.sq
junu
river
naki
to
ka=xo=nu
go=3.pst=decl
‘The man found a capybara yesterday and went to the river.’
(121) hatzai=mun
manioc=C
[xano=n
woman=erg
ti vana=kun]
plant=ds.sq
joni
man
jo=xo=nu
come=3.pst=decl
‘After the woman planted manioc, the man came.’
Since we can see that case is typically preserved in extraction to the left edge, it is unclear
why unmarked subject DPs are ungrammatical in this position when the main verb of their
clause is transitive. To rule this out, we would have to propose some independent mechanism
to block movement to Spec,CP for subjects which are externally merged as arguments of
Asp.
An additional fact which is potentially problematic for a clausal bifurcation story is the
lack of ergative case marking in an example like (110e), repeated as (122).
(122) rutu=mun=hi
kill=C=ipfv
joni
man
jono=ki=nu
peccary=3.pres=decl
‘The man is killing the peccary.’
In (122), the object is to the right of the subject and aspect. This is compatible with two
possible derivations – one where the object is externally merged in this position and another
where it arrives at this position via movement. If the object were externally merged in
this position to the right of the subject, that could be because it, too, is selected by the
auxiliary in such a constructions, like the subject. However, if that were true, it would
be unclear why this domain would not then be considered transitive with the subject joni
eligible for ergative marking. As mentioned, another possibility would be for the object to
be externally merged in the lower domain with the main verb and move into this higher
position. However, this would constitute an instance of rightward movement, which has
been argued to be dispreferred or ruled out entirely (Ackema and Neeleman 2002; Abels and
Neeleman 2012). The question would then be how to constrain such instances of rightward
movement.11
11A further potential concern for a clausal bifurcation account from a typological perspective is the fact
that the Amahuaca split is not a canonical TAM split. Variation between ergative-marked A arguments and
unmarked A arguments is present even within a single aspectual category. That is to say the same aspect
categories appear in clauses with and without ergative marking on transitive subjects. Additionally, it is not
the case that unmarked subjects occur with one set of (progressive) aspectual categories and marked subjects
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I conclude that a clausal bifurcation account, while more adequate than a simpler version
of an inherent case account, is still unable to account for the full range of Amahuaca data
without other stipulations. It does not appear that unmarked subjects are introduced by an
intransitive aspectual auxiliary and lack ergative case for this reason.
3.3.2 Amahuaca ergative is not a dependent case
We turn now to a dependent case account. We might expect more promising results since
dependent case theory is designed, in part, to capture the interactions of movement and
case assignment (Baker and Vinokurova 2010). Given the conﬁgurational nature of case
assignment in a dependent case model, movement should be able to feed and bleed case
assignment, as outlined in Section 3.1. Since movement to a higher position in Amahuaca
appears to feed ergative case assignment, this seems like a good candidate for a dependent
case account. However, we will see that no singular, uniﬁed set of assumptions can charac-
terize case domains such that low subjects remain unmarked while moved subjects receive
ergative case. Additionally, a dependent case account oﬀers no insightful way to capture the
generalization in (113) that it is the position of the subject with respect to aspect that is
the predictor of the case of the subject. Dependent case misses the generalization that, in
Amahuaca, it is the position of DPs with respect to functional heads, rather than other DPs,
which determines morphological case.
Recall Baker’s ergative case rule from (106), repeated in (123) below.
(123) Dependent ergative case rule (Baker 2015: 49, modiﬁed slightly)
If there are two distinct DPs in the same spell out domain such that DP1 c-
commands DP2, then value the case feature of DP1 as ergative unless DP2 has
already been marked for case.
As outlined in Section 3.1, the spell out domains for case assignment are tied to phases.
Speciﬁcally, the phase heads for clausal case assignment assumed in Baker’s (2015) model
are v and C. The complements of the phase heads (VP and TP) are the spell out domains
in which case assignment is evaluated. Therefore, there are four possibilities for the domains
in which the ergative case rule can be active. A language can assign ergative in only VP, in
only TP, in VP and TP, or in neither VP nor TP.
Since Amahuaca has ergative-marked DPs, the option of assigning ergative at neither
domain is obviously incorrect. The ﬁrst option I will consider is one in which the ergative
case rule is active only in the VP. In monotransitive predicates this rule would result in no
DPs being marked ergative. Since only the object DP is generated in VP, there would be no
VP-internal c-command relationship between two DPs, and no DP would be assigned case
occur with another set of (completive) aspectual categories. Instead all overt aspect markers (imperfective,
perfect, habitual, prospective) allow for the possibility of unmarked subjects. Coon (2013b: 197) notes,
however, that an aspect split triggered by all aspect markers is, in principle, possible, so long as the aspect
markers are expressed by auxiliaries.
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by the ergative rule. If a predicate contains more than one DP in the complement of v, we
expect a diﬀerent outcome. Speciﬁcally, we would expect the higher of the two nominals to
receive ergative case marking. That is, we expect dative case to be syncretic with ergative.
This is not what we ﬁnd. Instead, both arguments are unmarked, as seen in (124).
(124) joni=n=mun
man=erg=C
xano
woman
jiriti
food
hinan=hi=ki=nu
give=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘The man is giving the woman food.’
In this example we would expect xano ‘woman’ to be marked with the ergative marker if it
c-commands the DP jiriti ‘food’. However, it remains unmarked. Therefore, it appears that
the ergative rule should not be keyed to VP in Amahuaca. This also rules out an account in
which ergative is keyed to both VP and TP, though this account would be no diﬀerent for
subjects than the option where the ergative rule is keyed only to TP.
This leaves us with the fourth and ﬁnal option for the domain of ergative case assignment,
which is keying the rule only to TP. In evaluating this possibility, I will ﬁrst assume that
the surface position of a DP reﬂects the position in which it was evaluated for case. This
amounts to assuming that movement within a phase precedes case assignment. (Later I
will discuss an alternative view where some movement follows case assignment.) Under this
assumption, a dependent case account correctly derives (110c), repeated as (125), below.
(125) [CP[VP ti rutu]
kill
=mun
=C
[TP jonij=n
man=erg
jonoi=hi
peccary=ipfv
[
vP tj ti tvp] =ki]=nu]
=3.pres=decl
‘The man is killing the peccary.’
In this conﬁguration, the subject and object DPs are both within TP with the subject higher
than the object. This results in the subject being marked with ergative case via the rule in
(123).
This same set of assumptions can also derive the pattern seen in (110g), repeated in
(126).
(126) [CP jonoi=mun
peccary=C
[TP rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
[
vP joni
man
ti [VP ti tv]] =ki]=nu]
=3.pres=decl
‘The man is killing the peccary.’
In this structure, the object DP has moved to Spec,CP before the complement of C is spelled
out. This results in only one DP being present in TP when case is assigned. Because there
are no c-command relationships, no DP is assigned ergative case, resulting in the unmarked
object and subject that we ﬁnd.
While this account can derive the patterns in (125) and (126), it cannot capture the
patterns of ergative marking in (110a) and (110b), repeated below as (127a) and (127b),
respectively.
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(127) ‘The man is killing the peccary.’
a. [CP jonij=n=mun
man=erg=C
[TP jonoi
peccary
rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
[
vP tj ti [VP ti tv]] =ki]=nu]
=3.pres=decl
b. [CP jonoi=mun
peccary=C
[TP jonij=n
man=erg
rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
[
vP tj ti [VP ti tv]] =ki]=nu]
=3.pres=decl
As in (126), in both of the examples in (127) one DP has moved to Spec,CP, escaping the
spell out domain of TP. As in (126), this should result in no DP being marked with ergative
case since there is no case competitor within the TP. However, the subject is marked with
ergative case in both sentences, regardless of whether it remains in TP, as in (127b), or is
itself the DP moved to Spec,CP, as in (127a).
Another problem is raised by the data in (110d) and (110f), repeated as (128a) and
(128b), respectively.
(128) ‘The man is killing the peccary.’
a. [CP[VP ti rutu]
kill
=mun
=C
[TP jonoi(*=n)
peccary=erg
jonij*(=n)=hi
man=erg=ipfv
[
vP tj ti tvp]
=ki]=nu]
=3.pres=decl
b. [CP[VP ti rutu]
kill
=mun
=C
[TP jonoi(*=n)=hi
peccary=erg=ipfv
[
vP jonij(*=n)
man=erg
ti tvp]
=ki]=nu]
3.pres=decl
In these structures, the object appears below C but to the left of the subject. The dependent
case account wrongly predicts that the object should receive ergative case. This is because
when the CP phase is spelled out the object and subject are both within TP and the object
is higher than the subject.12
Finally, the dependent case account is unable to account for why the subject in (110e),
repeated below as (129), does not receive ergative case marking.
(129) [CP[VP ti rutu]
kill
=mun
=C
[TP =hi
=ipfv
[
vP joni(*=n)
man=erg
jonoi
peccary
tVP]] =ki]=nu]
=3.pres=decl
‘The man is killing the peccary.’
In this conﬁguration, both the object and the subject are within TP at spell out (both are on
the vP edge). Additionally, the subject c-commands the object. These DPs should therefore
be in exactly the conﬁguration that is predicted to yield ergative case on the subject, but
ergative marking in this conﬁguration is impossible.
12On the view of clausal syntax argued for in Chapter 2 the precise landing site of the arguments in (128a)
and (128b) is not crucial. Given that =mun lexicalizes the phase head C, there is no position to the right of
=mun that will not be within the complement of the phase head (and thus within the ergative case domain).
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A summary of how this version of a dependent case accounts fares with respect to the
word order patterns in (112) is given in (130). When (=ERG) is shown in parentheses
this indicates an instance of over-assignment of ergative case – the attested pattern lacks
ergative case but the dependent case account predicts ergative. When =ERG is crossed out
this indicates an instance of under-assignment of ergative case – the attested pattern has
ergative case but the dependent case account predicts that ergative should not be assigned.
(130) a. A=ERG C O V ASP T
b. O C A=ERG V ASP T
c. V C A=ERG O ASP T
d. V C O(=ERG) A=ERG ASP T
e. V C ASP A(=ERG) O T
f. V C O(=ERG) ASP A T
g. O C V ASP A T
As seen in (130), only two of the seven word orders, (130c) and (130g), are correctly captured
by this model of ergative case assignment.
Under the most straightforward interpretation of the dependent case model we do not
obtain the desired results. We might therefore ask whether the facts can be accounted for by
reference to a factor other than the domains in which case rules are active. In the previous
discussion, it was assumed that surface positions reﬂect the positions at which DPs were
spelled out and evaluated for case. As mentioned above, this amounts to assuming that
all movement within a phase happens prior to the evaluation of c-command relationships
for case. However, as discussed in Section 3.1, Baker (2015) proposes that some types of
movement may be timed after case assignment. If we assume that movement and case
assignment within a phase can be interleaved, a dependent case account is able to capture
more (though still not all) of the Amahuaca data. The main issue that we will see for this
type of account is the prediction that the subject should always surface with ergative case
since a copy of the object on the vP edge will be able to serve as a case competitor within
the TP case domain. Unmarked transitive subjects are predicted not to exist.
One type of movement that Baker (2015) assumes can “follow” case assignment is scram-
bling. He appeals, as discussed in Section 3.1, to the idea that scrambling is a form of ad-
junction and that adjuncts can be spelled out later than speciﬁers and complements (Baker
2015: 264-272). If speciﬁers and complements are spelled out ﬁrst and dependent case is
calculated based only on these positions of DPs, subsequent scrambling and spell out of
these DPs in their scrambled positions will not aﬀect case. If we assume this revised, more
complex approach to the timing of case assignment and scrambling in Amahuaca, we can
correctly derive the pattern in (110d), repeated in (131).
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(131) [CP[VP ti rutu]
kill
=mun
=C
[TP jonoi
peccary
jonij=n=hi
man=erg=ipfv
[
vP tj jonoi
peccary
tvp]
=ki]=nu]
=3.pres=decl
‘The man is killing the peccary.’
The crucial idea here is that object movement to the surface position involves scrambling. If
we assume that the subject and the lower copy of the object in Spec,vP are spelled out ﬁrst
and evaluated for case, this results in the subject being marked with ergative case. The copy
of the object that is scrambled across the subject is then spelled out later and does not aﬀect
case. The lower copy of the object that was the case competitor is then not pronounced.
Baker (2015) also considers how the timing of movement to Spec,CP interacts with case
assignment. Wh-movement is taken to not typically aﬀect case assignment (Baker 2015: 270-
271). The reasoning behind this is that it moves a DP out of the domain of case evaluation.
However, it must be assumed that a lower copy within TP is still evaluated in the spell out
of TP to avoid the problem, mentioned above, of no DP receiving case. If we assume that
movement to Spec,CP cannot establish a new c-command relationship for case assignment
but that the lower copy of the moved element can still count as a case competitor, the
patterns in (110a) and (110b), repeated as (132a) and (132b), respectively, can be derived.
(132) ‘The man is killing the peccary.’
a. [CP jonij=n=mun
man=erg=C
[TP jonoi
peccary
rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
[
vP jonij
man
jonoi
peccary
[VP ti tv]]
=ki]=nu]
=3.pres=decl
b. [CP jonoi=mun
peccary=C
[TP jonij=n
man=erg
rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
[
vP tj jonoi
peccary
[VP ti tv]]
=ki]=nu]
=3.pres=decl
In both of the examples in (132), if a lower copy of the element that undergoes movement
to Spec,CP is evaluated in TP, the subject will c-command the object and receive ergative
case. In (132a), the copy of the subject on the edge of vP c-commands the copy of the
object on the vP edge, and the subject is assigned ergative. However, the subject DP is
not pronounced in this position (nor is the object). Instead, the copy of the subject that is
moved to Spec,CP is pronounced with the ergative case that it inherits from the lower copy.
In (132b), what is important is that a lower copy of the object DP within TP is evaluated
as a case competitor for the subject. This results in the subject receiving ergative case.
The lower copy of the object is then deleted since it is the higher copy in Spec,CP that is
pronounced.
While this solution that assumes a lower copy will be evaluated in TP when a DP un-
dergoes scrambling or movement to Spec,CP derives the facts in (132), it poses a problem
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for the data in (110g). While this pattern, repeated in (133), could previously be accounted
for under the assumption that overt positions of DPs reﬂect the position in which they were
spelled out and evaluated for case, it cannot be captured with these revised assumptions.
(133) [CP jonoi=mun
peccary=C
[TP rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
[
vP joni(*=n)
man=erg
jonoi
peccary
[VP ti tv]] =ki]=nu]
=3.pres=decl
‘The man is killing the peccary.’
The nature of the problem is this: the same assumptions that are necessary to derive the
data in (132) (namely the evaluation of a lower copy of a moved DP), wrongly predict
that the subject in (133) should receive ergative case. If the lower copy of the object in
Spec,vP counts as a case competitor, the subject should surface with ergative case, but
that is ungrammatical. There seems to be no principled way to ensure that movement to
Spec,CP leaves a copy that counts as a case competitor in some structures but not in others,
especially given the contrast between (132b) and (133). The only diﬀerence between these
two structures is the position of the subject, but the subject is still in the same domain as
the copy of the object in both structures.
An additional issue that remains for a dependent case account, even with these revised as-
sumptions, is the unavailability of ergative case on the subject in (110e) and (110f), repeated
again in (134a) and (134b), respectively.
(134) ‘The man is killing the peccary.’
a. [CP[VP ti rutu]
kill
=mun
=C
[TP =hi
=ipfv
[
vP joni(*=n)
man=erg
jonoi
peccary
tVP]]
=ki]=nu]
=3.pres=decl
b. [CP[VP ti rutu]
kill
=mun
=C
[TP jonoi=hi
peccary=ipfv
[
vP jonij(*=n)
man=erg
jonoi
peccary
tvp]
=ki]=nu]
3.pres=decl
It is unclear how the subject could be considered to be in a non-local relationship with the
overt object DP in (134a) or the lower copy of the object that is left before scrambling in
(134b). This is true regardless of the domain of case evaluation. If the domain were AspP
or TP instead of CP, the same result would hold. The subject would c-command the object
at spell out, resulting in ergative case being assigned to the subject.13
A summary of this second version of a dependent case account is given in (135). Once
again, (=ERG) indicates an overapplication of the ergative case rule.
13 It is worth noting here that these structures do not involve rightward extraposition of the subject,
an operation which could potentially remove the subject (and object) from a case domain. As discussed in
Chapter 2, rightward extraposition of the subject is possible in Amahuaca. In such structures the extraposed
constituent appears to the right of the final tense and mood particles and can surface with ergative case, as
demonstrated in (iii).
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(135) a. A=ERG C O V ASP T
b. O C A=ERG V ASP T
c. V C A=ERG O ASP T
d. V C O A=ERG ASP T
e. V C ASP A(=ERG) O T
f. V C O ASP A(=ERG) T
g. O C V ASP A(=ERG) T
We can see here in (135) that only four of the seven word order and case assignment pat-
terns are correctly derived. The examples in (135e)-(135g) are incorrectly predicted to have
ergative case on the subject. Therefore, while this version of a dependent case account fares
better than the ﬁrst version we considered (it correctly accounts for four, rather than only
two patterns), it still falls short of being able to capture the full range of Amahuaca data.
Finally, one might wonder whether treating Asp as the crucial lower phase head might
yield the desired results, given the importance of the position of aspect in the surface gener-
alization in (113). If we keep the rest of the assumptions we have adopted, this would mean
that the lower case domain would be the complement of Asp: vP. No ergative case would be
assigned here. Then, ergative case would be assigned in TP, as before. The problem with
this account is that the subject and object are always in a c-command relationship within vP.
Even if they both move into TP to a conﬁguration where the subject c-commands the object,
this c-command relationship will not be new since the subject previously c-commanded the
object in a lower position. For the application of dependent case rules, only new c-command
relationships are considered. This facet of the theory is crucial for Baker’s treatment of
ditransitives as well as dyadic unaccusatives (2015: 230-246). Given that the c-command
relationship between the subject and object will never be new in the TP case domain, we
would expect that the subject would never be assigned ergative case in Amahuaca.14
Returning now to the second, most successful set of assumptions we considered, it is not
accidental that the same crucial conﬁguration is involved in the three structures which cannot
be accounted for: (133), (134a), and (134b). In all of these structures, the subject remains
in Spec,vP. It is in these conﬁgurations, where the subject remains to the right of aspect,
that ergative case is not assigned, as stated in (113). A dependent case account is unable to
derive this generalization about the position of the subject with respect to aspect and the
(iii) kuntii=mun
pot=C
[MoodP choka=hi
wash=ipfv
kan=ki=nu]
3pl=3.pres=decl
xano=ztirazi=n
woman=each=erg
‘Each woman is washing a pot.’
Even if extraposition to a position that was not at the extreme right edge but instead was within TP were
also possible, it is unclear why this type of extrapostion would not allow the copy of the extraposed element
to count as a case competitor. This is because extraposition to the far right, as seen in (iii), would have to
be analyzed as allowing a copy of the extraposed element to enter into case competition within TP, given
the ergative case marking on the extraposed subject.
14An additional undesirable feature of such an analysis is that positing crosslinguistic variablity in what
heads are relevant for dependent case domains results in a significantly less constrained theory.
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marking of case. Even if the addition of further complications to the theory could yield the
empirical facts, a dependent case account seems to miss the insight that it is the position of
the subject relative to functional heads, rather than to other DPs, that predicts whether the
subject surfaces with ergative case. This strongly suggests that Amahuaca ergative case is
not assigned on the basis of a conﬁgurational relationship between two DPs, with functional
heads delimiting only the domains of evaluation. Instead, functional heads play a more active
role in the assignment of ergative case in Amahuaca. If we assume that multiple functional
heads ﬁgure in the assignment of case, this allows us to capture the interaction of movement
and case marking while avoiding the issues seen above with a purely conﬁgurational account
of case. It is this type of account that I pursue in the following section.
3.4 The analysis: Ergative case as agreement with
multiple heads
As seen in Section 3.2, it is only when a subject DP has moved out of its externally merged
position in Spec,vP that it is marked ergative. The proposal I argue for in this section is
that in order for a DP to be marked ergative, it must enter an Agree relation with multiple
functional heads. Speciﬁcally, following Deal’s (2010) account of Nez Perce (Sahaptian;
USA) and Sahaptin (Sahaptian; USA) ergatives, an ergative DP must agree with a v that
has already agreed with another DP, and it must agree with T. The category features from
these functional heads that are received via Agree will be spelled out as ergative case in the
course of Vocabulary Insertion. Only when a DP has agreed with both of these functional
heads can the ergative vocabulary item be inserted to mark the subject DP as ergative.
The ﬁrst Agree operation that an ergative DP participates in is one with v. Following
Deal’s (2010) analysis of Nez Perce, I assume that Amahuaca v always establishes an Agree
relationship with DPs in both its complement and speciﬁer. This means that all subjects
and objects will agree with a transitive v in their externally merged positions. I assume
that this agreement proceeds cyclically, in the sense of Rezac 2003 and 2004 and Be´jar and
Rezac 2009. In Amahuaca (like in Nez Perce and Sahaptin), ﬁrst, a transitive v probes
its complement, and agrees with the object DP. I assume that Agree operations involve
bidirectional feature exchange, with the probe receiving features from the goal and the goal
receiving features from the probe that indicate which head it has agreed with. When v
probes its complement, it passes on its category feature to the object DP, and the object
passes on a bundle of φ-features to v. This transmission of a [vtr] feature to the object can
be seen as the marking of the object with accusative case.15 (This corresponds to one of
two suggestions about accusative case made by Pesetsky and Torrego 2001.)16 The results
of this Agree operation are schematized in (136).
15I discuss in Section 3.5 the need for a distinction between vtr and v intr.
16A question that arises is whether ergative case can surface if accusative case is not assigned. A testing
ground for this would be with verbs that assign some case other than accusative, such as dative, to their
objects. However, objects in Amahuaca consistently surface in a morphologically unmarked form. Note
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(136) vP
DPsubj
[φ2]
v ′
vtr
[φ1]
VP
V DPobj
[[φ1],[vtr]]
After v has agreed with the object DP in its complement, it then probes its speciﬁer
through cyclic expansion (Rezac 2003, 2004; Be´jar and Rezac 2009).17 At this point of v ’s
agreement with the subject DP, v has its category feature plus the φ-features it received
from agreeing with the object DP. This entire bundle [v,φ] is passed on to the subject DP.18
I assume a non-ﬂat feature structure such that this complex bundle, received by the subject
in a single Agree operation, remains diﬀerentiated as a whole from the features already
present on the subject DP. This hierarchical structure of features is represented with square
brackets. In the Agree operation between the subject and v, the DP also passes on a bundle
of φ-features to v. This results in v having two bundles of φ-features. The results of this
second operation are shown in (137).
(137) vP
DPsubj
[[φ2],[[vtr],[φ1]]]
v ′
vtr
[[φ1],[φ2]]
VP
V DPobj
[[φ1],[vtr]]
that both indirect and direct objects in Amahuaca are morphologically unmarked, as was shown in (124).
This means that accusative and dative are syncretic. It is therefore not possible to tell from a morphological
standpoint whether Amahuaca has monotransitive constructions with dative objects. Another testing ground
would be with clausal complements. However, dependent clauses in the language are switch-reference clauses,
and it is unclear whether these clauses are ever truly complements to V, even with verbs like ‘say’, as discussed
in Chapter 2.
17Note that I will discuss the concept of cyclic expansion in greater detail in Chapter 4.
18I will not represent some of the details of the internal structure of feature bundles when it does not have
any consequences for the analysis. For instance, the bundle [[vtr],[φ]] that appears on transitive subjects
can also be represented as simply [v,φ] since a transitive v is the only type of v that will have agreed with
an object DP and since the extra layer of structure around the category feature and φ bundle plays no
significant role.
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Note that the featural manipulations discussed to this point make it possible to charac-
terize the transitive subject in featural terms: it is the DP which bears [v,φ] in addition to
its own φ-features. We will see in the discussion of switch-reference in Section 3.5 that this
complex of features is grammatically relevant in Amahuaca. It is not, however, suﬃcient to
license the insertion of the ergative case morpheme. If it were, we would expect to ﬁnd all
A arguments with ergative marking, even those that remain in situ. In addition to agreeing
with v, a subject DP must also interact with T to be marked ergative.
Amahuaca T has a φ-probe, resulting in person-based agreement on tense markers, as
we saw in Chapter 2. This agreement pattern is demonstrated in (138) with the past tense
marker.
(138) a. hiya=x=mun
1sg=nom=C
hun
1sg
rakuu=ku=nu
be.afraid=1.pst=decl
‘I was afraid.’
b. vaku=x=mun
child=nom=C
rakuu=xo=nu
be.afraid=3.pst=decl
‘The child was afraid.’
As seen in (138), the form of the tense marker changes based on the person of the subject:
the past tense morpheme is =ku when the subject is ﬁrst person, but =xo when the subject
is third person.
How exactly does T come to share the features originating with the subject? This is a
particularly important question since T always shows subject-based agreement, regardless
of the case or syntactic position of the subject. Therefore, T must be able to receive the
subject’s φ-features without the subject being marked with ergative case. Because of the
feature exchange via Agree between the subject and v, the φ-features from the subject are
present on both the subject DP and v. This means that there are two possible goals for
the φ-probe on T that could result in T bearing the features of the subject. This follows
on the assumption that features on a head are not treated diﬀerently than features on a
DP, in keeping with indirect agreement accounts such as those explored by Legate (2005)
and Adger and Ramchand (2005) (cf. Forbes 2018: 131, who argues that probes can be
relativized to search for uninterpretable features on another probe). As shown in Section
3.2, the Amahuaca verb can appear sentence-medially before aspect, suggesting that the verb
moves to this position from its lower position. Once the verb head-moves to Asp through
v, the complex head in Asp bears the subject’s φ-features due to the fact that they are
present on v. This conﬁguration has the notable property that neither v nor the subject DP
asymmetrically c-commands the other, plausibly resulting in the φ-features on both being
accessible to the φ-probe on T. This lack of c-command is illustrated in (139).
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(139) TP
AspP T
Asp vP
DPsubj
[[φ2],[[vtr],[φ1]]]
v ′
VP t
v
vtr
[[φ1],[φ2]]
Asp
V vtr
[[φ1],[φ2]]
The core idea is that equidistance between v and the subject DP in this conﬁguration allows
T to receive the subject’s φ-features in either of two ways. It can receive them by exchanging
features with the head-moved v or via Agree with the subject DP directly. The availability of
these two options recalls Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou’s (1998) parametrization of AGR
such that its features can be checked by head movement of the verb or by phrasal movement
of a nominal. Amahuaca, I propose, allows both options to satisfy the φ-probe on T: Agree
with another verbal head and Agree with a DP.
If T exchanges features with the complex head in Asp, the subject remains in situ and
does not interact with T. Since the subject DP and T never enter into an Agree relation
directly, the subject never receives any features from T. It remains in Spec,vP with its own
φ-features plus the bundle [v,φ] that it received from v via Agree. This is the type of structure
that we ﬁnd with fronted objects, as in (140) and (141).
(140) jono=mun
peccary=C
rutu=hi
kill=ipfv
joni=ki=nu
man=3.pres=decl
‘The man is killing the peccary.’
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(141) O=C V=Asp A=T=Mood
CP
DPi
jono
C
=mun
MoodP
TP Mood
=nu
AspP T
=ki
Asp vP
DP
DPi
VP v
v Asp
=hi
joni
DPi V
V
rutu
v
In (141), the subject is externally merged in Spec,vP, and the object is merged as the
complement of V. In this conﬁguration, v probes ﬁrst its complement, agreeing with the
object, and then its speciﬁer, agreeing with the subject. The object vacates the VP to an
inner speciﬁer of vP, and the verb head-moves through v to Asp, as discussed in Chapter 2.
Since the complex head in Asp contains the subject’s φ-features that v received via Agree,
T can participate in an Agree relation directly with v in Asp, as represented by the arrow.
This results in the subject remaining in situ, unmarked. The object then moves to Spec,CP
due (I assume) to feature driven movement for information structural reasons.
There is also a second option for how agreement with T can unfold. Instead of agreeing
with v, the goal of the probe on T can be the subject DP itself, since the subject is not
asymmetrically c-commanded by any closer goal. If T agrees with the subject, I assume that
the subject obligatorily moves to Spec,TP. Miyagawa (2010) proposes that a motivation for
movement can be to indicate the functional relationship between a head and a nominal that it
has agreed with. I assume following this type of reasoning that when the relationship between
T and the DP subject is direct, rather than mediated by v, movement of the subject indicates
this direct relationship. Upon agreeing with T, the subject receives a [T] feature which it
bears in addition to the features received from v. It is this combination of features, received
in two separate Agree operations with functional heads, that will cause this moved subject
to be marked ergative. We can see this type of conﬁguration in (143), which represents the
structure of (142).
(142) joni=n=mun
man=erg=C
jono
peccary
rutu=hi=ki=nu
kill=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘The man is killing the peccary.’
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(143) A=erg=C O V=Asp=T=Mood
CP
DPj
joni
C
=mun
MoodP
TP Mood
=nu
DPj
DPi
jono
AspP T
=ki
Asp vP
DPj
DPi
VP v
v Asp
=hi
DPi V
V
rutu
v
In (143), agreement of the arguments with v and movement of the verb proceed as in (141).
The object also vacates VP by moving to an inner speciﬁer of vP, as seen previously. Unlike
in the previous example, however, in this structure, T agrees with the subject DP directly,
instead of receiving the subject’s φ-features from v. This causes the subject to move out of
vP to Spec,TP and, because it has gained a [T] feature, to be marked ergative. Meanwhile,
the object also moves out of its position on the vP edge into a higher position in the middle
ﬁeld. Finally, the subject moves to Spec,CP for information structural reasons.
The subject in (143) will be marked ergative because it has both the features received
through agreement with a transitive v ([v,φ]), as well as the feature [T] received through
agreement with T. We can assume that the vocabulary item for ergative case is speciﬁed for
this combination of features, as in (144), and will only be inserted when a DP has entered
an Agree relationship with both v and T.
(144) Ergative (preliminary)
[v,φ],[T] ↔ /n/
To see how this proposal allows us to capture the generalization in (113) about the
distribution of ergative case marking in Amahuaca, consider the representations from (112),
repeated in (145) below.
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(145) a. A=ERG C O V ASP T
b. O C A=ERG V ASP T
c. V C A=ERG O ASP T
d. V C O A=ERG ASP T
e. V C ASP A O T
f. V C O ASP A T
g. O C V ASP A T
The structures in (145b) and (145g) both represent constructions where the object is fronted
to Spec,CP. In (145b), T has agreed directly with the subject, which has moved up to
Spec,TP. In (145g), we see the other possibility where T has received φ-features from v, and
the subject remains in situ in Spec,vP, unmarked for case. Likewise, in (145c)-(145f) we see
four structures involving remnant fronting of VP. In (145c), T has agreed with the subject,
which has moved to Spec,TP and is marked ergative. (The object has also scrambled in the
middle ﬁeld.19) In (145d), we see the same Agree option, but the object has subsequently
scrambled over the subject. In (145e), we see the second option for feature exchange. In
this structure, T has received φ-features from v, and the unmarked subject stays low. The
example in (145f) shows the same agreement option, but with the object moving into the
middle ﬁeld. It is only in constructions with a fronted subject, like (145a), where we don’t see
both agreement possibilities attested. If the subject does not stay in its externally merged
position, it will always agree with T and be marked ergative. The fact that a subject must
agree with T to move to Spec,CP could potentially be due to a constraint in Amahuaca
that movement to Spec,CP must proceed through the TP edge. (For some precedents for
this idea see Assmann et al. 2015, Deal 2016, and references therein.) This analysis thus
predicts the attested word orders and corresponding case-marking patterns, capturing the
generalization in (113). Morphological ergative case requires a direct agreement relationship
between the transitive subject and T, which triggers movement of the subject to Spec,TP.
This Spec,TP position is to the left of Asp, meaning that ergative subjects will be those that
appear to the left of aspect.
In addition to being able to account for the ergative case generalization in (113), this
proposal is also able to account for the distribution of ergative case in sentences that lack
aspect marking. In Section 3.2, it was noted that in sentences that lack overt aspect marking,
subjects always appear with ergative case. We have now seen that the head movement of
V and v to Asp allows T to exchange φ-features with v instead of probing the subject.
This possibility allows the subject to stay low and remain unmarked. I propose that in
sentences that lack overt aspect marking, this head movement to Asp does not occur. (This
could be because the relevant Asp head does not have the features necessary to trigger head
19It is worth noting that there are no attested orders where the object remains on the vP edge while
the subject moves to Spec,TP. This could potentially be derived by assuming that if T values its φ-probe
by agreeing directly with a DP argument, it attracts both arguments. Given the wealth of crosslinguistic
variation in the triggers and effects of object movement, the properties of Amahuaca object movement are
of substantial interest and are the subject of ongoing work.
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movement or because these structures simply lack an Asp projection altogether.) Without
head movement of v, this means that the highest φ-features accessible to T will always be
the subject’s, and there will be no option of T exchanging features with v instead. That
is because in these structures the subject asymmetrically c-commands v, as can be seen in
(146).20
(146) TP
AspP T
Asp vP
DP
[[φ2],[[vtr],[φ1]]]
v ′
VP vtr
[[φ1],[φ2]]
This means that in sentences without overt aspect marking, subject DPs will invariably
enter an Agree relationship directly with T, move to Spec,TP, and be marked ergative. This
option follows straightforwardly on the approach I have outlined in this section, where head
movement of v to Asp plays a crucial role in allowing A arguments to avoid ergative case.21
Having established the features necessary for a subject to be marked ergative, we now
return to the vocabulary items for Amahuaca case markers. As we have seen, the Amahuaca
ergative marker must minimally be speciﬁed for the feature [T] and the internally complex
bundle [v,φ]. Assuming that all DPs will bear the category feature [D], this leads to the
revised vocabulary item for ergative case in (147).22
20Even if vP has the same features as the head of the phrase, v, it does not c-command the subject DP
(it dominates it), and will therefore not count as “closer” to T based on c-command. What is crucial in this
configuration is that there is no segment of v that asymmetrically c-commands the subject DP. Thus, the
DP will count as unambiguously closer to T.
21Julie Anne Legate (p.c.) has suggested an alternative analysis where ergative is uniformly assigned to
transitive subjects but is not realized when the DP is in Spec,vP. Crucially such an analysis would need to
account for why transitive subjects always surface with ergative case in perfective sentences, which lack overt
aspect marking. The equidistance story presented here is able to account for why it is only in sentences with
overt aspect marking that the transitive subject is able to remain in Spec,vP. Additionally, a morphological
account that appealed to syntactic position directly would require that vocabulary items or impoverishment
rules for D be able to refer to the external syntax of the DP. This information is not part of the feature content
of D, and it is worth considering whether such non-local information should be able to affect Vocabulary
Insertion.
22Specifying the category feature [D] as part of the vocabulary item predicts that ergative case should
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(147) Ergative (revised)
[D],[v,φ],[T] ↔ /n/
The bundle [v,φ] is the result of agreement with a transitive v which has already agreed with
another DP. This captures the generalization that it is only subjects of transitive clauses that
are marked ergative, not intransitive subjects or objects. The speciﬁcation for the feature
[T] ensures that in situ subjects will not receive ergative case marking, only subjects that
have agreed with T and moved.
We then have two options for how to treat unmarked subjects, as well as accusative
arguments. It is possible that there is no accusative case marker, since object DPs bear
no overt case marking. However, it is also possible that there is a null case suﬃx (=∅)
which surfaces on accusative DPs. This null suﬃx would not be speciﬁed for accusative
features. Instead, as in languages in which absolutive is simply the default (Legate 2008),
this null marker would be a default case marker speciﬁed only for the category feature
[D]. If we assume standard competition mechanisms of Distributed Morphology (Halle and
Marantz 1993), the most highly speciﬁed vocabulary item that matches the featural content
will be inserted. This means that the unmarked form will be the default when no more
highly speciﬁed vocabulary item can be inserted. This ranking between the ergative and
“accusative” markers is shown in (148).
(148) Ergative vs. default
[D],[v,φ],[T] ↔ /n/
[D] ↔ /∅/
This analysis captures the insight of the dependent case literature that the presence of
ergative depends on the presence of another DP lower in the clause. This is achieved via
Agree with v. If v has agreed with an object DP, it will bear φ-features by the time it has
agreed with the subject. This will cause the subject to receive the feature bundle [v,φ] when
it agrees with v. If there is no lower DP for v to agree with, as in an intransitive predicate,
the subject DP will only receive a [v ] feature, ruling out the possibility of ergative case
marking.
What this account is able to capture that a dependent case account struggles to capture
is the interaction of case marking and movement that we ﬁnd in Amahuaca. Because the
insertion of the ergative case marker is dependent on the presence of a [T] feature on a DP,
only be realized at the DP level, once per DP. This is the pattern found in Amahuaca where ergative case
is a DP enclitic and where case cannot be marked on multiple elements within a single continuous DP, as
discussed in Chapter 2 and as shown again in (iv).
(iv) joni(*=n)
man=erg
kiyoo=vini=n=mun
all=emph.lg=erg=C
jono
peccary
rutu=hi=ki=nu
kill=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘All the men are killing a peccary.’
This featural specification is also in line with the fact that the language lacks determiners, which would
presumably be realized in D.
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ergative case will only be marked when an A argument has agreed with T. This agreement
triggers subsequent movement to Spec,TP, resulting in the observed relationship between
syntactic position and ergative case. As seen in Section 3.3.2, an account in which functional
heads only delimit case domains, as in dependent case theory, is unable to straightforwardly
capture this pattern of interaction between movement and ergative case assignment. In-
stead, functional heads must play a more integral role in the assignment of ergative case.
Speciﬁcally, ergative case is exponence of agreement with two functional heads, v and T.
3.5 Category features and switch-reference
If ergative case is indeed the exponence of agreement with multiple functional heads, as
argued for in the previous section, we expect that the features received from each of these
Agree operations might have separate eﬀects in other parts of the grammar. Speciﬁcally,
since all subjects will agree with v, but not all subjects will agree with T, this account
predicts that features received from v might have eﬀects independent of whether agreement
with T has also happened. This prediction is borne out.
Amahuaca, like many Panoan languages, has a rich switch-reference system which encodes
information about the relationship between the arguments of matrix and dependent clauses,
as well as about the temporal relationship between the clauses (Sparing-Cha´vez 1998, 2012).
A more thorough description and analysis of this system will be the topic of Chapter 4, but I
comment brieﬂy here on one relevant aspect of it. Throughout, I use the term ‘marked clause’
for the clause which hosts the switch-reference marker and ‘reference clause’ for the clause
which hosts the other argument in the (non-)coreference relationship, following Munro (1979)
and Haiman and Munro (1983). In marked clauses, the switch-reference marker indicates
coreference or non-coreference of an argument of the marked clause with an argument of the
reference clause. Where coreference is indicated, the form of the switch-reference marker
indicates whether the coreferential reference clause DP is an S, A, or O argument.23 What
is crucial for present purposes is that these markers are not sensitive to morphological case
marking. Instead, I argue that they track features received from agreement with v.
As mentioned previously, in addition to encoding information about the coreferentiality of
arguments, switch-reference markers also encode information about the temporal relationship
between the marked clause and the reference clause, resulting in multiple paradigms of these
markers. The examples in (149)-(151) show one set of switch-reference markers which encode
that the action of the marked clause precedes the action of the reference clause.
23Note that the sensitivity of same subject markers to the grammatical function of the reference clause
subject – S versus A – or, similarly, to the transitivity of the reference clause, is a common feature in Panoan
switch-reference systems. Valenzuela (2003) refers to this property as ‘participant agreement’.
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(149) Marked clause subject coreferential with reference clause S
[jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= hax ]=mun
sing=ss.sq=C
xanoi
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the womani danced.’
(150) Marked clause subject coreferential with reference clause A
[jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= xon ]=mun
sing=sa.sq=C
xano=ni
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the womani cooked corn.’
(151) Marked clause subject coreferential with reference clause O
[jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= xo ]=mun
sing=so.sq=C
hinan
dog.erg
xanoi
woman
chivan-vo=xo=nu
chase-am=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the dog chased the womani.’
In (149), the subject of the bracketed marked clause is coreferential with the bolded
subject of the reference clause (in this case the matrix clause), which is the subject of
the intransitive verb chirin ‘dance’. The switch-reference marker =hax indicates that the
coreferential reference clause argument is an intransitive subject. In (150), the marked clause
subject is coreferential with the subject of the reference clause as well. However, in this
example, the matrix verb is the transitive verb jova ‘cook’. In this case, the switch-reference
marker =xon indicates that the coreferential reference clause argument is an A argument.
Finally, in (151), the reference clause verb is also transitive. In this example, though, the
marked clause subject is coreferential with the reference clause object xano ‘woman’. This is
indicated by the switch-reference marker =xo. This portion of the switch-reference paradigm
is summarized in Table 3.1.
marked clause argument coreferential reference clause argument form
S/A S (nom) =hax
S/A A (erg) =xon
S/A O (acc) =xo
Table 3.1: Switch-reference markers (partial “after” series)
These switch-reference markers are sensitive to the three core cases of Amahuaca’s tri-
partite case system: nominative, ergative, and accusative. However, what is important to
note about these switch-reference markers is that they do not track the morphological case
of the argument that they mark coreference with. That is to say that a DP need not be
overtly marked ergative or nominative in the reference clause to trigger the appropriate
switch-reference marker in the marked clause. Instead, these markers appear to be sensitive
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to abstract case diﬀerences between reference clause DPs, regardless of whether these fea-
tures are realized overtly as morphological case. This can be seen clearly in the examples in
(152) and (153).
(152) [proi hoxa=shara= hax ]=mun
sleep=well=ss.sq=C
ka=hi
go=ipfv
xanoi=ki=nu
woman=3.pres=decl
‘After shei slept well, the womani is going.’
(153) [proi hoxa=shara= xon ]=mun
sleep=well=sa.sq=C
kuntii
pot
choka=hi
wash=ipfv
xanoi=ki=nu
woman=3.pres=decl
‘After shei slept well, the womani is washing pots.’
In both (152) and (153), the reference clause subject DP xano ‘woman’ surfaces in the
unmarked form because it remains in situ. In (152), this DP is the subject of the intransitive
verb ka ‘go’, and triggers the nominative switch-reference marker in the marked clause.
In (153), however, the same DP is the subject of the transitive verb choka ‘wash’, and
triggers the ergative switch-reference marker in the marked clause. These two DPs are
morphologically case-marked in the same way (i.e. unmarked), yet they trigger diﬀerent
switch-reference markers. This must mean that the switch-reference system tracks something
other than morphological case or the full complex of features necessary for overt case marking.
We must then ask what features these switch-reference markers are sensitive to. In (152)
and (153), the subject DP remains in situ. It does not move out of vP and therefore does
not agree with T. Under the current analysis, the lack of agreement with T is reﬂected by
the fact that the subject in (153) does not receive ergative case. What features diﬀerentiate
these two DPs then? As outlined in Section 3.4, v will always probe its complement and
speciﬁer. All subject and object DPs will therefore receive features from v in their externally
merged positions. It is these features from v that diﬀerentiate the two subjects in (152) and
(153), in a way that is reminiscent of inherent case. In (152), v has not agreed with any
other DPs, so the subject receives only a category feature from v. In contrast, in (153), by
the time v agrees with the subject, it has already agreed with the object DP. Therefore, as
we have seen previously, it passes on the bundle [v,φ] to the subject.
The details of the syntactic mechanisms underlying switch-reference will be discussed
more extensively in Chapter 4. However, I will brieﬂy consider here what implications
abstract case has for Vocabulary Insertion for switch-reference markers. In short, we can
say that the switch-reference marker =xon will be inserted when the coreferential DP in the
reference clause is abstractly ergatve – when it bears the feature bundle [v,φ]. The switch-
reference marker =hax will be inserted when the coreferential reference clause subject DP is
abstractly nominative, bearing the feature [v intr]. Finally, the switch-reference marker =xo
will be inserted when the coreferential reference clause DP is abstractly accusative, that is,
when it bears the feature [vtr] without an extra φ-bundle. No other features of the reference
clause DPs (such as [T]) need to be appealed to for the switch-reference markers.
We have seen, then, that the switch-reference system of Amahuaca supports the analysis
of ergative case as exponing multiple Agree operations. Speciﬁcally, it provides evidence
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that even DPs that are not morphologically marked have abstract featural diﬀerences based
on agreement with v. For A arguments, ergative switch-reference is triggered solely by these
features from v, but ergative case marking requires a second Agree operation between the
subject and T. Notably, neither an inherent nor dependent case account can capture how
a DP could behave as ergative for some purposes, like switch-reference, but not others, like
morphological case, since case assignment is the result of one syntactic relationship in both
of these accounts. However, a theory of case in which ergative is the result of relationships
with multiple functional heads can capture these patterns. This system, in eﬀect, allows for a
distinction between transitive subject as a “grammatical function” (determined in situ) and
transitive subject as a case category. It does this, however, without appeal to any notion
of grammatical function that goes beyond constituency and Agree relations. In the next
section we will see that nominative marking, like ergative marking, also requires more than
the features received from an agreement relationship with v, providing additional support
for the idea that case marking can expone multiple features.
3.6 Nominative case as a feature complex
Amahuaca nominative case marking, like ergative, appears to be sensitive to multiple syn-
tactic relationships. Speciﬁcally, nominative case is sensitive to focus, appearing only on
focused DPs. This suggests that exponence of complex feature bundles, rather than atomic
case features, is characteristic of the Amahuaca case system more generally.
To understand the focus properties of nominative case in Amahuaca, it is ﬁrst necessary
to understand how the language typically marks focus. As ﬁrst discussed in Chapter 2,
Amahuaca has a second position clitic =mun in C, which is preceded by exactly one XP in
Spec,CP. The obligatoriness of a constituent in Spec,CP can be derived from an EPP feature
on C.
As mentioned previously, if a phrase is focused, it appears in the initial position in
Spec,CP, as shown in (154) with a focused object, and (155) with a focused subject.
(154) a. jau=ra
what=int
joni=n
man=erg
rutu=hax
kill=tam
‘What did the man kill?’
b. jono=mun
peccary=C
joni=n
man=erg
rutu=xo=nu
kill=3.pst=decl
‘The man killed A PECCARY.’
(155) a. tzova=n=ra
who=erg=int
jono
peccary
rutu=hax
kill=tam
‘Who killed the peccary?’
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b. jaa
dem
joni=n=mun
man=erg=C
jono
peccary
rutu=xo=nu
kill=3.pst=decl
‘THAT MAN killed the peccary.’
In the question and answer pair in (154), the object DP jono ‘peccary’ in (154b) corresponds
to the wh-word in (154a), and it appears in the initial position before =mun. In contrast, in
the pair of sentences in (155), the subject DP jaa jonin ‘that man’ in (155b) corresponds to
the wh-word of the preceding question. In this instance, it is the subject DP that appears
in the initial position preceding the second position clitic, suggesting that this position is a
focus position. Similar eﬀects are seen with corrective contexts in Chapter 2, which suggests
that this position before =mun is a general purpose focus position. There is, however,
only a one way implication between focus and fronting. Constituents that receive a narrow
focus interpretation are fronted, but not all fronted constituents receive a narrow focus
interpretation. This will be further exempliﬁed by (158) below.
In Amahuaca, nominative marking is triggered only when an S argument is focused. This
is illustrated in the contrast between (156) and (157).24
(156) a. jau
what
kuza=hi=ra
do=ipfv=int
xano-vo=ki
woman-pl=3.pres
‘What are the women doing?’
b. hoxa=mun=hax
sleep=C=perf
xano-vo=ki=nu
woman-pl=3.pres=decl
‘The women are SLEEPING’.
(157) a. tzova=x
who=nom
hoxa=hax=ra=ki
sleep=tam=int=3.pres
‘Who is sleeping?’
b. xano-vaux=mun
woman-pl.nom=C
hoxa=hax=ki=nu
sleep=perf=3.pres=decl
‘THE WOMEN are sleeping.’
In (156), the wh-question in (156a) should focus the verb, and in the response in (156b),
the non-initial plural subject xanovo ‘women’ is unmarked for case. In (157), in contrast,
the wh-question in (157a) should focus the subject, and in the corresponding response in
(157b), the subject appears in the initial focus position with the nominative form of the
plural marker -vaux.
Unlike with ergative marking, descriptively, nominative marking is not fully predictable
based on surface position. While the contrast between (156b) and (157b) might make it seem
like the presence or absence of nominative case is, like ergative, due to a diﬀerence in whether
24As noted in Chapter 2, the Amahuaca plural marker surfaces as a portmanteau exponing plural and
case. The nominative form of the plural marker is -vaux and the ergative form is -vaun. The form -vo acts
as the default form of the plural.
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the nominative DP has moved and agreed with T, this is not an accurate generalization. As
mentioned above, the relationship between focus and fronting is not biconditional. It is
possible for unfocused subjects to appear initially in contexts that lack a constituent with a
narrow focus interpretation. In contexts with wide focus on the entire sentence, the initial
S argument is unmarked for case, as seen in (158).
(158) Context: You see a group of people gathered around a tree and you ask, ‘What
happened?’. Someone responds:
joni(#=x)=mun
man=nom=C
pakuu=xo=nu
fall=3.pst=decl
‘A man fell.’
In (158), the presence of the second position clitic =mun, which is in C, indicates that the
subject is in Spec,CP, just as the nominative-marked subject in (157b). Therefore, syntactic
position does not seem to play a direct role in whether a DP is marked nominative or not.
Instead, nominative marking is sensitive to focus.
If nominative marking is, in fact, conditioned by focus, it is important to establish that
the nominative marker =x (or -vaux for plurals), is not simply a general focus marker.
Speciﬁcally, given that Amahuaca exhibits an underlyingly tripartite case system, it is im-
portant to establish that this marker can only be used on S arguments, and not on A or O
arguments, if it is indeed related to case. This is what we ﬁnd.
The marker =x is incompatible with focused objects, as demonstrated in (159).
(159) a. jau
what
choka=hi=ra
wash=ipfv=int
xano=ki
woman=3.pres
‘What is the woman washing?’
b. kari(*=x)=mun
yam=nom=C
choka=hi
wash=ipfv
jan=ki=nu
3sg=3.pres=decl
‘She is washing YAMS.’
In (159b), the focused object kari ‘yams’, which should be accusative, cannot surface with
the marker =x. It must surface in the unmarked form. This suggests that the =x is not a
focus marker that is compatible with accusative arguments.
The ungrammaticality of =x with the transitive subject in (160b) also indicates that it
is not simply a focus marker for subjects.
(160) a. hatza=mun
manioc=C
choka=hi
wash=ipfv
xano=ki=nu
woman=3.pres=decl
‘The woman is washing manioc.’
b. * maki,
no
joni(=n)=x=mun
man=erg=nom=C
hatza
manioc
choka=hi=ki=nu
wash=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘No, THE MAN is washing manioc.’
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In the corrective context in (160b), the focused A argument joni ‘man’ cannot surface with
the marker =x. The incompatibility of =x with A arguments holds even if the ergative
marker is not present on the subject DP.
The incompatibility of the marker =x with focused A and O arguments provides evidence
that it does not mark focus alone. If it were a focus marker unrelated to case, we would expect
any focused DP (and perhaps other types of constituents) to be able to surface with this
marker. This suggests that the marker in question actually does serve to mark nominative
case, but only on focused S arguments.25
If we assume, as with fronted ergative DPs, that fronted nominative DPs agree with T
and pass through Spec,TP, a fronted S argument will bear the feature [T], distinguishing it
from a fronted O argument, which does not agree with T.26 Additionally, the nominative-
marked DP must bear a focus feature, since only focused S arguments receive nominative
case. The vocabulary item for the nominative marker, along with the previously posited
ergative and default case markers, is given in (161).
(161) Ergative vs. nominative vs. default
[D],[v,φ],[T] ↔ /n/
[D],[T],[Foc] ↔ /x/
[D] ↔ /∅/
This nominative marker will be in competition with the more highly speciﬁed ergative
marker, which will block its insertion on focused A arguments. Further, as seen before for
ergative case, if an S argument does not have all of the features necessary for the nominative
marker to be inserted, the DP will surface in the unmarked form.
This sensitivity of nominative marking to features from T shows that functional heads
must play a crucial role in Amahuaca case marking more generally, beyond ergative case.
The additional sensitivity to focus demonstrates that Amahuaca case morphology expones
bundles of features rather than single case features.
25A similar connection between case and information structure has been discussed for Tibeto-Burman
languages that show “optional” ergative or “agentive” marking (Chelliah and Hyslop 2011). In some of the
languages that show optional case marking it appears that both pragmatic and syntactic factors are at play
in determining whether subjects receive agentive case marking. Note, though, that, unlike in Amahuaca,
these patterns do not concern S arguments specifically. (They typically involve A arguments.)
26Nominative DPs will also be distinguished from accusative DPs by the fact that accusative DPs will have
received the feature [vtr] from agreeing with v, while nominative DPs will have received the feature [v intr].
In principle, either of these features ([T] or [v intr]) could serve to distinguish focused S arguments from
focused O arguments. Interestingly, intransitive subjects that remain in their externally merged positions
cannot surface with nominative case. I assume that DPs in this position cannot be focused, but this pattern
could also be due to the fact that the nominative marker is sensitive to interaction with T.
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3.7 Summary
3.7.1 Consequences for a theory of case
In this chapter I have introduced a pattern of ergative case marking in Amahuaca that
is sensitive to the syntactic position of the transitive subject. Subjects which remain low
are not marked ergative, while subjects which have moved up to at least Spec,TP receive
ergative case marking. In a view of case in which it is the morphological exponence of a
conﬁgurational relationship between two DPs, it is diﬃcult to account for why the structural
relationship between a DP and T should aﬀect case marking. Instead, these data point to an
analysis in which functional heads play a crucial role in case assignment. It is important to
note, however, that the analysis here departs from the traditional implementation of ergative
case as assigned directly by a functional head, namely v. Instead, the account I pursue relies
on the relationship between the transitive subject and two functional heads, v and T.
This account is able to capture both the insight of the transitivity condition of Woolford
(2006) and the insight from the dependent case literature about the crucial role of a DP
lower in the structure. This is implemented through the Agree operations between v and
DPs. Since the insertion of the ergative morpheme is sensitive to the feature bundle [v,φ]
it can be inserted only when the v that agrees with the subject has already agreed with a
lower DP. In addition to capturing this insight about transitivity, the account pursued here
is also able to incorporate the importance of the structural relationship between T and the
ergative DP in Amahuaca. It is this fact that previous approaches to ergativity are unable
to capture.
Furthermore, the switch-reference system of the language, introduced in Section 3.5,
provides evidence that DPs can have abstract features which diﬀerentiate them along the
lines of case without being morphologically case marked. These data, which will be discussed
further in the next chapter, support the analysis of ergative as deriving from multiple Agree
operations rather than from a single syntactic relationship with a head or another DP, a fact
which previous accounts cannot capture.
These patterns from Amahuaca suggest, then, that case cannot always be the exponence
of a relationship between nominals – in at least some languages, functional heads must play
a more direct role in case assignment than simply delimiting phases and, by extension, case
domains. Crucially, in contrast to what has been argued for previously, the Amahuaca data
also provide evidence that ergative case may be derived from a relationship with multiple
functional heads, rather than a single head. This account leaves open the possibility, how-
ever, that ergative case in some languages may be inherent or dependent, in line with the
literature that shows that there is considerable diversity in the properties of ergative case
systems crosslinguistically. In exploring how many languages have an Amahuaca-like erga-
tive system, it may be fruitful to look for other instances of ergative case associated with
particular structural conﬁgurations, speciﬁcally ergative case assigned in Spec,TP. The ex-
pectation is that other ergative systems may exhibit a similar pattern of complex ergative
case derived from multiple Agree operations, which highlights the role of functional heads
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in case marking and provides evidence that even ergative case can be the morphological
reﬂection of a structural relationship between heads and nominals.
3.7.2 Implications for Agree
The arguments made in this chapter also have interesting consequences for our understanding
of the operation of Agree. I have argued that category features of heads that host probes can
be passed on to goals via the establishment of Agree dependencies. This idea has precursors
in the work of Pesetsky and Torrego (2001) and Deal (2010) on case assignment. Rather
than treating goals as having unvalued features such as [uT: ] that must be valued via
Agree, I have instead assumed that Agree involves bidirectional feature copying between the
probe and goal. This means that a DP in Amahuaca need not always interact with T (for
instance), because there are no features on the DP that must be valued by such a probe.
However, interaction with T, when it occurs, can have morphological consequences (such as
overt realization of case), since features from T are copied onto its goal.
Another fact that I have assumed about Agree in this chapter is that it can proceed in
a cyclic fashion. I have argued that v ﬁrst probes its complement, agreeing with the object,
and then probes its speciﬁer, agreeing with the subject. This type of Cyclic Agree has been
proposed by Rezac (2003, 2004) and Be´jar and Rezac (2009). In this chapter, I have used
this assumption of cyclicity to account for how the presence of an object in the clause is
reﬂected on the transitive subject. In the next chapter, I will lay out the framework of
Cyclic Agree in more detail and will oﬀer an additional argument for this approach to Agree
from the domain of switch-reference in Amahuaca.
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Chapter 4
Amahuaca switch-reference and
cyclicity in Agree
The model of Cyclic Agree (Rezac 2003, 2004; Be´jar and Rezac 2009) allows variability in
the search domain of a probe. A probe on a head will ﬁrst probe its c-command domain – the
complement of the head. However, if the probe is not satisﬁed by the goal(s) it encounters
on this cycle of probing (or if it encounters no goal), the probe can reproject along with the
label of the head that hosts it. This results in a probe on the intermediate level projection.
The new c-command domain of the probe contains the speciﬁer, which can now be a goal
for Agree.
As Rezac (2003: 158) notes, this type of cyclic expansion is made possible by Bare Phrase
Structure (BPS; Chomsky 1995a,b), in particular the assumption that there is no distinction
between the label of the head and the label of the intermediate level projection. Interestingly,
given the assumptions of BPS, there is also no formal distinction between intermediate and
maximal projections. Therefore, the prediction of Cyclic Agree coupled with BPS is that
maximal projections should also be able to serve as probes. This falls out from the same
type of cyclic expansion that is necessary to derive probes on intermediate projections to
facilitate Spec-Head agreement.
It is typically diﬃcult to test this prediction. For many common probes for which cyclic
expansion has been proposed, such as v, the c-command domain of the maximal projection
only contains the head that selects it. On the assumption that this head (e.g. T, Asp, or
similar) is merged without its own φ-features, there is no new goal for φ-Agree in the c-
command domain of the maximal projection. It is thus diﬃcult to tell whether the maximal
projection is syntactically inert or is probing unsuccessfully. However, adjunction structures
provide exactly the right type of testing ground for this prediction since adjuncts are not
selected by a head and thus contain more material in their c-command domains than a single
functional head.
In this chapter I argue that this prediction of Cyclic Agree and BPS is borne out in the
type of structure seen in (162).
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(162) X
Cmax X
Cmin Tmax1
2
In (162), the minimal projection of adjunct C ﬁrst probes its c-command domain, Tmax.
However, the probe remains unsatisﬁed after this ﬁrst cycle of Agree. When C reprojects to
form a maximal level projection, the probe on C reprojects as well as part of the label. The
second cycle of Agree then involves a probe on Cmax probing the c-command domain of the
maximal projection.
Speciﬁcally, I argue for the existence of this type of structure in Amahuaca switch-
reference (SR) clauses, which display an agreeing adjunct C that can agree not only with
DPs in its own clause, but also with DPs in the clause to which it adjoins. In Amahuaca,
I argue that adjunct Cmin ﬁrst probes DPs in its c-command domain, namely the adjunct
clause. Because the probe on C remains unsatisﬁed, it reprojects. This allows adjunct Cmax
to probe its c-command domain and agree with DPs in the matrix clause to which it is
adjoined. The data from Amahuaca therefore provide novel support for a cyclic model of
Agree. They also suggest that cyclic expansion and probe reprojection is fully generalizable.
It is not limited to intermediate projections. Instead, even maximal projections can serve as
probes.
The structure of the chapter is as follows. In Section 4.1, I discuss the pattern of agreeing
adjunct C in Amahuaca. I explore the syntactic structure of the relevant adjunct SR clauses
and illustrate the various patterns of agreement that are possible on adjunct C involving both
adjunct and matrix arguments. In Section 4.2, I discuss the framework of Cyclic Agree in
more depth to lay the groundwork for the analysis of the Amahuaca pattern. In Section 4.3,
I demonstrate that the pattern of agreeing adjunct C in Amahuaca can be straightforwardly
derived by assuming that C probes in two cycles, with the second cycle of probing involving
a probe on the maximal projection. I compare this analysis with previous analyses of SR and
complementizer agreement in Section 4.4, concluding that a Cyclic Agree account provides
greater empirical coverage and requires the introduction of less additional technology than
alternative accounts. Finally, I explore some questions and typological predictions raised by
this style of account in Section 4.5 and oﬀer concluding remarks in Section 4.6.
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4.1 Amahuaca agreeing complementizers
The empirical focus of this chapter will be on adjunct SR clauses in Amahuaca. These
clauses are often translated as temporal adjuncts, but they serve a wide range of purposes
that extends beyond the use of temporal adjuncts in languages such as English (for example,
purpose clauses and attitude reports). In these clauses, the element that indicates the
temporal relationship between clauses is an enclitic that typically surfaces on the verb of the
adjunct clause, as shown in (163).1
(163) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= xon ]=mun
sing=sa.sq=Cmatrix
xano=ni
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the womani cooked corn.’
The morpheme =xon in (163) indicates that the two clauses are related sequentially (rather
than simultaneously) and that the action of the adjunct clause (the singing) took place prior
to the action of the matrix clause (the cooking). It corresponds roughly to a meaning like
‘after’. For simplicity, I will initially focus only on ‘after’ clauses, but ‘while’ and ‘before’
clauses show similar behavior and distribution. I will return to a discussion of these other
SR clause types in Section 4.5.
4.1.1 The structure of switch-reference clauses
SR clauses in Amahuaca are large enough to contain various types of arguments and adjuncts
and to allow multiple types of movement internal to them. This is consistent with them being
full CPs. These clauses can contain all arguments of the verb overtly, as seen in (164) with
a transitive verb and (165) with an intransitive verb.
(164) [xano=ni
woman=erg
chopa
clothes
patza= xon ]=mun
wash=sa.sq=Cmatrix
proi hatza
manioc
jova=hi=ki=nu
cook=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘After the womani washed clothes, shei is cooking manioc.
(165) [kiyoo=vini=xi
all=emph.lg=nom
nokoo= xon ]=mun
arrive=sa.sq=Cmatrix
proi hatza
manioc
jova=kan=xo=nu
cook=3pl=3.pst=decl
‘After everyonei arrived, theyi cooked manioc.’
Like (163), these examples feature the enclitic =mun, a second position clitic that is in the
matrix C position.2 It is always preceded by exactly one syntactic constituent regardless of
1See the example in (170b) for an instance of this enclitic surfacing on a DP object instead.
2In this chapter I gloss =mun as Cmatrix, instead of simply C, to avoid confusion. This element is not
the adjunct clause complementizer. Instead, I argue that SR markers themselves lexicalize adjunct C.
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that constituent’s size, as demonstrated in Chapter 2. This provides evidence in favor of the
bracketing given in (164) and (165). In (164), the ergative-marked subject xanon ‘woman’
and the unmarked object chopa ‘clothes’ appear overtly in the adjunct clause. Likewise, in
(165), the nominative-marked subject kiyoovinix ‘everyone’ appears in the adjunct clause.
Based on the arguments in Chapter 3 that subject case marking involves interaction with
T, the availability of overt ergative and nominative case marking in these clauses provides
evidence that there is at least a TP layer.
SR clauses can also host adverbs, as seen in (166) with the adverb koshi ‘quickly’ and
(167) with the adverb moha ‘already’. (Given the possibility of overt arguments in all
positions in Amahuaca SR clauses, I assume that missing arguments, as in (166), represent
pro rather than PRO.)
(166) [proi koshi
quickly
ka= xon ]=mun
go=sa.sq=Cmatrix
xano=ni
woman=erg
hatza
manioc
vana=xo=nu
plant=3.pst=decl
‘After shei went quickly, the womani planted manioc.’
(167) [moha
already
xano=xi
woman=nom
nokoo= xon ]=mun
arrive=sa.sq=Cmatrix
jato=ni
3pl=erg
hatza
manioc
xoka=kan=xo=nu
peel=3pl=3.pst=decl
‘After the womeni had already arrived, theyi peeled manioc.’
Finally, these adjunct clauses can also themselves contain other adjunct SR clauses, as shown
in (168).
(168) [[proi kari
yam
choka= xon ]
wash=sa.sq
proi hatza
manioc
xoka= xon ]=mun
peel=sa.sq=Cmatrix
xano=ni
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘[After shei peeled manioc [after shei washed yams]], the womani cooked corn.’
In (168), one adjunct clause is nested within another.3 (Note that the entire adjunct structure
occurs in the position to the left of =mun in matrix C.) The resulting reading is that the
woman ﬁrst washed yams, then peeled manioc, then cooked corn.
In addition to being able to host these various elements, SR clauses also allow clause-
internal scrambling, like matrix clauses, as seen in (169).
3Many languages with SR are so-called ‘clause-chaining’ languages (Dooley 2010). Multiple SR clauses
can occur with a single matrix clause. In Amahuaca, such chains represent (at least) two distinct structures.
In utterances with more than one SR clause, the clauses can appear in a nested structure or a stacked
structure. In a nested structure, each SR clause adjoins within the next, while in a stacked structure each
SR clause adjoins directly to the matrix clause. The choice of SR marker and the position of the second
position clitic =mun can help to disambiguate between the two structures. In (v) we see an example with
nested SR clauses, and in (vi) we see an example with stacked SR clauses.
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(169) ‘After I cooked paca, I peeled manioc.’
a. [hiya=n
1sg=erg
hano
paca
jova= xon ]=mun
cook=sa.sq=Cmatrix
hun
1sg
hatza
manioc
vuro=ku=nu
peel=1.pst=decl
b. [hano
paca
hiya=n
1sg=erg
jova= xon ]=mun
cook=sa.sq=Cmatrix
hun
1sg
hatza
manioc
vuro=ku=nu
peel=1.pst=decl
In (169a) we see the base SOV word order, but in (169b) the object has scrambled above
the subject to result in OSV word order in the adjunct clause.
In addition to argument scrambling, verbs can also move to be clause-initial within SR
clauses, as in (170).
(v) [[hiya=ni
1sg=erg
hun
1sg
hatza
manioc
vana= hain ]
plant=ds.sim
Maria=nj
Maria=erg
hun
1sg.gen
vaku
child
jir´ı= kun ]=mun
feed=ds.sq=Cmatrix
hiya=ni
1sg=erg
rivi
also
jan
3sg.gen
vaku
child
jir´ı=hi
feed=ipfv
hun=ka=nu
1sg=1.pres=decl
‘[After Maria fed my kids [while I planted manioc]], I, too, am feeding her kids.’
(Alternatively ‘While I planted manioc, Maria fed my kids, so I, too, am feeding her kids.’)
(vi) [hiya=ni
1sg=erg
hatza
manioc
vana= kin ]=mun
plant=sa.sim=Cmatrix
[Maria=nj
Maria=erg
hun
1sg.gen
vaku
child
jir´ı= kun ]
feed=ds.sq
hiya=ni
1sg=erg
rivi
also
jan
3sg.gen
vaku
child
jir´ı=hi
feed=ipfv
hun=ka=nu
1sg=1.pres=decl
‘[While I plant manioc], [after Maria fed my kids], I, too, am feeding her kids.’
(Alternatively ‘Maria fed my kids, so while I plant manioc, I, too, am feeding her kids.’)
In (v), both clauses have different subject (ds) markers. This is because the first person subject of the
first clause is disjoint from the subject Maria of the second clause, which is the immediately superordinate
clause. Likewise, Maria is disjoint from the first person matrix subject. The fact that the first clause
cross-references the subject of the second SR clause rather than the first person subject of the matrix clause
indicates that the first SR clause is adjoined within the other SR clause. (SR in Amahuaca does not skip
clauses when hierarchical structure is taken into account.) The position of the second position clitic =mun
confirms the given bracketing. Both clauses appear before =mun, meaning that they form a constituent to
the exclusion of the matrix material. These two pieces of morphological evidence suggest that this example
exhibits a nested structure.
The structure exemplified by the sentence in (vi) is different. Here, despite the same linear order of the
two SR clauses, the first clause contains a same subject marker while the second still has a different subject
marker. This is because both SR clauses now cross-references the matrix subject, which is first person. The
fact that both clauses can cross-reference the matrix subject is due to the fact that they exhibit a stacked
structure, meaning that the matrix clause is the immediately superordinate clause for both of the SR clauses.
This is confirmed by the position of the second position clitic here. The second position clitic =mun must
now appear after the first SR clause, indicating that the two SR clauses do not form a single constituent
now. This proposed difference in structure also aligns with the meaning differences between (v) and (vi).
The SR patterns found with nested and stacked SR clauses can easily be accounted for under the analysis
I offer in Section 4.3, so long as we assume that Agree is phase-bound. This will prevent the agreeing SR
probe from agreeing into another CP phase. The characterization of SR agreement as being phase-bound
is consistent with other SR patterns in Amahuaca, such as the fact that DPs introduced in a PP and DP
possessors cannot be tracked by the SR system, as shown in Appendix A.
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(170) ‘After the womani boiled the meat, shei ate it.’
a. [xano=ni
woman=erg
nami
meat
kovin=xon]=mun
boil=sa.sq=Cmatrix
proi ha=xo=nu
do.tr=3.pst=decl
b. [kovin
boil
xano=ni
woman=erg
nami=xon]=mun
meat=sa.sq=Cmatrix
proi ha=xo=nu
do.tr=3.pst=decl
In (170b) we see that the verb has moved to the initial position within the SR clause, resulting
in VSO order. This resembles verb-initial orders in matrix clauses that I argued in Chapter
2 were derived via remnant VP fronting. Remnant VP fronting targets Spec,CP in matrix
clauses, and absent any evidence to the contrary, I assume that the same position is the
target of VP movement in SR clauses as well. This suggests that SR clauses contain a CP
layer.
This evidence from the availability of case-marked arguments and various types of ad-
juncts, as well as from the acceptability of DP scrambling and remnant VP movement, within
SR clauses suggests that they are quite large syntactically. I follow previous literature on SR
within Panoan and more broadly in assuming that these clauses are full CPs (Finer 1984,
1985; Watanabe 2000; Camacho 2010, among others).
We now turn to the external syntax of these adjunct CPs. These clauses always appear
relatively high in the matrix clause. The most common positions for them are in clause
peripheral positions, either clause-initially (to the left of =mun), as in (171a), or extraposed
to a clause-ﬁnal position, as in (171b). It is also possible for these clauses to appear in a
non-peripheral position. Speciﬁcally, some matrix material can move to an A′-position above
the adjunct clause, as shown with the matrix subject in (171c).4 Note that in this case, the
matrix subject appears to the left of =mun and the adjunct clause appears to the right of
=mun.
(171) ‘After shei sang, the womani is washing manioc.’
a. [proi vua= xon ]=mun
sing=sa.sq=Cmatrix
xano=ni
woman=erg
hatza
manioc
choka=hi=ki=nu
wash=ipfv=3.pres=decl
b. xano=ni=mun
woman=erg=Cmatrix
hatza
manioc
choka=hi=ki=nu
wash=ipfv=3.pres=decl
[proi
vua= xon ]
sing=sa.sq
c. xano=ni=mun
woman=erg=Cmatrix
[proi vua= xon ]
sing=sa.sq
hatza
manioc
choka=hi=ki=nu
wash=ipfv=3.pres=decl
4The Spec,CP position occupied by the subject in (171c) can be independently shown to be an A′-position
by weak crossover, as outlined in Chapter 2.
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The example in (171a) suggests that the SR clause may occupy the speciﬁer of matrix C,
accounting for its position before =mun. The example in (171c) suggests that these clauses
may also occupy a lower position within the matrix clause. However, it is ungrammatical for
SR clauses to appear below aspect marking, as seen by the unacceptability of the minimally
diﬀerent example in (172).
(172) * xano=ni=mun
woman=erg=Cmatrix
hatza
manioc
choka=hi
wash=ipfv
[proi vua= xon ]=ki=nu
sing=sa.sq=3.pres=decl
‘After shei sang, the womani is washing manioc.’
Recall that the position to the right of aspect marking that the SR clause occupies in (172)
is where matrix arguments appear when they remain in their base positions, as discussed in
Chapters 2 and 3. Therefore, the ungrammaticality of (172) suggests that it is not possible
for these adjunct CPs to be merged below the base position of matrix arguments. It is
important to note that this does not seem to be due to the prosodic size of these clauses. As
discussed in Chapter 2, it is grammatical for nominalized internally headed relative clauses
to appear in this low position. This is demonstrated again in (173). This indicates that the
restriction on the position of adjunct CPs is truly a syntactic restriction, rather than being
due to their prosodic properties.
(173) Juani=mun
Juan=Cmatrix
chivan-vo=hi
chase-am=ipfv
[jani
3sg
jono
peccary
vuchi=ha]=ki=nu
ﬁnd=pfv=3.pres=decl
‘The peccary that hei found is chasing Juani.’
In principle, the ungrammaticality of structures like (172), with an adjunct clause to the
right of aspect, could reﬂect the unavailability of a merge position for the adjunct CP in the
vP region of the clause. Alternatively, it could reﬂect a requirement that the clause move
to a higher position. Deciding between these two options requires consideration of connec-
tivity eﬀects. Given that the structures in question necessarily involve multiple clauses, the
clearest potential evidence comes from Condition C. If adjunct clauses originated below the
merge position of main clause subjects, and subsequently underwent A′-movement higher
in the clause (e.g. to Spec,CP), we would expect to ﬁnd reconstruction for Condition C.
Thus R-expressions in the adjunct clause would be unable to occur in the presence of a
coindexed matrix subject. This expectation is not met: regardless of the relative position of
an R-expression and coreferential pronoun in (174) and (175), no Condition C violation is
triggered.
(174) ‘After Mariai went quickly, shei washed clothes.’
a. [proi koshi
quickly
ka= xon ]=mun
go=sa.sq=Cmatrix
Maria=ni
Maria=erg
chopa
clothes
patza=xo=nu
wash=3.pst=decl
b. [Mariai
Maria
koshi
quickly
ka= xon ]=mun
go=sa.sq=Cmatrix
proi chopa
clothes
patza=xo=nu
wash=3.pst=decl
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In (174a) we see an example of an R-expression subject Maria in the matrix clause and
a coreferential pro subject in the SR clause. In (174b) we ﬁnd the reverse situation. The
R-expression is now in the SR adjunct clause and the pro is in the matrix clause. Thus
we can see by comparing the two examples that an R-expression can be overt in either
the adjunct clause or the matrix clause with a coreferential pro in the other clause without
triggering a Condition C violation. The lack of a Condition C violation in (174b) is especially
surprising from the point of view of an account that would posit a low attachment site for SR
clauses with subsequent A′-movement to Spec,CP of the matrix clause. The grammaticality
of this example suggests that the adjunct clause does not reconstruct to a position below
the coindexed matrix pro. The example in (175) shows that the situation is no diﬀerent if
the matrix clause contains an overt pronoun.
(175) jaa=ni=mun
3sg=erg=Cmatrix
[Mariai
Maria
koshi
quickly
ka= xon ]
go=sa.sq
chopa
clothes
patza=xo=nu
wash=3.pst=decl
‘After Mariai went quickly, shei washed clothes.’
In (175) an R-expression subject appears in the adjunct clause and a coreferential overt
third person singular pronoun jaan appears as the subject of the matrix clause. Here the
matrix pronoun moves to an A′-position above the adjunct clause, but because this Spec,CP
position is not an A-position, as discussed in Chapter 2, no Condition C violation is incurred.
These data suggest, then, that even if adjunct CPs surface in a position higher than their
base attachment site, they do not reconstruct to a position lower than the highest A-position
of the matrix arguments.
Given these data regarding the internal and external syntax of SR clauses in Amahuaca,
I propose the basic structure in (176) for these adjunct clauses.
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(176) Tmax
Cmax T
Dmaxsubj T
. . . Tmin
Tmax Cmin
=xon
Dmaxsubj T
. . . Tmin
Dmaxobj v
Dmaxobj v
As can be seen in (176), the adjunct clause (boxed) constitutes a maximal projection of C,
with the SR marker =xon lexicalizing C itself.5 These clauses adjoin to a projection of matrix
T, above the position of the matrix subject and object.6 This attachment site is consistent
with the ungrammaticality of SR clauses appearing to the right of aspect, as shown in (172),
as well as the evidence just seen from Condition C for the lack of reconstruction eﬀects.7 I
assume that adjunct clauses, like other adjuncts, can undergo subsequent A′-movement from
this position to occupy Spec,CP of the matrix clause.
4.1.2 Agreement in switch-reference clauses
Thus far, all examples of SR clauses have been given with the morpheme =xon in C indicating
a sequential temporal relationship between the adjunct and matrix clause. However, this
is not the only form that the morpheme indicating sequential action can take. In fact,
5I assume that adjunct CP is head-final, while matrix CP is head-initial, as discussed in Chapter 2.
Camacho (2010) makes the same assumption for the CP of SR clauses versus matrix clauses in Shipibo
(Panoan; Peru).
6 Here I represent the object DPs in both the matrix and adjunct clauses as being outside the VP. This
is in keeping with the evidence from remnant VP fronting that objects undergo object shift to Spec,vP, as
discussed in Chapter 2. As shown in (170b), the same type of remnant VP fronting pattern found in matrix
clauses appears to hold in adjunct clauses, suggesting that adjunct clause objects also undergo object shift.
7This attachment site at the TP level may also be related to the fact that SR clauses are dependent on
matrix T for their tense interpretation. However, I leave the semantic interpretation of SR clauses as an
open question for future research.
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there are ﬁve distinct enclitics that fall within this paradigm.8 The choice among these
morphemes is governed by coreference relationships between arguments in the matrix and
adjunct clauses. This sensitivity to argument coreference between two clauses is the type of
phenomenon that Jacobsen (1967) coined the term ‘switch-reference’ to describe. He deﬁned
SR as occurring when “a switch in subject or agent . . . is obligatorily indicated in certain
situations by a morpheme, usually suﬃxed, which may or may not carry other meanings in
addition” (Jacobsen 1967: 240, emphasis original).9 Following Munro (1979) and Haiman
and Munro (1983), I will use the term ‘marked clause’ to refer to the clause that bears the
morphological marker of SR, and I will refer to the clause that contains the other argument
in the (non-)coreference relationship as the ‘reference clause’.10 As Jacobsen’s deﬁnition
suggests, SR markers often encode more information than coreference between arguments.
In Amahuaca, one of the additional meanings that SR markers contribute is information
about the temporal relationship between clauses. Further, when an argument of the marked
clause is coreferential with an argument of the reference clause, the form of the SR enclitic
is sensitive to the abstract case of the relevant arguments. This pattern of sensitivity to
argument coreference, temporal information, and grammatical function or case has been
discussed in the descriptive literature on Amahuaca, most notably by Sparing-Cha´vez (1998,
2012) who refers to this phenomenon as ‘interclausal reference’. I draw on Sparing-Cha´vez’s
descriptive account of SR markers in Amahuaca, and the meanings that I provide for the
SR markers discussed here are largely the same as those she gives. However, it is important
to note that she considers SR clauses and relative clauses together under the umbrella of
interclausal reference. I here discuss only clauses which truly involve SR, drawing on the
diagnostics proposed in Chapter 2 to distinguish these from relative clauses.
The ﬁrst of the ﬁve relevant sequential action SR enclitics, the now-familiar =xon, is
exempliﬁed again in (177).
(177) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= xon ]=mun
sing=sa.sq=Cmatrix
xano=ni
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the womani cooked corn.’
In this example, the subject of the marked (adjunct) clause is coreferential with the subject of
the reference (matrix) clause, and the reference clause subject is the subject of the transitive
verb jova ‘cook’. The use of =xon indicates the coreference of the two subjects, as well as the
fact that the reference clause subject bears abstract (and in this example overtly marked)
8I set aside here a sixth form that is a portmanteau of third person plural subject agreement and a
disjoint SR marker. See footnote 17 in this chapter for more details.
9I will show in this section that a characterization of SR in terms of the reference of subjects or agents
only is not sufficient. Amahuaca SR can also indicate coreference relationships involving object DPs.
10In the simplest cases the marked clause will be an adjunct clause and the reference clause will be a
matrix clause. However, because it is possible to nest SR clauses, this one-to-one mapping will not always
hold. In a nested structure, one adjunct clause will take another adjunct clause as its reference clause. This
higher adjunct clause, in addition to serving as a reference clause for the lower adjunct, will also be a marked
clause that takes the matrix clause as its reference clause.
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ergative case. In (178), we see a minimally diﬀerent example where the reference clause
subject is the subject of the intransitive verb chirin ‘dance’.
(178) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= hax ]=mun
sing=ss.sq=Cmatrix
xanoi
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the womani danced.’
Here there is still coreference between the two subject DPs, and this is indicated by the form
=hax in adjunct C. The contrast between =xon in (177) and =hax in (178) indicates that
these morphemes are sensitive to the distinction between the abstract nominative case asso-
ciated with the intransitive subject (S) in (178) versus the abstract ergative case associated
with the transitive subject (A) in (177).11 In (179) the marked clause subject is coreferential
with the reference clause object DP, as indicated by the form =xo.
(179) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= xo ]=mun
sing=so.sq=Cmatrix
hinan
dog.erg
xanoi
woman
chivan-vo=xo=nu
chase-am=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the dog chased the womani.’
This example demonstrates that coreference relationships involving object DPs can also
ﬁgure in the calculus of the form of adjunct C. This is particularly interesting since much of
the literature on SR beyond Panoan has assumed that only subjects ﬁgure in SR marking.12
The marker =xo here also shows sensitivity to the unmarked abstract accusative case of
the language. Comparing (177), (178), and (179), then, we see sensitivity to all three case
values of Amahuaca’s tripartite system.13 In (180), we see the ﬁnal coreference marker of
11Note that both transitive and intransitive matrix subjects in SR constructions can appear in a form that
is morphologically unmarked for case, as seen for the intransitive subject in (178). As discussed in Chapter
3, these DPs that lack overt morphological case are still featurally differentiated due to their interaction
with v. It is the feature (bundle) gained through agreement with v that serves to distinguish DPs in terms
of abstract case.
12I will discuss how the Amahuaca system and the analysis I offer of it relates to the broader typology of
SR marking in Section 4.5.
13Further evidence that the SR system is indeed sensitive to case comes from the treatment of indirect
objects and objects introduced by an applicative. These DPs always surface in an unmarked (accusative)
form, like direct objects and unlike subjects, which systematically vary between a case-marked and unmarked
form. Thus, all three types of objects appear to have the same case, and indeed, they are treated identically
by the SR system. When the marked clause subject is coreferential with the reference clause indirect or
applied object, the same form =xo that is seen in (179) is used. This pattern is illustrated in Appendix A.
Because all coreference relationships involving the marked clause subject and a reference clause object of
any kind trigger =xo, this creates ambiguity when there is more than one object in the reference clause. For
example, this happens in ditransitive constructions, as illustrated in (vii).
(vii) [proi/j nokoo= xo ]=mun
arrive=so.sq=Cmatrix
joni=n
man=erg
Mariai
Maria
kankanj
pineapple
maro=xo=nu
buy=3.pst=decl
‘After shei/itj arrived, the man bought pineapplej from Mariai.’
In (vii), it is ambiguous whether Maria arrived or whether a shipment of pineapple arrived. Both readings
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the sequential action paradigm. Here the marked clause object is coreferential with the
intransitive subject of the reference clause and adjunct C takes the form =ha.
(180) [joni=n
man=erg
xanoi
woman
vuchi= ha ]=mun
ﬁnd=os.sq=Cmatrix
xanoi
woman
ka=xo=nu
go=3.pst=decl
‘After the man found the womani, the womani went.’
This example illustrates that the marked clause object, and not just the reference clause
object, can aﬀect the SR marking.
Notably, if no DP arguments are coreferential, a distinct default form =kun of adjunct
C is used, as shown in (181).
(181) [jonii
man
vua= kun ]=mun
sing=ds.sq=Cmatrix
xanoj
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘After the mani sang, the womanj danced.’
I assume that this marker =kun, which I gloss as a diﬀerent subject marker, does not
explicitly encode disjoint reference, but rather serves as a morphological default. Reason
to think that this marker is a default is that it can be used when a marked clause object is
coreferential with a reference clause transitive subject or when the objects of two clauses are
coreferential.14 The full paradigm of the possible forms of adjunct C in sequential action SR
clauses as a factor of coreference across clauses is given in Table 4.1.
Reference
S A O
M
ar
ke
d S
=hax =xon =xo
A
O =ha =kun
Table 4.1: Sequential switch-reference markers
In Table 4.1 we see that there is an asymmetry between the reference and marked clauses
in sensitivity to the abstract case of the subject (or, alternatively, the distinction between
intransitive subject (S) and transitive subject (A)). The S versus A status of the reference
clause subject is reﬂected in the choice of SR marker, but the S versus A distinction is
collapsed in the marked clause. Interestingly, the characterization of case laid out in Chapter
3 allows for exactly this type of asymmetry. In matrix clauses, both marked and unmarked
are possible in the right context. This behavior supports the treatment of SR marking as being sensitive
to abstract case. Both Maria and kankan ‘pineapple’ bear abstract accusative case in the matrix clause in
(vii). Therefore, both are able to trigger the marker =xo, leading to the ambiguity.
14See Appendix A for examples illustrating that some of the cells that are collapsed in Table 4.1 are
indeed non-contrastive for the purpose of SR.
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transitive subjects are possible. This means that it is possible for the transitive subject to
agree with T or to remain low and agree only with v. That means that the only consistently
available features to distinguish the abstract case or grammatical function of a matrix clause
argument will be the features received from v. These features provide a three-way distinction
between [v intr] (abstract nom/S), [v,φ] (abstract erg/A), and [vtr] (abstract acc/O). On
the other hand, adjunct clauses share with perfective matrix clauses the property of lacking
unmarked transitive subjects. The transitive subject always surfaces with ergative case.
Like perfective matrix clauses, adjunct clauses lack overt aspect marking that surfaces in a
clause-medial position. Following the analysis given for perfective clauses, I assume that v
therefore does not undergo head movement to Asp in adjunct clauses. This means that T in
adjunct clauses will always agree directly with the subject. The result is that adjunct clause
subjects, both S and A, will consistently bear a feature [T]. This feature allows for a uniﬁed
treatment of adjunct clause subjects in the SR system. In contrast, there is no feature that
consistently uniﬁes S and A arguments in matrix clauses, yielding the attested three-way
split in the SR morphology with respect to matrix argument case.
While SR has been shown to have diverse properties crosslinguistically, it has been noted
that many systems of SR share similarities with complementizer agreement and can po-
tentially be analyzed as involving an agreeing complementizer (Watanabe 2000; Arregi and
Hanink 2018). Drawing on the insight of these accounts, I will argue that the pattern of
SR in Amahuaca involves an agreeing adjunct C. Rather than being sensitive to person and
number features, this agreeing element is sensitive to referential indices (which I will model
as φ-features, following Rezac 2004), allowing for the sensitivity to coreference relationships
(cf. Finer 1984, 1985; Arregi and Hanink 2018, among others). It is also sensitive to case fea-
tures, allowing for the sensitivity to (abstract) case. Particularly interesting for our purposes
is that this adjunct C can reﬂect features of both marked and reference clause arguments.
To account for this pattern, I propose that cyclic expansion of the probe on C allows it to
agree directly with DPs in the clause to which adjunct CP is adjoined. In the following
section I introduce the core Cyclic Agree machinery that I make use of.
4.2 Cyclic Agree: The framework
In accounting for the pattern of agreeing adjunct C in Amahuaca, I will assume that a probe’s
c-command domain can be cyclically expanded by successive instances of Merge, allowing
the probe to agree with arguments in its own clause, but also in the matrix clause. This will
be implemented via Cyclic Agree (Rezac 2003, 2004; Be´jar and Rezac 2009).
The data which originally motivated Rezac’s cyclic approach to Agree were patterns of
‘agreement displacement’ (or ‘eccentric agreement’; Hale 2001). Agreement displacement
generally refers to instances where the usual controller of agreement does not control agree-
ment, and where φ-agreement is instead controlled by a diﬀerent argument. Typically this
takes the form of an external argument exceptionally controlling agreement that is usually
controlled by the internal argument. Rezac (2003) analyzes such cases of agreement dis-
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placement as involving a probe that usually agrees with a DP in its complement, but can
exceptionally agree with a DP in its speciﬁer if no accessible DP in the complement of the
probe hosts the relevant φ-features.
This ability of a probe to agree with a DP in its speciﬁer is not a stipulation and does
not come with a generalized commitment to “upward Agree”. Instead Rezac argues that
it falls out naturally from the c-command condition on Agree, ﬁne-grained cyclicity in the
syntactic derivation, and the assumptions of Bare Phrase Structure (BPS; Chomsky 1995b).
First, when a head that contains a probe is merged, the probe searches its c-command
domain (Rezac 2003: 159). It agrees with any eligible DPs in its complement (eligibility is
determined by a combination of activity and locality (i.e. closest c-command), the details of
which do not concern us here). If a probe cannot be valued by a DP in its complement (due to
feature underspeciﬁcation), this cycle of probing ends without the unvalued, uninterpretable
feature on the probe being deleted. When the head hosting the probe reprojects to label the
intermediate level projection, the probe on the head that still contains an unvalued feature
reprojects as well.15 The c-command domain of this new segment of the probe is the speciﬁer
of its phrase. The probe is then able to probe this expanded c-command domain and agree
with a DP in its speciﬁer. This is exempliﬁed for v in (182). First, the minimal projection
of v probes its c-command domain, which contains the object DP. Next, the intermediate
projection of v probes its c-command domain, which contains the subject DP.
(182) vmax
Dmaxsubj v
vmin Dmaxobj
2
1
This style of account based on probe reprojection relies on the lack of a formal distinction
between a head (X0) and intermediate level projection (X′), foregrounded by BPS. Rezac
argues that the search domain of a probe α cannot be naturally restricted to its complement
because the complement has no privileged status. Rather the complement is simply the
sister of α on ﬁrst merge. The speciﬁer is also a sister of α and should also be an eligible
search space for α if α always probes its sister. The explanation, then, for why probes do
not always agree with elements in their speciﬁer lies in the notion of cyclicity. If all of the
unvalued features on α have already been valued when the head that hosts it reprojects, it
will not be able to probe again on a second cycle.
15My interpretation of Rezac’s analysis assumes that Merge and labeling/projection are two separate op-
erations, with the relationship of sisterhood (and thus c-command) created by Merge, but with the resulting
structure being labeled after Agree operations take place. For a precedent for the idea that labeling is not
simultaneous with Merge see Chomsky 2013. Note that, in keeping with the version of narrow cyclicity that
I adopt here, I do not assume that labeling only takes place at the phase level.
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In Rezac 2003, the only instances of agreement displacement that are considered involve
internal arguments that are underspeciﬁed for person or number features. Third person and
singular number are taken to lack a representation in the syntax (in at least some languages).
This means that a person probe cannot be valued by a third person goal because the goal
lacks a person feature altogether. Be´jar and Rezac (2009) expand the expected typology
of agreement displacement by proposing that the feature structure of probes can be more
highly articulated. For example, a probe could be keyed speciﬁcally to a speaker feature,
with ﬁrst person fully valuing the probe, but any local person valuing more features of a
probe (i.e. participant) than a third person argument. With this revised understanding
of probes, then, it is possible that a probe can agree with a goal that is speciﬁed for person
features on the ﬁrst cycle of Agree, but still continue to probe on a second cycle if it has not
been fully satisﬁed.
At the heart of Cyclic Agree accounts lies the observation that an unsatisﬁed probe is
treated no diﬀerently on an intermediate projection of α than on a minimal projection of
α. In both positions it can probe its sister. Crucially, in BPS, there is no formal distinction
between the label of a maximal projection and an intermediate level projection. Thus the
same reasoning that leads us to expect that an intermediate projection of α should be able
to serve as a probe predicts that the maximal projection of α should also be able to probe
its c-command domain if the probe remains unsatisﬁed. This is because the same projection
algorithm that labels intermediate projections is employed to label maximal projections.
The same conditions that allow a head (and an associated probe) to reproject to the inter-
mediate level projection will allow this same label to reproject to a maximal level projection.
Therefore, if an intermediate level projection can host a probe, a maximal projection can
host a probe as well. This is the prediction of Cyclic Agree coupled with BPS.
In most cases it is not possible to test this prediction of the model. With common
probes, such as v and T, the sister of the maximal projection will be the head that selects
it. Therefore, the expanded c-command domain will not contain any goals that are merged
with the types of inherent features that the probe is searching for. In this scenario, it is
not possible to tell whether the maximal projection probes fruitlessly or is inert. However,
in the following section I will argue that agreeing adjunct C yields exactly the right testing
ground to evaluate this prediction, and that the prediction is borne out.
4.3 Insatiability, cyclic expansion, and maximal
projection probes
As outlined in the previous section, the prediction of a Cyclic Agree model, given the as-
sumptions of BPS, is that maximal projections should be able to probe their c-command
domain if the probe associated with the projection remains unsatisﬁed. No further additions
to the theory are necessary to derive this outcome – rather, some stipulation would be needed
to block it. I will argue that the pattern of agreeing adjunct C in Amahuaca SR clauses is
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derived via this type of cyclic expansion of the probe’s domain to the c-command domain
of the maximal projection. Therefore, this prediction of Cyclic Agree is borne out in the
Amahuaca system.
In order to account for the Amahuaca pattern of agreeing C I will adopt one further
piece of technology, which, like Cyclic Agree, is independently motivated from outside of
the domain of SR. I have so far spoken informally of a probe remaining unsatisﬁed after
probing, as a necessary condition for it probing again. This notion of satisfaction (and,
correspondingly, unsatisﬁedness) draws on Deal’s (2015c) notion of satisfaction features for
probes. Satisfaction features can be deﬁned as particular featural speciﬁcations that cause
probes to stop probing. Following Deal, I assume that a probe can interact with (i.e. copy
back) other features in the set of φ-features even if those features will not serve to satisfy the
probe. I illustrate this system of interaction and satisfaction with an example of Nez Perce
(Sahaptian; USA) complementizer agreement drawn from Deal 2015c. In Nez Perce, the
φ-probe on C is speciﬁed as having the satisfaction feature [addr(essee)] – it is satisﬁed by
and halts its probing only upon reaching a second person argument. However, the probe can
interact with (copy back to itself) all φ-features. If it encounters a ﬁrst person argument, it
can also copy the features of that argument onto the probe and may expone those features.
It can also expone other features in the φ-feature geometry, such as number features. The
fact that the probe on Nez Perce C is satisﬁed only by the feature [addr] but can interact
with other features yields a pattern of agreement that is sensitive to the syntactic position of
second person arguments relative to other arguments in the clause. Consider the examples
in (183) versus (184).
(183) ke-m
C-2
kaa
then
prosubj
2sg
cewcew-te´etum
telephone-tam
proobj
1sg
‘when you call me’ (Nez Perce; Deal 2015c: 184)
(184) ke-m-ex
C-2-1
kaa
then
prosubj
1sg
cewcew-te´etu
telephone-tam
proobj
2sg
‘when I call you’ (Nez Perce; Deal 2015c: 184)
In (183), the subject is second person and the complementizer only expones second person
features; it does not show agreement with the ﬁrst person object. In contrast, in (184)
the object is second person and the complementizer expones the ﬁrst person features of
the subject as well as the second person features of the object. The reason that only the
complementizer in (184) shows ﬁrst person agreement stems from the fact that the second
person argument occupies a lower position in (184) versus (183). In (183), the second person
argument is highest. The probe on C will encounter the second person subject ﬁrst and will
be satisﬁed by the [addr] feature, causing it to halt its search. In (184), on the other hand,
the ﬁrst argument that C’s probe encounters will be the ﬁrst person subject. It will interact
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with this argument, copying its features back to the probe, but it will not be satisﬁed since
ﬁrst person arguments lack an [addr] feature. This means that C will continue to probe
past the subject and will encounter the second person object. Because C interacts with
both a ﬁrst and second person argument (and because the agreement morphemes for ﬁrst
and second person are not in direct competition in Nez Perce), it will expone both ﬁrst
person and second person agreement. It is the ability to deﬁne satisfaction conditions that
allows the probe to keep searching its c-command domain after interacting with a goal (see
Halpert 2019 for another example of this type of pattern analyzed under an interaction and
satisfaction model). Deﬁning broader interaction conditions ensures that the probe will be
able to copy back and expone more features in the geometry than the feature that satisﬁes
it.
A distinctive feature of this theory is the natural way in which the separation of inter-
action and satisfaction conditions makes it possible to deﬁne an “insatiable” probe (Deal
2015b). If a probe entirely lacks satisfaction conditions, it will never stop probing until it
reaches a phase boundary. Instead it will probe and interact with all potential goals in its
search domain.16 With this notion of probe insatiability and Cyclic Agree, we are ready to
examine the Amahuaca system of agreeing C in detail.
I propose that Amahuaca adjunct C hosts an insatiable probe. This means that adjunct
C will probe all DPs in its c-command domain. First, when Cmin is merged it will probe its
sister. This will contain the subject and the object of the adjunct clause, since object DPs
undergo shift to the vP edge, escaping the vP phase. (Recall the evidence for object shift
from remnant VP fronting discussed in Chapter 2.) In this ﬁrst cycle of agreement, the probe
on C will copy features from both of the arguments of the adjunct clause, as schematized in
(185).
(185)
Tmax Cmin
Dmaxsubj
. . . Tmin
Dmaxobj . . .
Because C’s probe is insatiable, C will remain unsatisﬁed after ﬁrst cycle probing, regard-
less of the feature speciﬁcations of the adjunct clause arguments. This means that when C
16What is needed to model the Amahuaca system is a way for a probe to enter into an Agree relation
with all DPs in the adjunct and matrix clause. Probe insatiability is one way to model this. Any competitor
for an interaction and satisfaction model of Agree would have to provide some way of allowing a probe to
target all DPs in its c-command domain.
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reprojects to form a maximal projection, the probe on C will be reprojected as well and can
probe again on a second cycle. The c-command domain of this new segment of C, Cmax, will
contain the matrix (or reference) clause arguments. This is because Cmax adjoins high in the
matrix clause, above the highest A-position of the matrix subject and object, as evidenced
by the lack of Condition C eﬀects discussed in Section 4.1.1. This means that on the second
cycle of Agree, Cmax will be able to probe into the matrix clause directly and agree with the
matrix subject and object, as seen in (186).
(186) Tmax
Cmax T
Dmaxsubj
. . . Tmin
Tmax Cmin
Dmaxsubj
. . . Tmin
Dmaxobj . . .
Dmaxobj . . .
After this cycle of probing, C will not reproject again, and neither will the probe that it
hosts. This means that C’s probing will come to an end after this second cycle of probing. At
this point, C will contain the features of both the matrix (reference) and adjunct (marked)
clause arguments.
It is now worth considering what features on C will be relevant for determining the form
of the vocabulary item that is inserted. Unlike prototypical φ-probes, Amahuaca adjunct
C does not generally covary with the person and number features of any arguments of the
two relevant clauses.17 Instead, it is sensitive to argument coreference and to the abstract
case of arguments. Sensitivity to coreference can be captured by assuming that C copies
syntactically represented referential indices, which I assume are part of the bundle of φ-
features, following Rezac (2004; see also Hicks 2009, Kratzer 2009, Moulton 2009, Deal
2017b, and Arregi and Hanink 2018, among others, for the idea that indices can be present
through the syntactic derivation and are similar to other features that DPs can bear, such
as person features).
17 This is true for instances of C that indicate argument coreference, but is more complicated for those
that indicate that there is no coreference relationship between arguments. Here person and number features
are relevant for the spell out of C. Specifically, if the subject of an ‘after’ clause is a third person plural DP,
the form of C will be =havan instead of the expected =kun. This suggests that the probe on C does copy
person and number features from the arguments that it interacts with, even if it does not typically expone
those features.
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Now we must consider how abstract case features are transmitted to C under Agree.
Recall that the Amahuaca case system is tripartite, showing a morphological distinction
between nominative, ergative, and accusative case. This means that all three types of ar-
guments (S, A, and O) are distinct in terms of the case features associated with them. As
discussed in Chapter 3, the features received from Agree with v diﬀerentiate all three types
of DPs at an abstract level, even though they are not suﬃcient to license overt case marking.
This means that the abstract featural representation of case in terms of features gained from
v is suﬃcient to distinguish these DPs for the purpose of selecting the correct morpheme to
spell out adjunct C, even in conﬁgurations where case is unmarked morphologically. The
question, though, is how such features are copied to C, since case features are not typically
assumed to be part of the φ-geometry. The idea that case can aﬀect Agree relations is not
without precedent in the literature (see, e.g., Chomsky 2000 on activity, Be´jar and Rezac
2003 on PCC eﬀects, Preminger 2014 on case discriminating agreement, and Deal 2017a on
syntactic ergativity, among others). However, it is not typically assumed that case features
are copied onto probes (though Georgi 2013 does assume this).
Recall that we are assuming a distinction between the set of features that satisfy a probe
and the set of features that a probe may interact with. Deal (2015c) hypothesizes that a
probe that is satisﬁed by a φ-feature interacts with the full set of φ-features, according to
the formulation in (187).
(187) Interaction (Deal 2015c: 180)
A probe may interact with feature set F even if it may only be satisﬁed by feature
set G, where F,G ⊆ Φ (the set of φ-features) and F 6= G
Under these assumptions, a probe may essentially interact with all φ-features, regardless
of its satisfaction conditions. The problem, then, is that case features are not typically
assumed to fall into the set of φ-features. Notably, this is only an issue if we assume that
interaction conditions are uniformly restricted to φ for all φ-probes. I will consider two
solutions to this problem here. The ﬁrst solution assumes that interaction is constrained by
feature geometries, while the second assumes that interaction conditions can be comprised
of disjoint feature sets.
Baier (2018) proposes that φ-probes interact with a larger set of features, within which
φ-features are embedded. Speciﬁcally, in analyzing anti-agreement, Baier argues that all
φ-probes interact with the feature set F , which contains both φ-features and A′-features.
If we adopt the assumption that φ-features are indeed embedded in a larger geometry, this
would allow us to capture the fact that case features can be copied to a probe via Agree.
Speciﬁcally, we could assume that case-related features comprise a feature set K, which is
embedded within the larger set F proposed by Baier. The feature sets A′, K, and φ could
form a ﬂat feature structure within F , as in (188).
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(188) F
A′ K φ
Alternatively, we might assume a hierarchical organization of these sets within F . For
example, K and φ could form part of a larger set, call it D – features that can appear on
DP. This set D and the set A′ could then fall under F , as in (189).18
(189) F
A′ D
K φ
Assuming a feature geometry like the one in (188) or (189), we could simply adopt Baier’s
(2018) interaction hypothesis in order to account for the transmission of case features to a
probe in Amahuaca. If all φ-probes interact with the set F , this would straightforwardly
allow case features to be copied to the probe.
An alternative hypothesis that is consistent with the Amahuaca data is that interaction is
not restricted by feature geometries. Rather, interaction conditions can be speciﬁed in terms
of multiple disjoint sets of features. If we make this assumption about interaction conditions,
then deﬁning a probe that will copy back case features is straightforward. We can specify
the interaction conditions of the probe on Amahuaca adjunct C as {φ,K}. This will allow
the probe to copy back φ-features, including referential indices, as well as case features from
all DP goals. For the purpose of the Amahuaca data, both hypotheses we have considered
here will derive the desired results. I leave it as an open question for future research in other
empirical domains whether interaction conditions are constrained by feature geometries.
We now turn to the details of Vocabulary Insertion. If two of the DPs that Amahuaca C
has agreed with share the same referential index, this will license the insertion of one of the
various coreference markers in C. The choice of marker will be determined by the abstract
case features of the DPs that are involved. The proposed vocabulary items for the series of
sequential action SR markers are given in (190).
18Even in a non-flat geometry, it is not crucial that K be located at a lower position in the feature
geometry than A′. The geometry in (189) is one possible organization, and it may be compatible with the
assumptions of Coon et al. (2019) that F is divided into A′ and D features. I am unaware of any crosslinguistic
generalization regarding an implicational relationship between case agreement and A′-agreement that would
motivate a higher or lower position of K with respect to A′.
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(190) Sequential SR vocabulary items
[[sq,[i,T]] [i,v intr]] ↔ /hax/
[[sq,[i,T]] [i,[v,φ]]] ↔ /xon/
[[sq,[i,T]] [i,vtr]] ↔ /xo/
[[sq,[i,vtr]] [i,v intr]] ↔ /ha/
[sq] ↔ /kun/
Note, ﬁrst, that for each of the four coreference markers there are ﬁve relevant features
that must be matched for a vocabulary item to be inserted. The feature [sq] indicates that
a sequential temporal relationship holds between the two clauses. This features serves to
distinguish markers in this paradigm from SR markers in other paradigms, such as the si-
multaneous paradigm. In addition to this temporal meaning, each of the coreference markers
indicates something about the featural content of two DPs that the probe has agreed with,
indicated in two separate bundles within brackets.19 In the formulation of these vocabulary
items I assume that the features on probes are structured, as indicated by the use of square
brackets. I propose that feature bundles on probes are structured in two diﬀerent ways.
First, bundles of features copied from a single goal remain diﬀerentiated as a unit from the
features copied from distinct goals (see Deal’s 2015c discussion of ﬁrst person plural inclusive
morphology in Nez Perce for an argument that such diﬀerentiation is needed at some stages
of Vocabulary Insertion). This type of structure is needed to ensure that index and case
features copied from a single DP remain associated with each other and are together diﬀer-
entiated from the index and case features copied from all other DPs. Second, I assume that
a layer of structure is added when a probe reprojects. This means that the features received
on a second cycle of Agree (in this case, features of the reference clause arguments) will be
distinguishable from features received on the ﬁrst cycle of Agree (in this case, features of the
marked clause arguments). For the current account we need not assume that an additional
layer of structure is needed to distinguish the order in which goals were agreed with on a
single cycle. Note that it is necessary for Be´jar and Rezac (2009) to assume that features re-
ceived on the ﬁrst cycle of agreement are sometimes treated diﬀerently than features received
on the second cycle of agreement for the purpose of Vocabulary Insertion. They accomplish
this by assuming that morphemes are sensitive to which projection of the probe they spell
out (e.g. vmin, v, etc.). This approach will not yield the desired results in Amahuaca, since
all SR morphology is inserted after both cycles of probing. However, the structured feature
bundles I assume provide an alternative way of capturing this sensitivity that is compatible
with the Amahuaca data, as well as the data discussed by Be´jar and Rezac (2009).
Consider now the speciﬁc vocabulary items in (190). We see that the vocabulary item
for =hax indicates that a marked clause argument and reference clause argument share
a referential index. This is represented by i in the two feature bundles, which signiﬁes
that the value of the indices of the two DPs must match. An additional condition on the
19Note that if one or both of the clauses involved is transitive, C will have agreed with more than two
DPs. Only the features of DPs in coreference relationships will be relevant for choosing between vocabulary
items. The features of the other DPs will be ignored.
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insertion of this vocabulary item is that the marked clause DP, which corresponds to the
ﬁrst, most embedded DP bundle, is a subject. This is achieved through the feature [T].
Recall from Chapter 3 that in order for ergative case to surface, a subject DP must enter
into an agreement relationship with T and receive a [T] feature. In SR marked clauses, all
transitive subjects surface with ergative case – there are no unmarked transitive subjects in
these clauses.20 This suggests that subjects in marked clauses always agree directly with T,
meaning that the feature [T] will appear on all subjects, both transitive and intransitive. The
ﬁnal condition upon the insertion of =hax is that the reference clause DP is an intransitive
subject (i.e. that it has abstract nominative case). This ﬁnal condition is enforced by the
feature [v intr] on the reference clause DP, in keeping with the analysis of Chapter 3 that
agreement with an intransitive v distinguishes intransitive subjects from other arguments.
This feature can be thought of as an abstract nominative case feature. The vocabulary item
=xon is minimally diﬀerent from =hax. It indicates that the coreferential reference clause
argument is a transitive subject, via the feature bundle [v,φ], which can be thought of as
abstract ergative case, following the arguments in Chapter 3. The enclitic =xo indicates
that the relevant reference clause argument is an object. This is indicated by the feature
[vtr], which is equivalent to abstract accusative case. The morpheme =ha is inserted when
the marked clause object ([vtr]) is coreferential with a reference clause intransitive subject
([v intr]). Finally, the marker =kun is only sensitive to the temporal relationship between the
clauses and not to coreference relationships. Assuming standard competition mechanisms in
Distributed Morphology (Halle and Marantz 1993), this marker will serve as the default and
will be inserted when no more highly speciﬁed vocabulary item can be inserted in C.
To illustrate how this proposal works for an example, consider the sentence in (191).
(191) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= xon ]=mun
sing=sa.sq=Cmatrix
xano=ni
woman=erg
xukij
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the womani cooked corn.’
When the adjunct clause C has completed both cycles of probing it will have agreed with the
adjunct clause subject and the matrix clause subject and object. This means that adjunct
C will (minimally) have the features shown in (192a).21
(192) a. Features of adjunct C in (191)
[[sq,[i,v intr,T,Foc]] [i,[v,φ],T] [j,vtr]]
b. Features of =xon vocabulary item
[[sq,[i,T]] [i,[v,φ]]]
20This mirrors the pattern found in matrix perfective clauses. Like perfective clauses, SR clauses lack an
aspect marker that linearly splits the clause. Thus the explanation given in Chapter 3 for consistent ergative
marking in perfective clauses (namely, a lack of head movement from v to Asp, bleeding indirect agreement
between T and v) can derive the ergative case pattern in SR adjunct clauses. It is also worth noting here
that intransitive subjects are not obligatorily case marked in SR clauses (once again mirroring the behavior
of matrix perfective clauses). This is because nominative case require focus, not just agreement with T.
21I do not represent person and number features here. Since these will be third person singular for all of
the involved DPs, they may actually be unspecified.
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Here C contains sequential temporal information, the features of an overtly nominative-
marked DP from the ﬁrst cycle of agreement, the features of an overtly ergative-marked DP
from the second cycle, and the features of an object (accusative) DP from the second cycle.
Crucially, the nominative and ergative DPs share a referential index. We can see that the
features of the SR marker =xon in (192b) are a subset of the features on C. Moreover, there
is no vocabulary item in (190) that matches a larger subset of the features on C. Therefore,
=xon will be inserted. In this derivation, the features of the object DP, while copied to
C, do not aﬀect Vocabulary Insertion, because there is not a vocabulary item that matches
the features of the coreferential subject DPs and indicates anything about the object (nor
is there a vocabulary item that indicates explicitly that either subject is disjoint from an
object.) Further, many of the features related to the morphological exponence of case on
the two subject DPs do not aﬀect the choice of SR marker since there is no SR marker that
is more highly speciﬁed to indicate the full set of features needed for morphologically overt
nominative or ergative case rather than abstract case.
The account outlined here builds on the insight of Watanabe (2000) that SR is a form
of complementizer agreement. Rather than exponing agreement with arguments in only
one clause, as in typical cases of complementizer agreement, SR expones agreement directly
with arguments in two diﬀerent clauses (Arregi and Hanink 2018). An advantage of the
current account’s formalization of this idea is its parsimony: all of the technology needed to
account for this pattern of SR has been argued to be independently necessary on the basis of
evidence from distinct empirical domains. There are independent arguments for Cyclic Agree
(see Rezac 2003 and Be´jar and Rezac 2009 on agreement displacement crosslinguistically), for
insatiable probes (see Deal 2015b on Nez Perce verbal agreement), and for treating indices
as φ-features (see Rezac 2004 on English copy raising constructions). The combination
of these existing technologies and assumptions yields the correct results for SR without
further stipulation. In the following section I will compare the current analysis with previous
accounts of similar phenomena and will demonstrate that this account gives better empirical
coverage while also avoiding the introduction of additional mechanisms into the theory.
4.4 Previous analyses
Most formal accounts of SR can be divided into two basic categories: accounts which rely on
some mechanism of tracking referential indices and those which assume reference tracking is
not directly involved. In this section I consider both types of accounts of SR.22 I also consider
22Note that the set of accounts considered here is not exhaustive. Among other things, I set aside
most accounts that concern themselves with what has been termed ‘non-canonical switch-reference’ (Stirling
1993). Non-canonical SR refers to a phenomenon where subjects that are disjoint can trigger “same subject”
marking or subjects that are coreferential can trigger “different subject” marking – that is, it is not the
referential indices of arguments, or any notion of sameness of arguments, that is tracked. In systems that
allow such “unexpected” same or different subject marking, it has been argued that the SR system is sensitive
to sameness of topic situation rather than argument coreference (McKenzie 2012). The Amahuaca system
(along with many other systems of SR), does not show evidence of this non-canonical pattern of SR marking.
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an account of upward-oriented complementizer agreement (Diercks 2013) that suggests a
straightforward extension to account for SR. I demonstrate that all three types of approaches
face empirical challenges when faced with the full range of Amahuaca data. Here I will
focus on three speciﬁc facets of the Amahuaca pattern that prove to be diﬃcult to capture
under competing analyses: 1) the sensitivity of SR to the reference of object DPs, 2) the
simultaneous availability of overt coreferential subjects in both the marked and reference
clause, and 3) the high attachment site of SR clauses.
4.4.1 Accounts of switch-reference parasitic on agreeing T
The ﬁrst set of accounts of SR that I will consider represents the traditional assumption that
reference tracking is directly involved in SR (Finer 1984, 1985; Watanabe 2000; Camacho
2010). Often these accounts posit that patterns of SR are parasitic on agreement on T (or
some close equivalent – Inﬂ, AgrS, etc.). These accounts propose that subject agreement on
T is interpreted as SR through some mechanism at the CP level, the exact details of which
vary from account to account. Since subject agreement is what is relevant for SR, these
accounts (implicitly or explicitly) rule out object tracking of the type found in Amahuaca.
They take this to be a welcome prediction, to the extent that they address it, since it
has been widely assumed (often implicitly) that subjects are the only arguments relevant
for SR. The prediction of these accounts is that all examples that involve non-coreferential
subjects should receive diﬀerent subject marking (in my system, default marking), regardless
of coreference relationships involving other arguments. In this section I will show how this
prediction is problematic, given the Amahuaca data.
The ﬁrst theory to be considered under the umbrella of those that involve more or less
direct reference tracking is the account of Finer (1984, 1985). Finer’s account of SR using
mechanisms of the Binding Theory served as a departure point for many later generative
accounts of SR (Hale 1992; Watanabe 2000; Nonato 2014, among others). I will not consider
here all of the updates that have been proposed to Finer’s theory since most rely on the
same basic mechanisms of binding and face similar challenges.
Finer analyzes SR as part of generalized Binding Theory – that is, Binding Theory which
involves A′-positions and not only A-positions (Aoun 1986). He argues that same subject
(SS) markers are A′-anaphors while diﬀerent subject (DS) markers are A′-pronominals. The
basic idea is that the matrix C and the embedded C,23 which surfaces as a SR marker, each
have features of the subjects of their respective clauses. If they share the same features, the
embedded C is A′-bound in its governing category (Finer assumes C itself is an A′-position)
and surfaces as a SS marker. If they have diﬀerent features, the embedded C is A′-free in its
governing category and surfaces as a DS marker.
Getting into the details of the analysis, Finer posits that C receives the features of the
subject via T in both matrix and embedded clauses, since T agrees with the subject. He
23Throughout I will uniformly refer to T and C, even though the accounts I consider may use slightly
different, but essentially equivalent, labels for these projections.
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assumes that the matrix clause is the governing category for the embedded C. This means
that any coindexed, c-commanding element in an A′-position in the matrix clause can A′-
bind the embedded C. If the matrix and embedded subjects are coindexed, both matrix and
embedded T and C will receive this index. This will result in a SS marker – an anaphor. If,
instead, matrix and embedded subjects have distinct indices, the matrix and embedded T
and C will have diﬀerent indices and embedded C will surface as a DS marker – a pronominal.
These two possible structures are shown in (193) and (194), adapted from Finer (1985).
(193) CP
TP Ci
CP TP
NPi . . . TiTP
NPi . . . Ti
Ci
SSi/*DSi
(194) CP
TP Cj
CP TP
NPj . . . TjTP
NPi . . . Ti
Ci
DSi/*SSi
In (193) the SS marker surfaces since the subjects of both clauses are coindexed. The DS
marker is ruled out in this structure because it would constitute a Condition B violation
– it would be a pronominal bound in its governing category. In (194) we see the opposite
pattern. The two subjects are not coindexed and the DS marker surfaces. The SS marker is
ruled out, due to Condition A – if the SS marker surfaced it would be a free anaphor.
Finer argues that a binding theoretic account of SR is desirable because it accounts for
three crucial properties of SR – its obligatoriness, its locality, and its subject-orientation.
By obligatoriness, Finer means that when a SS marker is licensed, a DS marker is ruled
out, and vice versa. If these are simply A′-versions of familiar anaphors and pronominals,
this behavior is expected. In most conﬁgurations, only a pronominal or only an anaphor is
licensed for a particular indexation. By locality, Finer refers to the fact that SR is sensitive
to the index of the subject in the immediately superordinate clause and cannot “look”
higher up in the structure. This is accounted for by assuming that the conditions on SS
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versus DS markers are sensitive only to elements within their governing category (i.e. the
immediately superordinate clause). Finally, by subject-orientation, Finer means that SR
systems generally track only subjects, not objects. Since the SR markers Finer proposes
receive indices from T, which, in turn, receives its index from the subject, this is expected.
However, the view sketched out by Finer makes predictions about when object-orientation
should be possible. Finer assumes that an A′-element with the object’s features would occur
internal to VP. If this element were in the embedded VP it could then be c-commanded by
matrix C to derive a pattern of OS marking – that is, a special SR marker indicating that
the embedded object is coreferential with the matrix subject.24 However, Finer claims that
the reverse pattern should not be possible. If an A′-element bearing the matrix object’s
index is within the matrix VP, it will not c-command the embedded C. He argues that this
should rule out SO marking – a marker that indicates the embedded subject is coreferential
with the matrix object. However, this is exactly the type of coreference relationship that
Amahuaca =xo indicates, which is a problem for this type of account.25
Watanabe (2000) oﬀers an update of Finer’s (1984; 1985) account of SR into Minimalism.
He proposes that the φ-features of the subject are copied onto T via Agree. He proposes
that T undergoes head movement to C, resulting in the φ-features of the subject being on
a complex head in C. This pattern of feature copying and head movement is argued to take
place in both SR and complementizer agreement.
We now turn to the pieces of Watanabe’s analysis that are speciﬁc to SR. The feature
copying and head movement to C is argued to happen in both the matrix and the embedded
clause. This results in a c-command relationship between the formal features of the ma-
trix subject on matrix C and the formal features of the embedded subject on embedded C.
Watanabe argues that φ-features that were moved to the embedded C are associated with
binding features (Chomsky and Lasnik 1993) [±pronominal] and [±anaphoric] that are in C.
This makes these φ-features candidates for binding by the φ-features on matrix C. The gen-
eralization about the realization of SS versus DS is then the same as Finer’s: SS morphology
realizes bound φ-features while DS morphology realizes free φ-features. These possibilities
are shown in (195) and (196), adapted from Watanabe (2000: 174). Note that I use indices
on φ-bundles and DPs as a notational convention to indicate coreferentiality. Arrows indicate
head movement of T, and dashed lines indicate which DP a φ-bundle corresponds to.
24 Finer (1985) mentions that this pattern of OS marking may be attested in Yup’ik’s (Eskimo-Aleut;
USA) fourth person system (Payne 1979). He does not, however, provide details of how such an account
would work. For example, it is unclear how an element in the embedded VP would be able to be sensitive to
features of head in the matrix clause since its governing category would presumably be the embedded clause.
25The Amahuaca morpheme =haito from the simultaneous action SR paradigm shows this SO coreference
pattern as well.
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(195) CP
TP C
C T
T φi
CP TP
DPi T
′
VP T
TP C
C
SS/*DS
T
T φi
DPi T
′
VP T
(196) CP
TP C
C T
T φj
CP TP
DPj T
′
VP T
TP C
C
DS/*SS
T
T φi
DPi T
′
VP T
In (195), the φ-features of the embedded clause subject in C are in a relationship of referential
dependency with the φ-features of the matrix subject in matrix C. This is the conﬁguration
that leads to SS marking. In (196) there is no such referential dependency, and DS marking
is used.
For Watanabe, the features present on C in both clauses are always the features of the
subject of that clause. This is because C receives features from T via head movement and T
receives the features of the subject via subject agreement. Therefore, like Finer’s (1984; 1985)
account, this update shares the property of allowing only subject coreference relationships
to ﬁgure in SR.26
An account which diﬀers somewhat from the Finer-style binding approach to SR but
which I will still consider under the umbrella of reference-tracking theories of SR that are
26Watanabe (2000) does not address the potential pattern of OS marking that Finer (1985) mentions.
See footnote 24 in this chapter for more details.
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parasitic on agreeing T is that of Camacho (2010). Like other reference-tracking theories,
it does involve exchange of φ-features between clauses to yield SS marking. However, it
diﬀers from the theories discussed thus far in assuming that the SR head does not establish
referential dependency with a superordinate C.
Camacho’s analysis of SR is designed to account for the transitivity sensitivity of Panoan
SR systems, based mostly on data from Shipibo.27 Like in Amahuaca, SS constructions
in Shipibo have a diﬀerent form of marking depending on whether the matrix subject is a
transitive or intransitive subject. He argues that SS marking is triggered by an uninter-
pretable case feature on the SR marker. This feature is present only in SS clauses, triggering
agreement between the two clauses. In DS clauses this Agree operation does not take place.
Camacho posits that the case feature on SS morphemes is composed of an uninterpretable
φ-feature and an uninterpretable tense feature. The uφ feature on the SS marker triggers
the SR morpheme in C to establish an agreement dependency with the subject of its clause,
which is also in a dependency with T. Camacho assumes that only the matrix T has valued
interpretable T features, so the uT feature on the SS marker will result in it probing matrix
T.28 Since matrix T will have agreed with the matrix clause subject it will bear the matrix
subject’s φ-features. Camacho assumes that the φ-features on the agreeing heads must be
the same in order for the Agree operation to be successful.29 This operation is schematized
in (197) with dashed lines indicating pathways of feature valuation via Agree.
27Another analysis of SR within Panoan is that offered by Camacho and El´ıas-Ulloa (2001) for Capanahua.
Under their analysis, SR constructions involve conjoined clauses. The verb of each clause undergoes head
movement to the highest head in its clause and these two heads agree with each other, passing on information
about the arguments of the verb. The morphosyntactic details of this proposal are not fully fleshed out,
making it hard to evaluate for Amahuaca. However, the fact that head movement of the verb in Amahuaca
does not proceed higher than aspect (with the verb surfacing clause-medially) seems problematic for their
account.
28Note the similarity here to Assmann’s (2012) treatment of Quechua SR. Assmann assumes that the SR
clause T in Quechua has an unvalued tense feature, which causes it to probe the matrix T. The two T heads
can only successfully enter an Agree relation if all of the features on them match. Since both instances of
T will have agreed with the subject of their respective clause this means the subject must be the same for
Agree to take place. Under Assmann’s account, SS marking is the reflex of successful tense agreement while
DS marking is a default value inserted when Agree fails.
29Camacho discusses a few possible scenarios with respect to the φ-features from the two subjects. One
scenario is that one of the two subjects is pro and lacks valued φ-features. In this case, the link established
via Agree will actually result in feature valuation of the φ-features of this pro with the φ-features of the overt
argument in the other clause. This valuation can happen from SR clause to matrix clause or vice versa.
However, like in Amahuaca, in Shipibo it is possible to have an overt subject in both clauses (Camacho and
El´ıas-Ulloa 2010). In this case, Camacho assumes that both subjects have their own valued φ-features, but
that “some grammatical principle ensures that the φ-feature values of the two agreeing categories cannot
have contradictory indices” (Camacho 2010: 261). Only in discussion of two overt subjects does Camacho
bring up the role of indices in this system, but he is not explicit about what the status of indices is in his
theory. Presumably they are part of φ-feature bundles and are necessary to distinguish coreferential versus
noncoreferential third person DPs, even though the Agree mechanism for SR is stated in terms of person
and number features only.
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(197) TP
CP TP
vP T
uφ: φi
iT: t
TP C
uφ: φi
uT: t
SS
DP
iφ: φi
v ′vP T
uφ: φi
DP
iφ: φi
v ′
In (197), the two subject DPs, the two instances of T, and the SR clause C all have the
same φ-features via Agree. The C also shares a T feature with matrix T. This conﬁguration
represents a SS clause.
In DS clauses, Camacho argues that no such Agree relation is established between the
SR marker (C) and other elements. He assumes that DS markers lack uφ and uT (i.e. they
lack an uninterpretable case feature) and thus do not participate in Agree. This structure is
shown in (198).
(198) TP
CP TP
vP T
uφ: φj
iT: t
TP C
DS
DP
iφ: φj
v ′vP T
uφ: φi
DP
iφ: φi
v ′
In (198) the only exchange of φ-features is between the subject and T of each clause. There
is no cross-clausal agreement. Note, too, that the φ-features of the two subjects are distinct
(which I indicate with an index). There is nothing in the derivation of a DS structure that
actually rules out coreference of subjects. Camacho relies on a type of economy condition
to rule out coreferential DS structures. He argues that spreading φ-features via Agree (as in
a SS derivation) is more economical that merging the same φ-features twice in two separate
DPs. So the availability of a SS derivation with Agree will block a more costly DS structure.30
30It is not clear to me how this solution rules out DS structures with two overt subjects when SS structures
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Like the other reference-tracking accounts, Camacho’s system is not designed to allow for
object tracking since agreement between clauses is mediated through T, which agrees with the
subject. However, Valenzuela (2003) argues that Shipibo has a SR marker -a that indicates
that the object of the SR clause is coreferential with the subject of the matrix clause. This
marker is cognate with Amahuaca’s SR marker =ha, which indicates coreference of the SR
clause object with the matrix intransitive subject. Camacho brieﬂy mentions the purported
SR marker -a in Shipibo, but notes that, at the very least, a homophonous marker exists in
the relative clause system. He chooses to analyze -a as a relative clause marker, then, rather
than as a true SR marker, which puts it outside the scope of his account.
Interestingly, applying the diagnostics discussed in Chapter 2 for distinguishing relative
clauses from SR clauses, we see that the cognate Amahuaca =ha, when used in object =
intransitive subject constructions, does show behavior of a SR clause marker. However the
marker =ha also functions as an aspect marker in relative clauses. The fact that there are
two separate =ha markers, one for relative clauses and one for SR clauses, can be shown via
extraction tests. Recall that relative clauses are islands while SR clauses are not. When =ha
is used in an object = intransitive subject construction (which is where Shipibo -a should
be used as a SR marker), the =ha-marked clause is not an island for movement. This is
demonstrated in (199).
(199) ‘Who cooked the manioc that fell?’ (Literally ‘After who cooked the maniocj , itj
fell?’)
a. [tzova=n
who=erg
hatzaj
manioc
jova= ha ]=ra
cook=os.sq=int
proj pakuu=hax
fall=tam
b. tzova=ni=ra
who=erg=int
[ti hatzaj
manioc
jova= ha ]
cook=os.sq
proj pakuu=hax
fall=tam
In (199) we see =ha clauses whose object hatza ‘manioc’ is coreferential with the pro matrix
subject. The subject of each =ha clause is a wh-word tzovan. In wh-questions in Amahuaca,
the wh-word need not overtly move to a position before the second position interrogative
clitic =ra. However, movement of the wh-word to a position before =ra is possible and
mirrors focus movement of a constituent to the position before =mun in declaratives. In
(199a) we see a conﬁguration where the entire =ha clause that contains a wh-word appears
before =ra, while the wh-word itself remains in its usual subject position within the =ha
clause. In (199b) we see that it is also possible for the wh-word tzovan to move out of the
=ha clause to the position before =ra. The clause marked with =ha here is not an island.
with two overt subjects are possible. Camacho remarks that this economy condition is not at play when there
is an overt subject in both clauses since overt DPs will enter the derivation with valued φ-features. However,
he only considers an example with disjoint subjects. The other point he makes regarding a scenario with two
overt subjects is the following: “Notice that if both clauses have a coindexed DP, the structure would result
in a violation of Principle C of the Binding Theory” (Camacho 2010: 263). However, this would clearly
not be the case if the two DPs were pronouns (pronouns are not subject to Principle C), and a Principle B
violation could not rule out such a configuration either since the pronouns would be in separate CPs (a fact
which presumably allows two pronominal subjects in SS constructions).
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We can therefore conclude that this clause must be a SR clause rather than a relative clause.
This means that =ha can function as a SR marker in Amahuaca.
There appears to be another homophonous =ha in Amahuaca that serves as a relative
clause aspect marker. That is, not all clauses marked with =ha behave like SR clauses.
Some =ha clauses are islands, as demonstrated in (200).
(200) ‘Who saw the man that the alligator bit?’ (Literally ‘The alligator bit the man that
who saw?’)
a. [tzova=n
who=erg
joni
man
hiin=ha]=ra
see=pfv=int
kaputo=n
alligator.lg=erg
pi=hax
bite=tam
b. * tzova=ni=ra
who=erg=int
[ti joni
man
hiin=ha]
see=pfv
kaputo=n
alligator.lg=erg
pi=hax
bite=tam
In (200), we see =ha clauses, the object of which serves as the matrix clause object. Once
again, the subject of the =ha clauses is the wh-word tzovan. In (200a), the entire =ha clause
appears before =ra. Crucially, in (200b), when the wh-word tzovan moves out of the =ha
clause to appear before =ra, the result is ungrammatical. This means that the =ha clause
here is an island, consistent with it being a relative clause. Thus, in Amahuaca, =ha clauses
that involve coreference between their object and the matrix clause intransitive subject can
be SR clauses, while other =ha clauses are relative clauses. This matches what has been
reported for Shipibo -a by Valenzuela (2003), namely that -a can appear in relative clauses
or in object = subject SR clauses. Therefore, in Amahuaca, at least, we cannot set aside
clauses with =ha as outside of the scope of an account of SR, as Camacho (2010) proposes
to do for Shipibo -a clauses. This means that the lack of ability to accommodate object
tracking is a true shortcoming of Camacho’s account.
Let us summarize one of the persistent issues we have seen in all of the accounts of
SR discussed so far. Because all of these accounts involve C receiving φ-features from an
instance of T that has agreed with the subject, they predict that only subject tracking should
be possible in SR (modulo Finer’s brief mention of OS marking discussed in footnote 24 in
this chapter). SR markers should never be sensitive to coreference relationships involving
object DPs. This is not the pattern that we ﬁnd in Amahuaca. Instead, Amahuaca SR
markers can be sensitive to features of both the matrix object and the adjunct clause object,
as seen in (201) and (202), respectively.
(201) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= xo ]=mun
sing=so.sq=Cmatrix
hinan
dog.erg
xanoi
woman
chivan-vo=xo=nu
chase-am=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the dog chased the womani.’
(202) [joni=n
man=erg
hinoi
dog
hiin= ha ]=mun
see=os.sq=Cmatrix
proi koshi
quickly
ka=hi=ki=nu
go=ipfv=3.pres=decl
‘After the man saw the dogi, iti is running.’
In (201), the adjunct clause subject is coreferential with the matrix clause object xano
‘woman’, and the form of adjunct C is =xo to indicate this coreference relationship. Crucially,
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the DS marker =kun is not used here, as would be predicted by these accounts which
assume that only coreference relationships of subjects matter for SR. In (202), the reverse
pattern holds. The adjunct clause object hino ‘dog’ is coreferential with the matrix subject.
Here, adjunct C takes the form =ha, indicating this coreference pattern. Once again, the
DS marker is not used as predicted by accounts that assume that only subject tracking is
possible. Therefore, if we take the accounts of Finer, Watanabe, and Camacho at face value,
they are unable to account for the full pattern of SR in Amahuaca.
We could imagine an extension of these accounts that would admit object tracking. If
T hosts an insatiable probe, it could agree with both the subject and the object. Thus,
when the features from T are on C, the features of the object would be present on C as well.
While this type of account is certainly possible, it would require substantially reworking the
mechanisms at the C level in each account that determine which SR marker is grammatical,
since the features of more than one argument from each clause would be present on C. It is
also hard to reconcile this type of insatiable T account with the attested pattern of agreement
on T in Amahuaca. Amahuaca matrix tense markers indicate the person of the subject, as
shown in (203) and (204).
(203) hiya=x=mun
1sg=nom=Cmatrix
hun
1sg
rakuu=ku=nu
be.afraid=1.pst=decl
‘I was afraid.’
(204) vaku=x=mun
child=nom=Cmatrix
rakuu=xo=nu
be.afraid=3.pst=decl
‘The child was afraid.’
In (203), the subject is ﬁrst person and the form of the past tense marker is =ku. In contrast,
in (204), the subject is third person and the past tense marker is =xo. Even in transitive
clauses, T always indexes the subject of the clause and never the object, as shown by (205)
and (206).
(205) Maria=n=mun
Maria=erg=Cmatrix
hiya
1sg
hiin=xo=nu
see=3.pst=decl
‘Maria saw me.’
(206) Maria=n=mun
Maria=erg=Cmatrix
jaa
3sg
hiin=xo=nu
see=3.pst=decl
‘Maria saw him.’
Despite the fact that the object in (205) is ﬁrst person and the object in (206) is third person,
both clauses use the form of the past tense marker =xo to index the third person subject
Maria.
The fact that Amahuaca T never inﬂects for object person is puzzling were we to assume
that T hosts an insatiable φ-probe. It would simply be a morphological accident that T
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always agrees with all DPs in its clause but only ever reﬂects the features of the subject.
Instead, the more straightforward assumption is that T and C probe separately (Carstens
2003; Haegeman and van Koppen 2012, among others).31 T in Amahuaca hosts a probe that
is satisﬁed by any φ-features, deriving a pattern where it invariably agrees with the highest
DP in its c-command domain – the subject. (Recall from Chapter 3 that T can instead agree
with the subject’s features on v if v is high enough in the clause.) In contrast, as already
discussed, C’s probe lacks satisfaction conditions – it is insatiable. This means that C will
agree with all DPs in its c-command domain, deriving the pattern of object-sensitive SR.
Another type of issue for the accounts of SR discussed in this section is the fact that
they require additional mechanisms to be added to the grammar, and these mechanisms are
not motivated beyond the domain of SR. For example, the accounts of Finer (1984, 1985)
and Watanabe (2000) both rely on some mechanism of binding between matrix and adjunct
C. Outside of the domain of SR, this type of binding is unnecessary and unmotivated. The
account of Camacho (2010) requires something like an output ﬁlter that penalizes merging
two pronouns with the same φ-features in a single derivation to avoid undesired instances
of DS marking. This type of ﬁlter does not appear to be necessary for domains beyond
SR. This is another way in which the account proposed here is more attractive than its
competitors. All of the necessary technology used in the current account has been argued to
be independently needed on the basis of evidence from domains outside of SR. The current
account of SR therefore relies only on combining mechanisms that are already available in
the grammar.
4.4.2 Non-reference-tracking accounts of switch-reference
Some recent accounts of SR have departed from the traditional assumption that some mech-
anism of referential index tracking lies at the heart of SR. These accounts instead seek to
reduce SR to a special case of some more widely attested phenomenon like control (Georgi
2012) or coordination (Keine 2012, 2013). These accounts diﬀer substantially in their imple-
mentation, but what they have in common is the assumption that a SS construction should
be able to contain only one instance of a subject DP, a prediction which does not align with
31Arregi and Hanink (2018) offer an account of SR in Washo (Isolate; USA) which relies on the traditional
assumption that reference tracking is directly involved in SR, but which is not parasitic on agreeing T.
Instead, they assume, as I do here, that C probes independently. However, their account, like the ones
considered in this section, is designed to rule out object tracking in SR, since object tracking is not possible
in Washo. They accomplish this by assuming that C can only agree with nominative arguments, restricting
agreement to subjects. Even if this case requirement on C’s goal were removed, this would not yield a
system that could account for Amahuaca SR without further modification. Specifically, the bidirectional
Agree account that they pursue requires that the matrix arguments c-command the probe on SR C, which
is difficult to reconcile with the high attachment site of Amahuaca SR clauses. Further, they assume that
SS marking is a morphological default, while disjoint reference is explicitly encoded by the DS marker.
As discussed earlier, the Amahuaca facts suggest the opposite, namely that DS marking is actually the
morphological default.
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the empirical picture we see in Amahuaca (Clem 2018a).32
First, consider the account of Georgi (2012), who argues for a control-based analysis of
SR. She argues that SS structures are obligatory control structures, while DS structures do
not involve control. The SS marker itself indicates that the subject was moved out of the
marked clause.
Georgi assumes that SS clauses are TPs with a defective T. This T is unable to case-
mark the subject DP of its clause, whether that subject is an external argument, or the
internal argument of an unaccusative v, which does not assign case. This means that the
subject of the marked clause remains active in the derivation since it has not been assigned
case. Adopting the movement theory of control (Boeckx et al. 2010), Georgi argues that a
DP that remains active in a lower clause can move to check the selectional feature of the
superordinate v. In the upstairs clause, this DP is then assigned case. Georgi argues that
SS marking is the spell out of defective T in the embedded clause, and speciﬁcally assumes
that it spells out a T that does not c-command a DP in its accessible domain, that is, a
T in a clause out of which the subject has been moved.33 The structure for a SS clause is
illustrated in (207).
(207) vP
DP v ′
v VP
V TP
Tdef
SS
vP
v ′
In (207) the embedded subject moves to check the selectional features of the upstairs v,
leaving no DP in the lower clause. This results in the defective T of the lower clause being
spelled out as a SS marker.
In contrast to SS clauses, Georgi argues that the T in DS clauses is able to assign
case to its subject. That means this version of T is not defective. Georgi takes the fact
that DS markers are sometimes fused with subject agreement markers as evidence for the
non-defective nature of this T. She argues that DS marking is the spell out of non-root,
non-defective T, which c-commands a DP in its phase. This proposal for DS structures is
illustrated by the example structure in (208).
32I choose to highlight the problem of overt subjects for these two accounts. However, both accounts face
additional challenges, such as how to account for the high attachment site of Amahuaca SR clauses and how
to derive distinct SR markers that indicate reference relationships involving object DPs.
33Georgi notes that for her this means that the moved subject leaves no copy or trace in the lower clause.
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(208) vP
DP v ′
v VP
V CP
C TP
T
DS
vP
DP v ′
In (208), the embedded subject remains in the downstairs clause and the non-root T is
spelled out as a DS marker.
Under Georgi’s account, then, SS versus DS marking comes down to how many DPs are
in the numeration and what type of T is merged in the lower clause. If there are fewer
DPs than what is needed to meet selectional requirements and a defective T is merged, the
subject of the lower clause will check the selectional features of the higher v, resulting in
SS marking, as in (207). If a non-defective T is merged, the derivation will crash since the
selectional requirements of the upstairs v will not be met due to a shortage of DPs. If there
is a suﬃcient number of DPs in the numeration and a non-defective T is merged, no DP
movement from the marked to the reference clause will occur, resulting in DS marking as in
(208). If a defective T is merged, the embedded subject will not move and will not be case-
marked, causing the derivation to crash. This type of account is hard to reconcile with the
fact that Amahuaca SS constructions can have overt subjects in both clauses. If SS marking
is always the spell out of a defective T, the subject of the SS clause in such constructions
should not be licensed and the derivation should crash.
Keine (2012, 2013), like Georgi (2012), argues that SS constructions involve fewer DPs
than DS constructions. However, his approach is quite diﬀerent in that he analyzes SR
clauses as involving coordination, rather than subordination, and argues that the SS/DS
distinction reﬂects a diﬀerence in coordination height.34
Keine argues that SS marking reﬂects low coordination, that is, VP coordination. In a
VP coordination structure, there will only be one subject DP, which will be introduced by
v above the coordinate structure. Therefore, the two predicates will have the same subject.
34Note that this is in conflict with Weisser’s (2012; 2016) claim that there is no SR in coordination
structures. Of the three languages that Keine (2013) takes as case studies, Weisser claims that the Amele
(Nuclear Trans New Guinea; Papua New Guinea) structures in question involve clause chaining and that
the relevant Kiowa (Kiowa-Tanoan; USA) constructions do not involve SR but rather a tight versus loose
coordination distinction. Weisser briefly mentions Seri (isolate; Mexico) only to say that its purportedly
non-canonical SR can actually be analyzed as true SR.
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Keine argues that the SS marker is the context-sensitive spell out of the coordinator when
it coordinates VPs. In contrast, Keine argues that DS marking involves high coordination,
that is, vP coordination. When two vPs are coordinated, each will contain its own subject.
Therefore, the two predicates will have diﬀerent subjects. The DS marker is the context-
sensitive spell out of the coordinator when it coordinates two vPs.35 These two structures
are illustrated in (209) and (210), adapted from Keine (2013: 772).
(209) vP
DP v ′
v &P
VP &′
&
SS
VP
(210) &P
vP &′
&
DS
vP
DP v ′
v VP
DP v ′
v VP
In (209) we see the coordinator coordinating two VPs and being realized as a SS marker. In
(210), the coordinator is coordinating two vPs and is realized as a DS marker. This account
suﬀers from the same issues as Georgi’s (2012) analysis. It predicts that a SS construction
should only be able to have one overt subject DP. Additionally, because SS versus DS marking
comes down to a diﬀerence between whether coordination is above or below the external
argument, this account cannot derive patterns where a SR marker indicates coreference of
the object of one clause and subject of another – even VP coordination will allow for two
distinct internal arguments at all times.
While the two non-reference-tracking accounts considered here diﬀer signiﬁcantly in terms
of the technology used, they share an unwelcome prediction. In both of these accounts, the
35The presentation of Keine’s analysis given here is actually an oversimplification of his Vocabulary
Insertion account. The languages considered by Keine differ in the patterns of SR involving things like
weather predicates and in the use of SR markers for other types of coordination. Therefore which coordinator
Keine analyzes as default versus context-sensitive differs by language.
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explicit prediction is that SS clauses should only contain one subject DP, either because
the same DP occupies the external argument position in both clauses at some point in the
derivation or because a single external argument is introduced by one instance of v above
the level of coordination. This prediction does not align with the attested distribution of
overt subject DPs in SS structures in Amahuaca (Clem 2018a). As discussed previously, SR
adjunct clauses in Amahuaca can contain all arguments of the verb overtly, including the
subject. This holds regardless of whether the adjunct clause is marked as same or diﬀerent
subject. As seen in (211), an overt nominative-marked subject DP appears in the adjunct
clause. A coreferential ergative-marked subject pronoun appears in the matrix clause.
(211) [moha
already
xano=xi
woman=nom
nokoo= xon ]=mun
arrive=sa.sq=Cmatrix
jato=ni
3pl=erg
hatza
manioc
xoka=kan=xo=nu
peel=3pl=3.pst=decl
‘After the womeni arrived, theyi peeled manioc.’
Under accounts which predict only one subject DP in a SS structure, it is unclear how to
derive the presence of two overt subjects in (211). The problem is made especially acute
since the two DPs do not match in case and since one is a pronoun while the other contains
a full NP. The diﬀerence in case and other content of these two DPs suggests that they
constitute two separate subject DPs.
4.4.3 Bound anaphor accounts of complementizer agreement
The ﬁnal alternative style of analysis I will consider here has been proposed to account
for systems of complementizer agreement that do not involve SR. Speciﬁcally, it has been
proposed to handle cases of upward-oriented complementizer agreement – that is, when an
embedded complementizer agrees with an argument in the superordinate clause. Diercks
(2013) argues that upward-oriented complementizer agreement does not actually involve the
C of a complement clause probing all the way up to agree directly with a matrix DP. Instead,
he argues that this pattern of agreement results from local agreement between complement
C and a bound anaphor in its speciﬁer.
Diercks focuses on upward-oriented complementizer agreement in Lubukusu (Bantu;
Kenya). In Lubukusu, complementizer agreement in an embedded clause is always with the
subject of the immediately superordinate clause. Diercks argues that this agreement pattern
arises through what he terms ‘Indirect Agreement’. Spec,CP of the embedded clause hosts
a null reﬂexive pronoun. In Lubukusu, this anaphor is strictly subject oriented, patterning
with long-distances reﬂexives in languages like Icelandic and Mandarin. Diercks argues that
this null anaphor is bound by the subject of the higher clause, causing its φ-features to covary
with the φ-features of the higher subject. Embedded C then enters into a local Spec-Head
agreement relationship with this bound anaphor, causing the form of C to covary with the
φ-features of the higher overt argument. A structure illustrating this analysis is given in
(212), with the solid line indicating binding and the dotted line indicating agreement.
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(212) vP
DP v ′
v VP
V CP
anaphor C′
C . . .binding
Agree
In (212) the matrix subject DP in Spec,vP binds the anaphor in Spec,CP of the embedded
clause. The embedded complementizer agrees with this bound anaphor.
We could imagine that perhaps SR involves both downward- and upward-oriented com-
plementizer agreement. The C of the adjunct clause could agree with a DP in its complement
as well as with a bound anaphor in its speciﬁer. This second step is similar to the proposal
of Baker and Camargo Souza (2018) for how SR clause C enters into an Agree relation with
the matrix subject. They assume C agrees with an operator in Spec,CP that is controlled by
the matrix subject. However, this type of account faces challenges in view of the evidence for
a high attachment site for SR clauses in Amahuaca. There is no distributional evidence that
suggests that adjunct CPs can surface low enough in the structure to allow the binding of an
anaphor in their speciﬁer. The bound anaphor account was proposed for agreeing instances
of C that appear in complement clauses, where the matrix arguments c-command the CP
and can therefore bind the anaphor. In contrast, the Amahuaca SR structure involves an
agreeing C in an adjunct clause. Furthermore, as shown in Section 4.1.1, these adjunct
clauses always surface above the highest A-position of the matrix arguments. This would
mean that these clauses would be too high to allow the matrix subject to c-command and
bind an anaphor in their speciﬁer.36
Even if Amahuaca adjunct CPs were to originate lower than the matrix arguments and
obligatorily move to their high surface position in the structure, they do not undergo recon-
struction for Condition C, as seen in (213).
36Note that some languages do show SR in complement clauses. For example, this pattern is reported for
embedded nominalized clauses in Washo (Arregi and Hanink 2018). It is possible that for these languages
a bound anaphor account along the lines of the one sketched here is a plausible analysis. C could still be
an insatiable probe, agreeing with DPs in its complement and then agreeing with a bound anaphor in its
specifier through probe reprojection. When the insatiable probe reprojected to the maximal projection level,
it could continue to probe. However, the only material in the c-command domain of Cmax in a complement
position would be the head that selects the maximal projection, such as V. This head presumably would not
have a referential index, and therefore this third cycle of probing would not encounter any possible goals.
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(213) [Floria=ni
Floria=erg
Mariaj
Maria
hiin= xo ]=mun
see=so.sq=Cmatrix
Maria=nj
Maria=erg
Floriai
Floria
chivan-vo=xo=nu
chase-am=3.pst=decl
‘After Floriai saw Mariaj, Mariaj chased Floriai.’
Here, the R-expressions Maria and Floria appear both in the adjunct clause and the matrix
clause and there is no Condition C violation. This means that the adjunct clause does not
undergo reconstruction to a position below the matrix arguments. However, in this structure,
the SR marker =xo indicates coreference of the adjunct subject and the matrix object.37 For
this type of pattern to arise under a bound anaphor account, the anaphor in the speciﬁer of
the adjunct clause would have to be bound by the matrix object, Floria. However, for an
anaphor in the adjunct clause to be bound by the matrix object, the adjunct CP would have
to reconstruct to a position below the matrix object DP. If there is no reconstruction for
Condition C in such structures, it is unclear how there could simultaneously be reconstruction
for the binding of this anaphor.
An additional issue for this style of account arises when we consider the nature of the
agreement relationship between C and the anaphor in its speciﬁer. Under a purely downward
model of Agree (absent probe reprojection), Spec-Head agreement requires some additional
explanation since the head does not c-command its speciﬁer. One proposal for how to sub-
sume Spec-Head agreement under a general theory of downward Agree is the type of Cyclic
Agree model outlined here. Through probe reprojection, the probe on an intermediate pro-
jection does c-command the speciﬁer, thus allowing Spec-Head agreement to be an instance
of the more general Agree under c-command. If Cyclic Agree is assumed in order to de-
rive agreement with the anaphor in Spec,CP, the question arises as to why cyclic expansion
cannot result in the probe reprojecting to the level of Cmax and continuing to probe its
c-command domain, as in (214).
37There is no dedicated marker that indicates that the adjunct clause object is coreferential with a matrix
transitive subject. Instead, the default marker =kun is used. Since =xo is more highly specified in its
featural content than =kun, it is used here.
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(214) Tmax
Cmax T
anaphor C
Tmax Cmin
Dmaxsubj
. . . Tmin
Dmaxobj . . .
In (214), Cmin ﬁrst probes its c-command domain, agreeing with the adjunct clause argu-
ments. Through cyclic expansion, the probe located at the intermediate projection level then
probes the anaphor in Spec,CP. If cyclic expansion allowed adjunct Cmax to probe into the
matrix TP, this would make agreement with the bound anaphor in Spec,CP redundant. The
same features received from the anaphor on the second cycle of Agree could be received di-
rectly from the matrix argument itself on the third cycle of Agree. To avoid this redundancy,
we would need a stipulation to rule out a third cycle of Agree involving a probe on Cmax.
Given the fact that the labels of the various projections of C are assumed to be formally
identical under BPS, it is unclear how such a stipulation could be derived.
4.4.4 Summary of previous analyses
In conclusion, all of the alternative accounts examined here face empirical challenges given
the full range of data in Amahuaca. The distribution of overt subject DPs, the sensitivity
of SR to object DPs, and the lack of Condition C reconstruction eﬀects for SR adjunct
clauses are all problematic for previous accounts of SR. Not only is the current analysis
able to account for the full range of data, but it does so utilizing only technology that has
been independently argued to be necessary for phenomena beyond SR. In contrast, other
accounts of SR often rely on some mechanism that is speciﬁc to SR, such as binding between
complementizers, or require unattractive stipulations, like an economy condition penalizing
overt coreferential DPs, to derive the desired patterns. Thus both the empirical coverage
and the simplicity of the current account give it an advantage over competing analyses.
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4.5 Predictions and typology
Now that we have seen how the current Agree-based account of SR compares to its com-
petitors in terms of empirical coverage of the Amahuaca data, it is worth considering the
predictions of the current style of account as well as how it can handle the typology of
SR systems. In this section, the focus will be on two particular questions that the current
analysis raises. First, why do most SR systems look empirically diﬀerent from Amahuaca in
allowing only subjects to be tracked? Second, why do we not see more evidence for maximal
projections serving as probes?
With respect to the ﬁrst question, it is worth emphasizing that Amahuaca does indeed
display a proﬁle that is typologically unusual for SR systems. In general, SR systems only
allow subject coreference relationships to ﬁgure in the calculus of SR marking.38 However,
sensitivity to objects is not entirely absent in other SR systems. For example, it is a feature
found in many other Panoan languages aside from Amahuaca (Valenzuela 2003; van Gijn
2016), and it has been argued to exist in Warlpiri (Pama-Nyungan; Australia) as well (Austin
1981; Legate 2002: 125). The question then arises as to how to derive a subject-only tracking
system under the current style of analysis, given that it was developed with both subject
and object tracking in mind. The current account suggests several possibilities of how such
systems could arise.
First of all, a language could lack object shift. Object shift in Amahuaca is what allows
objects to be visible to a high probe on C. If objects remained within the vP phase, they
would be inaccessible goals for Agree. Therefore, if a language lacked object shift, it could
display a subject-only pattern of SR, even if everything else involved in the syntax of SR
functioned as in Amahuaca. The insatiable probe on C would encounter only the marked
clause subject on the ﬁrst cycle of Agree. Upon reprojection of the probe, second cycle Agree
would only encounter the reference clause subject. Therefore, the pattern of SR would be
sensitive only to referential indices of the two subject DPs, giving the simple same versus
diﬀerent subject pattern found in the majority of languages with SR.
A second option for deriving subject-only tracking lies in the nature of the probe on C
and the case alignment of the language. If a language displayed accusative alignment, a case
discriminating probe on C could yield a pattern of subject-only tracking. It is well-known
that many languages restrict agreement to DPs with certain case values, suggesting that
probes can be case discriminating (Preminger 2014; Deal 2017a). Further, if such patterns
of case discrimination in agreement are constrained by a case hierarchy like that proposed by
Marantz (1991), the expected patterns of case-sensitive agreement are not random (Bobaljik
2008). Speciﬁcally, we expect the most unmarked case values to be most likely to be goals
38Further typological work on SR that spans multiple geographic areas is needed to assess how strong
this trend is. There are large surveys that focus on particular geographic locations (see, e.g., McKenzie
2015 for North America and Roberts 1997 for Papua New Guinea). In the survey work that has been
done, it certainly seems like subject tracking is the norm. For example, McKenzie states, “SR has never
been observed in North American languages to track objects, applicatives, or any nominal arguments except
subjects” (2015: 425).
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for a case-discriminating probe. In an accusative system, the unmarked value for case will
be nominative. Therefore, with a probe on C that agreed only with the unmarked case, only
nominative DPs would be able to be tracked by the SR system.39 This could yield a pattern
of subject tracking even if object DPs were high enough in the structure to be accessible to
C. Due to the more marked case of the object, it would not be able to be a goal for Agree.
A ﬁnal route to a subject-only tracking system that is suggested by the current account
is morphological syncretism. The probe on C could successfully agree with objects, but
the language could simply lack dedicated morphology to spell out patterns of coreference
involving objects due to syncretism in the paradigm. One reason to think that morpholog-
ical syncretism may be at play in deriving a paucity of object tracking crosslinguistically
comes from within Amahuaca itself. Speciﬁcally, when we compare diﬀerent paradigms of
SR markers in Amahuaca, it appears that morphological syncretism is involved in collapsing
several of the possible distinctions. In this chapter, the focus has been on the sequential
action SR paradigm, since it is in this paradigm that we see the fullest number of morpho-
logical contrasts in the SR system. If we compare this paradigm, shown in Table 4.2, to the
paradigms for simultaneous and subsequent action SR clauses, seen in Table 4.3 and Table
4.4, respectively, we see successively more syncretisms in the paradigms.
Reference
S A O
M
ar
ke
d S
=hax =xon =xo
A
O =ha =kun
Table 4.2: Sequential switch-reference markers (repeated)
Reference
S A O
M
ar
ke
d S
=hi =kin =haito
A
O =hain
Table 4.3: Simultaneous switch-reference markers
39Arregi and Hanink (2018) assume that SR CPs attach below matrix arguments in Washo and argue that
agreement between SR C and the matrix subject is therefore an instance of upward Agree. They propose
that the probe on SR C is case discriminating to explain how the probe is able to “skip over” the object DP
of the main clause to agree with the nominative subject DP.
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Reference
S A O
M
ar
ke
d S =katzi/
=xankin
A =xanni40
O =non
Table 4.4: Subsequent switch-reference markers
In the sequential action series of SR markers (corresponding roughly to ‘after’), the default
marker =kun is used for only two cells of the coreference paradigm. In this paradigm, tracking
of both the marked and reference clause objects is possible. In the simultaneous action series
(corresponding roughly to ‘while’), the default marker =hain is used for all coreference
relationships involving the marked clause object. Only the object in the reference clause
triggers a distinct coreference marker. Finally, in the subsequent action series (corresponding
roughly to ‘before’), all object tracking in both clauses has been collapsed to the default
marker =non. There is no evidence that simultaneous and subsequent action clauses diﬀer
signiﬁcantly in their syntax from their sequential action counterparts. Their distribution in
matrix clauses and ability to host overt material is the same. They diﬀer morphologically
only in the form of the SR marker. Therefore, it appears that morphological syncretism is
plausibly responsible for the variation that we ﬁnd in the ability of SR markers to indicate
coreference relationships involving objects across the paradigms. Given that syncretism
plays a role even within the Amahuaca system, it is reasonable to assume that at least some
languages may lack object tracking in some or all of the paradigm due to similar syncretisms.
In languages that display subject-only tracking, it should be possible to independently
test for some of the relevant factors to see which path to subject-only tracking is utilized.
Is there independent evidence for object shift from domains such as binding and crossover?
If not, then the object may remain too low to be accessible to C’s probe. Can only DPs
bearing a single (unmarked) case value be targeted for SR or can quirky case subjects also
be tracked? If only the most unmarked DPs can be tracked via the SR system, then C’s
probe may be case-discriminating. If there is no evidence in a given language for the ﬁrst
two ways of deriving subject-only tracking, then morphological syncretism may play a role.
Given the fact that there are multiple routes to a subject-only tracking system, such systems
are predicted to arise frequently. This aligns with the typological picture that we see, where
these systems appear to be much more common than those that allow for the tracking of
objects.
40The marker =xanni does appear to indicate subsequent action and coreference of the adjunct subject
and matrix intransitive subject, as does =katzi. However, =xanni is more restricted, and occurs only with
the matrix verb ka ‘go’ in the examples I have been able to collect. The marker =katzi does not appear to
have any such restrictions with respect to the choice of matrix verb. Examples of these markers are given in
Appendix A.
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Another question that the current account raises is why we do not ﬁnd more maximal
projections that function as probes. In order to answer this question, it is worth considering
where we tend to ﬁnd probes to begin with. Some of the most commonly assumed probes
in the clausal domain are v, T, and complement C. For each of these heads, the c-command
domain of the maximal projection of the head will contain only the head that selects it. For
instance, the c-command domain of Tmax will contain only C. Therefore, the only way that
we would ever be able to tell whether the maximal projection had searched its c-command
domain would be if it successfully agreed with the selecting head. Given that functional
heads in the clausal spine are typically not merged with the type of features that the probes
are searching for, Agree will typically fail to ﬁnd a goal in the c-command domain of the
maximal projection. Therefore, it is possible that maximal projections probe, but that Agree
(at least on this cycle of probing) fails in the sense of Be´jar 2003 (see also Preminger 2014).
In contrast, the c-command domain of adjuncts provides a more illuminating testing
ground. If we turn to adjunct C, as in the current account, it is possible that we actually see
quite a number of languages that have probing maximal projections, given that a large num-
ber of languages have SR systems. It is also plausible that other types of agreeing adjuncts
may involve cyclic expansion leading to maximal projections that probe their c-command
domain. For example, Lubukusu ‘how’ agrees in φ-features with the highest argument in
its c-command domain (Carstens and Diercks 2013). Carstens and Diercks note that this
behavior is somewhat puzzling if we assume that the probe is located on the head, but can
be easily accounted for if we assume that the probe is instead located at the maximal projec-
tion level. This pattern can be very straightforwardly derived in the current system without
assuming that probes can originate on maximal projections. Because this adjunct only con-
tains the agreeing ‘how’ element itself, if the probe originates on the minimal projection of
this adjunct, its c-command domain will not contain any possible goals. This means that the
probe will remain unsatisﬁed and will be able to reproject to the maximal projection level,
accounting for the ability of ‘how’ to agree with elements in the c-command domain of its
maximal projection.41 (For a similar treatment see also Carstens 2016.42) Examining fur-
ther instances of agreeing adjuncts (and speciﬁers) may prove to be a fruitful line of inquiry
in discovering how common this pattern of maximal projections serving as probes through
cyclic expansion is crosslinguistically.
41Note that this agreeing ‘how’ element may actually be a simultaneously minimal and maximal projection.
If it is, then probe reprojection would not be necessary to derive the pattern of agreement.
42Carstens does not assume that the Lubukusu probe must originate on the maximal projection, but
she does not employ systematic cyclic expansion to derive this result. Instead she assumes that probing is
limited to the c-command domain of the head for one round of probing but then becomes directionality free
if the features of the probe are not matched by any goal in its c-command domain.
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4.6 Summary
4.6.1 Consequences for a theory of switch-reference
In this chapter I have oﬀered an Agree-based account of Amahuaca SR. I have argued that,
despite having the appearance of a long-distance, cross-phasal dependency, SR can actually
be analyzed as involving a series of local phase-bound dependencies, mediated by an agreeing
complementizer. Framing the analysis in terms of complementizer agreement draws on the
insight of Watanabe (2000), but the analysis I provide demonstrates that we need not invoke
binding to account for the distribution of same and diﬀerent subject marking. This means
that the current account is unlike accounts which rely on binding, such as Finer 1984 and
1985, Hale 1992, Watanabe 2000, and Nonato 2014, and is instead more in line with purely
Agree-based analyses of SR, such as Camacho 2010 and Arregi and Hanink 2018. I have
also argued that agreement between C and the arguments involved in SR is direct, rather
than being mediated by a functional head like T (contra Camacho 2010) or a controlled null
argument (contra Baker and Camargo Souza 2018).
In terms of the empirical contributions of this chapter, I have argued that both matrix and
adjunct clause objects in Amahuaca can ﬁgure in the calculus of coreference relationships for
the purpose of SR. These cases cannot be reduced to instances of relative clauses, in contrast
to what has been argued by Camacho (2010) for purported object-tracking SR markers in
Shipibo.43 This places Amahuaca among the small number of languages for which object-
sensitive switch-reference has been reported. The fact that such languages exist means that
any theory of SR that aims to account for the crosslinguistic picture must provide some
mechanism for tracking objects. As demonstrated here, many previous theories instead have
explicitly ruled out object tracking, assuming that it was unattested.
4.6.2 Implications for Agree
The analysis of SR I have oﬀered in this chapter relies on the technology of Cyclic Agree
(Rezac 2003, 2004; Be´jar and Rezac 2009). I have put forth an argument that the logical
prediction of Cyclic Agree and BPS is that maximal projections should be able to probe their
c-command domain (that is, if a probe remains unsatisﬁed after earlier cycles of Agree). I
have also shown that this prediction is borne out in the domain of agreeing adjunct C in
SR constructions in Amahuaca. Therefore, I take the assumption that maximal projections
can indeed be probes to be desirable in two respects. First of all, it avoids unattractive
(and potentially diﬃcult to implement) stipulations in a cyclic theory of Agree. It is unclear
how we could ensure that maximal projections could never serve as probes through cyclic
43Sparing-Cha´vez (1998, 2012) does argue that objects figure in the interclausal reference system of
Amahuaca. However, she does not distinguish systematically between SR clauses and relative clauses. This
means that she does not entirely rule out a treatment of seeming object-tracking SR in terms of relative
clauses. To my knowledge, other sources that mention object tracking in Amahuaca, such as Hyde 1980, do
not provide any tests to show that these markers are unambiguously SR markers.
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expansion, given the evidence that intermediate projections can probe and the lack of formal
distinction between intermediate and maximal projections. Even stipulating a limit on the
number of possible cycles of Agree could not derive this outcome, given that not all projec-
tions will contain segments between the minimal and maximal projection. Second, it yields
a simple and straightforward way of accounting for SR that has greater empirical coverage
than previous analyses and that does not resort to introducing any new technology that is
speciﬁc to SR. By assuming this type of Cyclic Agree model, we account for the seemingly
non-local nature of SR, without sacriﬁcing well-supported assumptions about locality and
directionality in Agree. Rather than circumventing conditions on c-command, the type of
apparent long-distance agreement that we see in SR can be taken simply as an indication
of cyclic expansion of the probe’s domain. This view that maximal projections can serve as
probes therefore allows us to preserve a view where Agree is always local (i.e. phase-bound)
and is always under c-command.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This dissertation has explored the mechanism of Agree (Chomsky 2000, 2001) through the
lens of the morphosyntax of Amahuaca. I have discussed applications of Agree technol-
ogy to expanded empirical domains drawing on Amahuaca data, and I have examined the
consequences that such analytical moves have for a reﬁnement of our understanding of the
mechanism of Agree. To conclude this work, I summarize ﬁrst the empirical contributions
of the two case studies in this dissertation and second the broader implications for syntactic
theory, speciﬁcally the theory of Agree.
5.1 Empirical contributions and analytical insights
This dissertation was divided into two interrelated case studies in Amahuaca morphosyn-
tax. The ﬁrst case study involved a typologically unusual pattern of split ergativity that is
sensitive to the syntactic position of the transitive subject. The second case study explored
the extensive system of switch-reference (SR) in Amahuaca, including the typologically rare
pattern of sensitivity to object DPs and abstract case in SR. In both of these domains, I
demonstrated that an Agree-based analysis could more straightforwardly account for the
empirical facts than alternative analyses. Thus, I concluded that Agree can ﬁgure in the
assignment of ergative case and can be the mechanism underlying SR. Here I summarize the
details of these two case studies.
5.1.1 Agree and differential case marking
In Chapter 3 I discussed the pattern of split ergativity found in Amahuaca. The empirical
generalization that I made is that subjects in their base position do not surface with overt
case marking, while transitive subjects that move higher in the clause do surface with overt
ergative case. Interestingly, ergative case isn’t the only case in Amahuaca to exhibit dif-
ferential case marking. As discussed in Chapter 3, nominative case also shows a pattern of
diﬀerential case marking (though, crucially, this pattern is distinct from the pattern observed
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with ergative). I argued upon the basis of diﬀerential ergative and nominative marking that
morphological case is the exponence of bundles of features rather than the spell out of a
single atomic case feature.
For ergative case, the bundle of features that is exponed contains features that were
received through Agree relations with multiple functional heads. Speciﬁcally, I argued that
ergative case expones agreement with a transitive v and T (Deal 2010). The fact that v must
be transitive (i.e. must have agreed with an object DP), ensures that only the subjects of
transitive clauses will be marked with ergative case. This captures the insight of the inherent
case literature that transitive v is involved in the assignment of ergative case (Woolford 1997,
2006; Legate 2006, 2008). It also captures the central role of an object DP lower in the clause
for the assignment of ergative case in the dependent case literature (Yip et al. 1987; Marantz
1991; Baker and Vinokurova 2010; Baker 2014, 2015; Baker and Bobaljik 2017). Crucially,
however, under the account oﬀered in Chapter 3 agreement with v is a necessary but not
suﬃcient condition for being marked with ergative case. A transitive subject must also enter
into a direct Agree relation with T and move to Spec,TP to be marked with morphological
ergative case. This captures the empirical generalization that only transitive subjects that
have moved out of their base position (and through Spec,TP) surface with ergative case. This
style of analysis demonstrates that at least some instances of ergative case crosslinguistically
are structural, assigned under Agree. Interestingly, though, at least in Amahuaca, Agree
with one functional head does not license ergative case marking. Rather, multiple Agree
relations are necessary for ergative case to be marked.
As mentioned before, nominative case also displays a pattern of diﬀerential case marking
in Amahuaca. However, this pattern diﬀers empirically from the pattern of diﬀerential erga-
tive marking found in Amahuaca. Nominative case is marked only on intransitive subjects
that are narrow foci. Thus, while nominative case marking is typically correlated with focus
movement to Spec,CP, nominative case is not tied to syntactic position like ergative case,
but rather to an information structural value. I argued in Chapter 3 that overt nominative
case, like ergative case, expones a complex bundle of features. Speciﬁcally, it indexes agree-
ment with T as well as a focus feature. Agreement with T is what distinguishes the DP as
a subject. However, this is not suﬃcient to license nominative case marking, since not all
subjects are marked nominative. The focus feature must additionally be present in order for
overt case marking to occur.1 Thus, one consequence of this account is that case exponence
can be directly sensitive to information structural features.
In the characterization of ergative case laid out here, the ﬁrst feature relevant for case
marking is a feature received from Agree with v. As discussed in Chapter 3, nominative DPs,
too, will have agreed with v (speciﬁcally v intr). Thus, features from v serve to distinguish
the three types of core arguments of the verb – the transitive subject (A), intransitive subject
(S), and object (O). Divorcing these features from overt morphological case marking allows us
1Recall that transitive subjects are not marked with the nominative marker even when focused. This
is because the ergative and nominative case morphemes are in competition and the ergative is more highly
specified in terms of its featural content.
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to deﬁne abstract case (or, alternatively, grammatical function) separately from the features
that morphological case expones. Since abstract case is always determined low in the clause
– internal to the vP – all DPs will bear indications of abstract case. In the second case study
in this dissertation, I demonstrated how abstract case plays a crucial role in the grammar of
SR in Amahuaca, further justifying a distinction between morphological and abstract case.
I turn to an overview of this second case study now.
5.1.2 Agree and switch-reference
In Chapter 4 I explored the complex system of SR found in Amahuaca. I demonstrated
that SR marking is sensitive to three basic types of information: 1) temporal relationships
between clauses, 2) (non-)coreference of all arguments of two clauses, and 3) abstract case
of coreferential arguments. The ﬁrst observation is not unusual from a typological perspec-
tive, but the second two are somewhat unexpected. Since the ﬁrst characterization of SR
by Jacobsen (1967), it has been assumed by many authors that SR is a subject-oriented
phenomenon (and, indeed, it appears to be in many languages). However, the reference of
object DPs is also relevant for SR in Amahuaca, as has been noted by Sparing-Cha´vez (1998,
2012). With respect to the third empirical observation, only Panoan languages instantiate
sensitivity to the case of coreferential DPs, to my knowledge. As I demonstrated in Chapter
4, existing analyses of SR fail to capture one or both of these two empirical facts about
Amahuaca. Therefore, the focus of the chapter was on developing an analysis of SR that
could account for both object and case sensitivity.
As I demonstrated in Chapter 4, a purely Agree-based analysis of SR is straightforwardly
able to capture sensitivity to the reference of all arguments of the verbs in two clauses as well
as to the abstract case of coreferential arguments. I argued that SR involves complemen-
tizer agreement (Watanabe 2000; Arregi and Hanink 2018), and that this complementizer
agreement is cyclic. First, the complementizer agrees with DPs in its own clause, and then
it agrees with DPs in the clause to which its clause adjoins through cyclic expansion (Rezac
2003, 2004; Be´jar and Rezac 2009). If C is not restricted to agreeing with only subjects, but
instead is able to directly agree with all DPs, object sensitivity is straightforwardly derived.
Additionally, if C is able to copy back the case features on DPs it agrees with, case sensitivity
can also easily be captured.
It is in formalizing the sensitivity to case that we can draw an interesting connection to the
analysis of case marking in Chapter 3. Crucially SR is not sensitive to overt morphological
case, but is rather sensitive to something like the grammatical function (or abstract case)
of the relevant arguments. As discussed above, assuming that morphological case expones a
combination of multiple features allows us to straightforwardly account for instances where
abstract case and morphological case seem to diverge. It is exactly this type of pattern
that SR instantiates. SR is sensitive to a subset of features necessary for morphological case
marking – speciﬁcally, it is only sensitive to the features a DP receives from v through Agree.
The analysis of SR laid out in Chapter 4 thus connects to the analysis given for case
assignment in Chapter 3. Also, like ergative case marking, SR can be captured by an
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analysis that is based purely on Agree. The fact that SR C can agree directly with DPs in
both its clause and the clause to which it adjoins eliminates the need to posit some other
mechanism for SR besides Agree, such as binding (Finer 1984, 1985; Watanabe 2000) or
control (Georgi 2012; Baker and Camargo Souza 2018). The analysis I proposed also avoids
positing other complications to the grammar of SR such as economy conditions and output
ﬁlters (Camacho 2010). Thus a purely Agree-based analysis of SR is simpler than other
existing analyses and has greater empirical coverage of features like object tracking and case
sensitivity.
We can conclude, then, from the two case studies presented here that Agree-based anal-
yses are able to account for complex patterns of case assignment and SR in a way that more
straightforwardly captures the empirical patterns than competing analyses. Further they are
able to capture the interrelatedness of the abstract versus morphological case distinction of
Amahuaca and its system of SR.
5.2 Theoretical implications for the characterization
of Agree
In addition to their implications for theories of case and SR, the analyses of ergative case
assignment and SR laid out in Chapters 3 and 4 and summarized above have implications for
our general understanding of the nature of Agree. As outlined in Chapter 1, the research on
Agree since Chomsky (2000, 2001) proposed the operation has raised many questions about
the details of this mechanism of the grammar. This dissertation lends support to some of
the existing proposals for Agree and challenges other assumptions, as I will outline below.
First of all, the notion of activity has been contentious in the literature on Agree, with
some challenging Chomsky’s (2001) particular characterization of activity based on patterns
of seeming agreement with the same goal multiple times (e.g. Carstens 2011), and others
proposing that the Activity Condition is entirely unnecessary (e.g. Nevins 2005). In this
dissertation, the fact that a single DP can enter into an Agree relation with multiple probes
is a crucial assumption. In my treatment of ergative case, morphological case is the result of
agreement with both v and T. This means that a transitive subject DP must remain active
after agreeing with v in order to be a goal for agreeing T. This view of case where abstract
and morphological case are distinct problematizes a characterization of activity that is based
on whether a DP has already received case or not. In order to preserve this type of view, it
would be necessary to determine which notion of case, abstract or morphological, is relevant
for activity. From the mere fact that overt ergative case can be assigned, it would seem that
abstract case is not the relevant notion. If it were, T would not be able to agree with a DP
that had already agreed with v. Instead, if we were to assume that only morphological case
could deactivate a DP, this would not solve the problem.2 This can be seen by considering
2More precisely the assumption that I wish to pursue here is that the full set of features necessary to
trigger morphological case is not the relevant notion. This alternative characterization avoids the problem
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the SR system. As proposed in Chapter 4, SR involves agreement between C and multiple
DPs. Crucially, overtly case-marked DPs can be targeted for additional Agree operations
by SR C. Therefore, the full range of features necessary for morphological case also cannot
deactivate a DP for the type of Agree involved in SR. This problem is not solved by assuming
that activity can be parameterized by feature (Rezac 2003). Rezac assumes that deactivation
amounts to building a shell around a DP that creates an intervention eﬀect for a particular
feature. Thus, features like person and number could be deactivated independently. We
might assume that diﬀerent features are involved in agreement with T versus agreement
with SR C. Thus while a successful Agree dependency with T might result in deactivation
of person features (given the person sensitivity of overt φ-agreement on T), it might leave
referential indices active and accessible to a probe on C. Even this parameterized version of
activity seems to fall short for Amahuaca, though. We can see this if we consider so-called
‘clause chains’ in the language. As mentioned in Chapter 4, adjunct SR clauses can be
successively nested within one another. This means that a DP in an intermediate clause
could be the goal for agreement with a SR C in a lower clause as well as the SR C of its
own clause. This means that the same features must be accessible for two Agree operations.
If we put together only the evidence from case assignment and SR, the same DP can be
the goal for up to four Agree operations – one with v, one with T, and one each with two
distinct instances of C. Therefore, I tentatively conclude that the Activity Condition does
not appear to hold for Amahuaca, consistent with views that take it to be parameterizable
(Baker 2008; Oxford 2017). I leave it as an open question whether activity plays a role in
the grammar of other languages.
Another question that has been discussed extensively in the literature on Agree is whether
the same probe can agree with multiple goals. This is, in a way, the ﬂip side of activity for
DPs. Instead of asking whether a DP goal that has been agreed with can remain active
for future Agree operations, the question is whether a probe can remain “active” and probe
further goals after having already successfully agreed with a goal. In this dissertation, I
have adopted the model of Cyclic Agree (Rezac 2003, 2004; Be´jar and Rezac 2009), which
assumes that a single probe may enter into Agree relations with multiple goals in a cyclic
manner. One of the more crucial components of this model that I have utilized is the notion
of cyclic expansion. This is the idea that a probe may be reprojected as part of the label of
a branching node if it remains unsatisﬁed. The technology of cyclic expansion has allowed
me to capture two distinct processes in Amahuaca – one in the domain of case assignment
and the other in the domain of SR. In discussing ergative case in Chapter 3, I assumed that
v agrees with its complement and then its speciﬁer. This allows v to “pass on” information
about the presence of an object DP to the subject in the form of the bundle [v,φ], which
serves as an indication of abstract ergative case. This agreement pattern can be derived by
assuming that v probes the c-command domain of the head, encountering the object. The
probe on v then reprojects to the intermediate projection level and probes the c-command
of assuming that morphological material is visible to the narrow syntax for the determination of licit Agree
operations.
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domain of the intermediate projection, agreeing with the subject. Another domain in which
I leveraged cyclic expansion was in the account of SR in Chapter 4. I argued that adjunct
complementizers agree with DPs in their own clause. Through cyclic expansion the probe
on C is reprojected to the maximal projection level. This allows C to probe the c-command
domain of its maximal projection, agreeing directly with DPs in the clause to which the
maximal CP is adjoined. I argued that this view where maximal projections can be probes
is the logical prediction of Cyclic Agree coupled with Bare Phrase Structure (Chomsky
1995a,b). I demonstrated that this prediction is desirable since it is borne out in systems of
SR. The case studies considered here thus provide support for cyclicity in agreement of the
type proposed in Cyclic Agree models. The same probe can agree with multiple goals, and
it is possible for a probe to agree with a goal in the c-command domain of any segment of
the probe, even at the maximal projection level.
The mechanism of cyclic expansion relies on the notion of a probe being unsatisﬁed.
Early versions of Cyclic Agree (e.g. Rezac 2003) assumed simple unstructured person and
number probes. Therefore, the only way for a probe to remain unsatisﬁed was for it to not
encounter a goal with any person or number features. In this dissertation, however, I have
adopted a more ﬁne-grained model of probes. Speciﬁcally, I have adopted the interaction
and satisfaction model of Deal (2015c). This model allows us to deﬁne a probe’s interaction
conditions (the set of features it can copy back) separately from its satisfaction conditions
(the set of features that will cause it to halt its search). This allows a probe to agree
successfully and copy features from a goal without necessarily being satisﬁed and ceasing
to probe further. Interestingly, this separation of interaction and satisfaction allows us to
deﬁne an insatiable probe – a probe that lacks satisfaction conditions and will agree with
all possible goals in its c-command domain (Deal 2015b). Probe insatiability has ﬁgured
in both case studies in this dissertation. In the realm of case assignment, the cyclically
agreeing probe on v, discussed just above, agrees with both the object and the subject.
This happens regardless of what the φ-features of the object are. This means that there
are no possible φ-features that the object can have that cause the probe on v to halt its
search. Thus, we can characterize v as an insatiable probe in Amahuaca. Likewise, in the
domain of SR, adjunct C will probe all DPs in its clause and in the clause to which it
adjoins regardless of the φ-features of any of the DPs present. Therefore, adjunct C can
also be characterized as an insatiable probe. Crucially, any competitor to an interaction and
satisfaction model would have to be able to provide some way of deﬁning a probe that will
agree with all possible goals in its domain. Sometimes it is assumed that when a head shows
agreement with multiple arguments that head contained multiple probes (see, e.g., Georgi
2013). However, the patterns found in Amahuaca cannot be elegantly captured by simply
assuming that the relevant heads contain a certain number of probes. For example, in a SR
clause, there could be anywhere from two (in the case of two intransitive clauses) to six (in
the case of two ditransitive clauses) DPs in the domain of agreeing C. The fact that the SR
marker shows the same sensitivity to coreference of arguments regardless of how many DPs
are in the two clauses suggests that C must be able to agree with as many arguments as
there are in the clause. A multiple probe account would have to stipulate that the number
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of probes merged always had to match the number of DPs in the structure. While this is an
unattractive stipulation in any situation, it seems particularly problematic since the number
of probes on adjunct C would have to be sensitive to the number of DPs in the matrix clause
before the adjunct CP was actually merged with the matrix clause. In contrast, an insatiable
probe does not give rise to such issues – it will only stop probing when it has exhausted its
search space. I conclude that the patterns considered in this dissertation provide substantial
empirical support for probe insatiability, and by extension an interaction and satisfaction
model of Agree.
Another question related to the structured representation of probes that I explored in this
dissertation was how agreement with multiple goals and cyclic expansion are encoded on the
probe. The ﬁrst issue arises when we consider what happens once a probe successfully copies
back features of two goals. One possibility is that all of the copied features will simply be
mixed in a single set of features (cf. Deal’s 2015c “bag of features”). The second possibility
is that the features copied from each DP will remain diﬀerentiated from the features copied
from each other DP (cf. Deal’s 2015c structured list). The data from SR discussed in Chapter
4 provide evidence that the features of each goal must remain separated from the features
of each other goal when they are copied back to the probe. This evidence comes from the
fact that the form of the SR marker is sensitive to both referential index and abstract case,
and crucially that the relevant abstract case features must be associated with one of the
coreferential DPs. For example, to insert the same subject marker that indicates a matrix
(or, more precisely, reference clause) ergative subject (=xon), it is not simply suﬃcient that
C agreed with two coreferential DPs and one (potentially distinct) ergative DP. The ergative
case cannot come from a diﬀerent DP than one of the matching referential indices came
from. (That is, we cannot insert =xon when an adjunct clause subject is coreferential with
a matrix object simply because there was an ergative subject in the matrix clause.) This
means that the index features and case features of each DP must remain bundled together
on the probe for the purpose of choosing a vocabulary item to insert. A second question I
explored was how cyclic expansion aﬀects the structure of a probe. I proposed that probe
reprojection adds a layer of structure to the probe. This allows the goals agreed with on
the ﬁrst cyclic of Agree to be diﬀerentiated from the goals agreed with on a second cycle.
For SR C, this provided a necessary way of distinguishing adjunct from matrix arguments
since, for instance, the SR marker used to indicate coreference of an adjunct subject and
matrix object diﬀers from the marker used to indicate coreference of an adjunct object and
matrix subject. On the account I gave of SR, adjunct arguments are those agreed with on
the ﬁrst cycle, and therefore more deeply embedded in the structure of the probe. Matrix
arguments are those agreed with on the second cycle, and thus in the outermost layer. This
notion of probe structure resulting from cyclic expansion also has a potentially welcome
application for the indirect agreement relationship between T and v discussed in connection
with unmarked transitive subjects in Chapter 3. T must expone the features of the subject
and not the object, but both sets of φ-features are present on v. However, if the object’s
features are more embedded as the result of probe reprojection, we can characterize T as
spelling out only the features of the outermost φ-bundle on v. Thus, there is evidence from
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both the case system and the SR system of Amahuaca that the featural representation of
probes is structured in a way that reﬂects the history of the derivation.
Finally, another issue that the case studies in this dissertation provide insight into is the
role of locality and c-command in Agree. In particular, the patterns seen in systems of SR
appear, at ﬁrst glance, to be potentially challenging for traditionally held views that Agree
requires the probe to c-command the goal and that Agree is phase-bound. However, I have
shown that in adopting a Cyclic Agree model, which allows the location of the probe to
systematically change throughout the derivation, we can account for SR without loosening
the c-command requirement on probing. In SR, cyclic expansion allows maximal projections
to be probes, and the c-command domain of the maximal projection of the SR adjunct
clause will contain the DPs of the clause to which it is adjoined. Cyclic expansion therefore
allows the SR probe in an adjunct clause to agree directly with DPs in the matrix clause and
reduces this dependency to an instance of Agree under c-command. We see, then, that while
patterns of SR (and, in general, probing out of an adjunct) seem problematic for assumptions
about c-command, they can straightforwardly be derived without resorting to loosening the
c-command requirement on agreement or positing variable directionality of probing (pace
Baker 2008; Arregi and Hanink 2018; Carstens 2016). SR also provides evidence that Agree
must be local, despite the seeming long-distance dependencies involved. As just mentioned,
cyclic expansion reduces the agreement involved in SR to local Agree under c-command,
and it is crucial that this Agree operation is, in fact, local. If the type of Agree involved
in SR were not restricted by phasehood, we might expect the SR probe to agree into other
phases, agreeing into DPs, PPs, and other adjunct CPs. Instead, only core arguments of
the verb can be tracked by the SR system of Amahuaca – possessors, obliques introduced
by postpositions, and DPs within more deeply nested CPs cannot be tracked. This pattern
suggests that, indeed, phases are the relevant notion of locality for agreement. Thus, the
case studies in this dissertation support a very conservative view of Agree which requires the
probe to c-command the goal and which is always phase-bound.
In summary, through detailed and sustained exploration and analysis of Amahuaca mor-
phosyntax this dissertation provides evidence for several conclusions about the operation of
Agree, some of which lend support to existing proposals and others that are more novel.
First, activity is not relevant for all languages – some languages allow a single DP to be the
goal for multiple Agree operations. Second, Agree proceeds cyclically with cyclic expansion
allowing the search domain of the probe to be expanded. Next, maximal projections can
serve as probes through cyclic expansion, as predicted by Bare Phrase Structure. A probe
may interact with a goal without that goal satisfying the probe. Probes may be insatiable
– some probes can agree with every possible goal in their c-command domain. The repre-
sentation of probes is structured, and the structure reﬂects the derivational history. Agree
is always under c-command, with the probe c-commanding the goal, and ﬁnally, Agree is
strictly local.
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Appendix A
Switch-reference markers
This appendix oﬀers more data on the system of switch-reference (SR) in Amahuaca. I
illustrate each of the SR markers and discuss what contrasts are and are not encoded by the
system.
A.1 Illustration of switch-reference markers
In this section I give examples of each of Amahuaca’s SR markers within the sequential
action (‘after’), immediately sequential action (‘just after’), simultaneous action (‘while’),
and subsequent action (‘before’) paradigms.
A.1.1 Sequential action paradigm
=hax : marked clause subject = reference clause intransitive subject
(215) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= hax ]=mun
sing=ss.sq=Cmatrix
xanoi
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the womani danced.’
=xon: marked clause subject = reference clause transitive subject
(216) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= xon ]=mun
sing=sa.sq=Cmatrix
xano=ni
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the womani cooked corn.’
=xo: marked clause subject = reference clause direct object (217), indirect object (218), or
applied object (219), resulting in potential ambiguity (220)
(217) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= xo ]=mun
sing=so.sq=Cmatrix
hinan
dog.erg
xanoi
woman
chivan-vo=xo=nu
chase-am=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the dog chased the womani.’
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(218) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= xo ]=mun
sing=so.sq=Cmatrix
vaku-vaun
child-pl.erg
xanoi
woman
jau jova
ﬂower
hinan=xo=nu
give=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the children gave the womani a ﬂower.’
(219) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= xo ]=mun
sing=so.sq=Cmatrix
vaku-vaun
child-pl.erg
xanoi
woman
chirin=xon=xo=nu
dance=appl=3.pst=decl
‘After shei sang, the children danced for the womani.’
(220) [proi/j nokoo= xo ]=mun
arrive=so.sq=Cmatrix
joni=n
man=erg
Mariai
Maria
kankanj
pineapple
maro=xo=nu
buy=3.pst=decl
‘After shei/itj arrived, the man bought pineapplej from Mariai.’
=ha: marked clause object = reference clause intransitive subject
(221) [joni=n
man=erg
xanoi
woman
vuchi= ha ]=mun
ﬁnd=os.sq=Cmatrix
xanoi
woman
ka=xo=nu
go=3.pst=decl
‘After the man found the womani, the womani went.’
=havan: 3pl marked clause subject
(222) [jato=xi
3pl=nom
vua= havan ]=mun
sing=3pl.ds.sq=Cmatrix
xanoj
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘After theyi sang, the womanj danced.’
=kun: default
(223) [jonii
man
vua= kun ]=mun
sing=ds.sq=Cmatrix
xanoj
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘After the mani sang, the womanj danced.’
A.1.2 Immediately sequential action paradigm
=tan: marked clause subject = reference clause subject (transitive or intransitive)
(224) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= tan ]=mun
sing=ssa.immsq=Cmatrix
xanoi
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘Just after shei sang, the womani danced.’
(225) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= tan ]=mun
sing=ssa.immsq=Cmatrix
xano=ni
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘Just after shei sang, the womani cooked corn.’
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A.1.3 Simultaneous action paradigm
=hi : marked clause subject = reference clause intransitive subject
(226) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= hi ]=mun
sing=ss.sim=Cmatrix
xanoi
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘While she sang, the womani danced.’
=kin: marked clause subject = reference clause transitive subject
(227) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= kin ]=mun
sing=sa.sim=Cmatrix
xano=ni
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘While shei sang, the womani cooked corn.’
=haito: marked clause subject = reference clause direct object (228), indirect object (229),
or applied object (230)
(228) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= haito ]=mun
sing=so.sim=Cmatrix
hinan
dog.erg
xanoi
woman
chivan-vo=xo=nu
chase-am=3.pst=decl
‘While shei sang, the dog chased the womani.’
(229) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= haito ]=mun
sing=so.sim=Cmatrix
vaku-vaun
child-pl.erg
xanoi
woman
jau jova
ﬂower
hinan=xo=nu
give=3.pst=decl
‘While shei sang, the children gave the womani a ﬂower.’
(230) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= haito ]=mun
sing=so.sim=Cmatrix
vaku-vaun
child-pl.erg
xanoi
woman
chirin=xon=xo=nu
dance=appl=3.pst=decl
‘While shei sang, the children danced for the womani.’
=haivan: 3pl marked clause subject
(231) [jato=xi
3pl=nom
vua= haivan ]=mun
sing=3pl.ds.sim=Cmatrix
xanoj
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘While theyi sang, the womanj danced.’
=hain: default
(232) [jonii
man
vua= hain ]=mun
sing=ds.sim=Cmatrix
xanoj
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘While the mani sang, the womanj danced.’
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A.1.4 Subsequent action paradigm
=katzi : marked clause subject = reference clause intransitive subject1
(233) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= katzi ]=mun
sing=ss.sub=Cmatrix
xanoi
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘Before shei sang, the womani danced.’
=xanni : marked clause subject = reference clause intransitive subject2
(234) [proi vua= xanni ]=mun
sing=ss.sub=Cmatrix
xanoi
woman
ka=xo=nu
go=3.pst=decl
‘The woman was going to dance.’ (Literally ‘Before shei danced, the womani
went.’)
=xankin: marked clause subject = reference clause transitive subject
(235) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= xankin ]=mun
sing=sa.sub=Cmatrix
xano=ni
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘Before shei sang, the womani cooked corn.’
=novo: 3pl marked clause subject
(236) [jato=xi
3pl=nom
vua= novo ]=mun
sing=3pl.ds.sub=Cmatrix
xanoj
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘Before theyi sang, the womanj danced.’
=non: default
(237) [jonii
man
vua= non ]=mun
sing=ds.sub=Cmatrix
xanoj
woman
chirin=xo=nu
dance=3.pst=decl
‘Before the mani sang, the womanj danced.’
1For one of the four main speakers with whom I collected data, =katzi can also be used when the marked
clause subject is coreferential with a reference clause transitive subject as in (viii). Other speakers reject
this type of example.
(viii) % [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
vua= katzi ]=mun
sing=ss.sub=Cmatrix
xano=ni
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘Before shei sang, the womani cooked corn.’
2The marker =xanni appears to only be used with the matrix verb ka ‘go’ in the examples I have.
Speakers have rejected this marker with other matrix verbs.
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A.2 Contrasts not encoded by switch-reference
markers
A.2.1 Abstract case of marked clause subjects
As seen above, only the abstract case of transitive and intransitive subjects in the reference
(matrix) clause aﬀects the form of the SR marker. Transitive and intransitive marked clause
subjects are not treated diﬀerently from one another. This is illustrated by the lack of
contrast between the form of the SR marker in (238) and (239). In (238) the marked clause
subject is an intransitive subject, while in (239) the marked clause subject is a transitive
subject. In both instances, the SR marker =hax is used.
(238) [jaa=xi
3sg=nom
chirin= hax ]=mun
dance=ss.sq=Cmatrix
xanoi
woman
vua=xo=nu
sing=3.pst=decl
‘After shei danced, the womani sang.’
(239) [jaa=ni
3sg=erg
xuki
corn
jova= hax ]=mun
cook=ss.sq=Cmatrix
xanoi
woman
vua=xo=nu
sing=3.pst=decl
‘After shei cooked corn, the womani sang.’
I discussed in Chapter 4 the fact that adjunct clause transitive subjects are always marked
with ergative case, providing evidence that the subjects of adjunct clauses always agree with
T. This means that all adjunct clause subjects can be uniﬁed with the feature [T]. Matrix
clause subjects do not consistently agree with T and therefore do not consistently share a
feature that distinguishes them as subjects. Thus, the SR system encodes the three-way split
according to abstract case rather than a simple subject/object split for reference clauses.
A.2.2 Transitivity with default markers
Camacho’s (2010) analysis of Panoan SR assumes that the type of distinction that I have
analyzed as indicating abstract case (or grammatical function) instead indicates the tran-
sitivity of the reference clause. He notes that this transitivity agreement is not present
in diﬀerent subject constructions, which he takes to indicate that cross-clausal agreement
does not occur in diﬀerent subject clauses. In this dissertation I have instead argued that
the seeming “transitivity” sensitivity shown in SR markers is, in fact, agreement indicating
abstract case features of a DP that stands in a coreference relationship with another DP.
This abstract case tracking does not occur when there are no coreferential DPs in the two
clauses in a SR construction. This falls out straightforwardly under the analysis I presented
in Chapter 4 if we assume that “diﬀerent subject” marking is instead a morphological default
that does not indicate anything about (non-)coreference of any arguments. These markers
would not be expected to single out the abstract case value of a particular DP to expone if
they do not generally indicate relationships between DPs.
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The fact that such transitivity or case agreement is indeed lacking for all default SR
markers in Amahuaca can be shown by comparing (223) with (240), (232) with (241), and
(237) with (242).
(240) [jonii
man
vua= kun ]=mun
sing=ds.sq=Cmatrix
xano=nj
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘After the mani sang, the womanj cooked corn.’
(241) [jonii
man
vua= hain ]=mun
sing=ds.sim=Cmatrix
xano=nj
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘While the mani sang, the womanj cooked corn.’
(242) [jonii
man
vua= non ]=mun
sing=ds.sub=Cmatrix
xano=nj
woman=erg
xuki
corn
jova=xo=nu
cook=3.pst=decl
‘Before the mani sang, the womanj cooked corn.’
A.2.3 Object coreference
Even in the sequential SR paradigm, which shows the largest number of morphological
contrasts, there is no dedicated marker that indicates that the object of the marked clause
is coreferential with the object of the reference clause. Likewise, there is no dedicated
marker that indicates that the marked clause object is coreferential with the reference clause
transitive subject. Instead, syncretism results in both of these coreference patterns being
realized with the default marker =kun. This is illustrated for a construction where the
objects of the two clauses are coreferential in (243). The default marker must be used, and
it is ungrammatical to substitute, for example, the marker =xo, which indicates coreference
of the marked clause subject and reference clause object. Additionally, I have been unable
to ﬁnd through elicitation or text-based work a distinct SR marker for this coreference
relationship.
(243) ‘After Juan found the peccaryi, Maria killed iti.’
a. [Juanu=n
Juan.lg=erg
jonoi
peccary
vuchi= kun ]=mun
ﬁnd=ds.sq=Cmatrix
Maria=n
Maria=erg
proi
rutu=xo=nu
kill=3.pst=decl
b. * [Juanu=n
Juan.lg=erg
jonoi
peccary
vuchi= xo ]=mun
ﬁnd=so.sq=Cmatrix
Maria=n
Maria=erg
proi
rutu=xo=nu
kill=3.pst=decl
A similar situation is seen in (244) for a construction where the object of the marked
clause is coreferential with the transitive subject of the matrix clause. There is no dedicated
SR marker that indicates this coreference pattern, and the default =kun must be used. It
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is ungrammatical to substitute the marker =ha, which indicates coreference of the marked
clause object with an intransitive subject of the reference clause.
(244) ‘After the man found the peccaryi, the peccaryi ate fruit.’
a. [joni=n
man=erg
jonoi
peccary
vuchi= kun ]=mun
ﬁnd=ds.sq=Cmatrix
jono=ni
peccary=erg
jii
tree
vimi
fruit
ha=xo=nu
do.tr=3.pst=decl
b. * [joni=n
man=erg
jonoi
peccary
vuchi= ha ]=mun
ﬁnd=ds.sq=Cmatrix
jono=ni
peccary=erg
jii
tree
vimi
fruit
ha=xo=nu
do.tr=3.pst=decl
A.2.4 Reference of possessors and objects of postpositions
The analysis of SR given in Chapter 4 was based on the mechanism of Agree. If we assume
that Agree is phase-bound, this means that we should expect that DPs trapped within
phasal constituents should not be accessible to the agreeing SR head. Indeed, this is the
pattern that we ﬁnd. SR cannot show sensitivity to coreferential elements that are trapped
within phases such as PPs and DPs. This phase-based account also derives the pattern seen
with so-called ‘clause chains’ in Chapter 4 where each SR marker is sensitive only to the
arguments of its own clause and the clause to which it adjoins, but not to the arguments of
any other clause adjoined within either of those two clauses. If SR clauses are CP phases,
they should not be transparent for agreement.
The example in (245) shows that it is not possible for SR marking to be sensitive to the
reference of a DP within a PP. Here, the pronoun introduced by vutan ‘with’ in the matrix
clause is coreferential with the subject of the adjunct clause, and the default marker =kun
is used.
(245) [proi jan
3sg
nokoo= kun ]=mun
arrive=ds.sq=Cmatrix
jaai
3sg
vutan
with
muka=hi
play=ipfv
vaku=ki=nu
child=3.pres=decl
‘After hei arrived, the child is playing with himi.’
If instead of =kun the marker =hax is used, this forces a reading where it is the child who
arrived, as seen in (246). I am unaware of a non-default SR marker that can be used to
indicate coreference with the object of a postposition. Presumably this is because PP is a
phase and SR C cannot agree into PP to probe the DP within it.
(246) [proi nokoo= hax ]=mun
arrive=ss.sq=Cmatrix
jaaj
3sg
vutan
with
muka=hi
play=ipfv
vakui=ki=nu
child=3.pres=decl
‘After shei arrived, the childi is playing with himj .’
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We ﬁnd a similar situation with material within the DP, namely possessors. In (247) we
see an example where the subject of the adjunct clause is coreferential with the possessor of
the matrix subject and the default marker =kun is used.
(247) [Mariai
Maria
nokoo= kun ]=mun
arrive=ds.sq=Cmatrix
jani
3sg.gen
vaku
child
hoxa=xo=nu
sleep=3.pst=decl
‘After Mariai arrived, heri child slept.’
If the SR marker =hax is used, this results in a reading where it is the child, and not Maria
who arrived, as shown in (248).
(248) [proi nokoo= hax ]=mun
arrive=ss.sq=Cmatrix
Maria=nj
Maria=gen
vakui
child
hoxa=xo=nu
sleep=3.pst=decl
‘After hei arrived, Maria’sj childi slept.’
Substituting another coreference marker, such as =xo, yields ungrammaticality, as in (249).
(249) * [proi nokoo= xo ]=mun
arrive=ss.sq=Cmatrix
Maria=ni
Maria=gen
vaku
child
hoxa=xo=nu
sleep=3.pst=decl
Intended: ‘After shei arrived, Maria’si child slept.’
The patterns observed with possessors can be explained by the same logic used for PPs. If we
assume that DP is a phase, only the features of the head of the DP will be accessible to the
probe on SR C. Any material further embedded within DP, such as another DP possessor,
will be trapped within the phase and will be inaccessible for agreement.
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